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Abstract
With the ubiquity of visual data being recorded, we now have the ability to view vast amounts of
visual imagery. However, searching through imagery for an indeterminate target in tasks such as
security baggage inspection, medical scan screening andWilderness Search and Rescue (WiSAR),
remains problematic for most people and cannot be automated. If the imagery was presented to
account for the way in which humans cognitively process such visuals, then the success of these
tasks might be improved. is thesis proposes and evaluates a series of presentation methods to
manipulate imagery to seek this improvement.
A series of user experience studies were conducted. Given the task of searching for incon-
spicuous ‘lost’ human beings in a WiSAR scenario, subjects observed multiple sequences of aerial
photography embodied in six specially designed presentations. ese presentations were designed
following an analysis of existing visual attention literature.
e rst study to evaluate these methods compared the standard live (i.e. scrolling) view of the
terrain to a static representation. is static portrayal of aerial search yielded an improved success
rate for target location. e second method adapted the static representation, by segmenting the
image into smaller tiles that were displayed for correspondingly shorter durations, while the third
method enlarged the segmented tiles to ll the display. With increased segmentation, the ability
for subjects to locate targets was broadly unaected. e fourth study investigated two methods
that use eye-tracking equipment to dynamically enhance the display.
Containedwithin this thesis are the ndings from these four studies,which include the analysis
of each subject’s performance, opinions and eye-movement behaviour. e in spiration for each
presentation method was the development of a proposed model for visual search. Ultimately, the
static method is revealed as the most eective for the chosen scenario of WiSAR.
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Chapter 1
Wilderness Search and Rescue
1.1 Introduction
Accuracy and eciency are extremely important in Wilderness Search and Rescue (WiSAR).
When an individual is lost in the wilderness, Search and Rescue (SAR) aircra must be able to
respond quickly at high speed towards to the last known location of the target (Stager 1974).
In the previous century, expensive and limited manned aircra were used to performWiSAR.
However, with the increasing renement and availability of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs),
SAR units are beginning to utilise mid-sized unmanned aircra. ese UAVs are controlled from
a remote base-station where live telemetry is transmitted for the visual search task to be conducted
on the ground. It is common for the aircra to y along a “creeping-line” (e.g. Simerson 2004,
p. 125) in order to methodically cover a broad area of the terrain, as shown in gure 1.1.
In a rescue scenario, two key people are involved in the use of an UAV: a pilot, or operator
whom is responsible for directing the aircra and monitoring its status; and a sensor operator or
“spotter”. is trained individual is responsible for the visual inspection of the UAV’s downward-
facing camera output, with the task of nding the missing person or any associated artefacts (e.g.
Goodrich et al. 2008).
With the task of nding a large target from an airborne vehicle, such as large, brightly-coloured
portions of a crashed aircra, the air search success rate for untrained personnel can be as low as
30% (Cro et al.2007). Such poor performance for large salient targets has been well researched,
with visual search training only providing an additional 10% success rate (Stager and Angus 1975).
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Flightpath
Searchpath
UAV
Figure 1.1 – An isometric view of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) following a “creeping-line” ight-
path (indicated in black) along a pre-set search-path (indicated in white). Such a ightpath
ensures that the camera view (highlighted) from the bottom of the aircra is continuous and
without gaps. is Wilderness Search and Rescue (WiSAR) search pattern is commonly used
to methodically cover a broad area.
erefore, as could be expected, the chance of nding a human being by aerial photography is
even more minute. A minimum resolution of5 cm/pixel would provide sucient image data for
the colour of the missing person’s clothing to be recognised (Goodrich et al. 2008), however this
puts signicant limits on operational altitude and sensor resolution.
Research has been conducted into mapping UAV-acquired video onto a terrain map. In
particular Morse et al. (2010) focused on evaluating the quality, or see-ability of a video frame,
overwriting low detail areas with the best quality visuals, allowing a sensor operator to determine
which portions of terrain have not been viewed in sucient detail.
1.2 Role of Eye-movements
Eye-movements are known to play a vital role in target identication, especially in a SAR scenario.
Cro et al. (2007), for example, recorded both the eye-movements and success rates of SAR teams;
both during ight and under laboratory conditions, concluding that the area of terrain covered by
the eyes is quite sparse, suggesting that the full scene is not exhausti vely examined for potential
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targets.
Guidance for novice SAR personnel looking for a lost human-being on the ground from an
air-bourne aircra suggest that they “divide the area covered by your eld of vision into imaginary
squares” (Stager and Angus 1975). From this imaginary grid, the observer is told to sweep their
gaze across the squares in turn, pausing aer each vertex as visualised in gure 1.2. e purpose
of this method is to keep eye-movements to a minimum, maximising the time for xations as
opposed to saccades.
Aircraft W
indows
Sp
ot
te
r
Figure 1.2 – An example of a visual search conducted by a spotter on the view outside anaircra window.
e spotter focuses at each imaginary cross on the window, dedicating an identical amount of
time at each location before moving their eyes to focus at the next cross.
Stager and Angus (1975) also monitored the behaviour of observer’s eye-movements while
observing lm footage of aerial crash sites, discovering no signicant dierences in eye-movement
behaviour between naïve and experienced visual inspection personnel, sugges ting that training
cannot force the Human Visual System (HVS) to adopt an alternative methodology, suggesting
that alternative methods, such as modifying the presentation method should be employed.
e key requirement for presenting the video-feed from the UAV is for the visual data to
be viewed live. Introducing a delay could result in the vehicle travelling well-beyond the target
location, or permit the target to move away from the previously known location. Both situations
provide invalid data for a self-terminating visual search task, such as the scenario chosen for this
thesis.
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1.3 esis Outline
1.3.1 Overview
Given the contentious premise, discussed previously, that observer eye-m ovement behaviour is
independent of training (e.g. Cro et al. 2007; Mello-oms 2003; Stager and Angus 1975), the
aim chosen for this thesis to increase the eectiveness of visual search is to manipulate the visual
data being observed.
With that aim this thesis is arranged into nine chapters, with the rst three chapters describing
the motivation and the possible methods of manipulating imagery. eWiSAR scenario chosen
for this research, described earlier in this chapter, is complemented by a motivation found within
the eld of visual attention in chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the existing research in the domain
of visual attention. ese methods and studies are evaluated and specic elements from each are
incorporated into the design of an idealised visual search study.rough the series of experimental
investigations suggested, various new presentation methods for visual stimuli can be evaluated
for both beneting both the chosen scenario WiSAR and other visual search tasks.
Chapters 4 to 7 describe the four experimental investigations. Each experiment proposes and
tests a series of hypotheses designed to evaluate each presentation method based on previous
experimental evidence.
e nal two chapters conclude the ndings of this thesis. Chapter 8 collates and analyses
the results from the four preceding experimental investigations, discussing their ndings and
presenting a series of principles to be applied to the visual search domain. e nal element
of this thesis, chapter 9, concludes this analysis by evaluating the limitations of the experiment
methodology including the caveats presented by the experimental design, the way in which the
investigations were conducted, the design of the presentation methods, the stimuli with which
they were tested and the analysis of the results.
e last chapter uses these caveats to propose several avenues for future research. Finally the
thesis is concluded by answering the fundamental research question, introduced in chapter 3:
“In what way can the visual data from a WiSAR UAV be manipulated to increase the
eectiveness of visual search?”
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1.3.2 Visual Attention
Chapter 2 is concerned with how the scene in front of the observer’s eyes is brought to their
conscious awareness through the actions of the HVS. Section 2.1 discusses the eye, and how the
eye orbits itself to direct the light from the desired location to the back of the eye where the light is
converted into signals for the brain to process. e act of moving the eye based on these signals is
explained with an introduction on the mechanism for searching the scene in front of the observer.
Building upon this knowledge, section 2.2 categorises several visual search activities in terms of
complexity and discusses our understanding of how the HVS directs the eyes to identify the scene.
is taxonomy of visual search tasks is the rationale for using the WiSAR scenario as an exemplar
visual search task.
e taxonomy of visual search tasks in section2.2 evaluates two metrics for comparing these
examples: visual search type and the role of distractors. e number of distractors in a scene
(i.e. the number of elements in a scene that distract the observer from nding a target) cannot be
easily manipulated, however the type of visual search (i.e. the way in which the HVS navigates the
scene) can be manipulated. To investigate how to manipulate visual search section 2.3 introduces
the concept of visual search models, whereby the complex HVS is broken down into discrete
processes to aid comprehension of the entire system. ree visual search model s are compared:
the rst by Itti, Dhavale and Pighin (2004), the second by Wickens and McCarley (2008) and the
third by Wolfe et al. (2007). e elements of these three models are compared in section 2.4 with
the creation of a proposed model for visual search. e three types of visual search, identied
previously, are then applied to this proposed model. e proposed model includes all of the
feedback mechanisms identied by the authors of the three compared visual search models such
as inhibition of return and attentional blink.
e hierarchy of the visual search is used to conclude the chapter in section 2.5, where the
topics discussed are placed in order from the eye at the top of the hierarchy all the way down to
the abstract concept of visual search at its foundation.
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1.3.3 Experimental Investigations
Based on the role of the HVS in the act of visual search, chapter 3 describes the rationale (sec-
tion 3.1) behind the design decisions for the experimental investigations. e primary aim for
the experiments is to answer the fundamental research question introduced in this chapter. A
compromise between using articial stimuli (where the external validity of the results is low) and
using natural stimuli (where statistical noise becomes a problematic issue in drawing conclusions)
is proposed: naturalistic stimuli.
Section 3.2 describes this naturalistic stimuli and the considerations made in sourcing imagery,
positioning the targets for subjects to discover and determining the UAV ight dynamics that this
live-feed ofWiSAR terrain would represent.ese ight dynamics introduce the design limitations
imposed by the WiSAR scenario and hence the restrictions on the design of the possible stimuli
manipulations. To counter the aects of the statistical noise associa ted with natural stimuli, the
next section (3.3) standardises the experimental design for all four experimental investigations
and introduces the data to be recorded and analysed.
e task given to each subject was, in commonwith all presentationmethods, that of indicating
when an inconspicuous (human) target was identied. Recorded data for each subje ct included
the results of the identication task, the analysis of their eye-movement behaviour and their
qualitative responses in the form of questionnaires and verbal comments made during the course
of the experiments.
e limitations on the stimuli design imposed by the ight dynamics is explored in section 3.4,
such as feasible image dimensions and resolutions that one might obtain with currently available
equipment. e penultimate section in this chapter, section3.5, is split into four parts. Each part
proposes an individual experimental investigation and the design of the presentation methods
that were tested.e results from each experimental investigation is then analysed in the following
four chapters.
1.3.4 Serial Visual Presentation
Chapter 4 contains the rst experimental investigation, where the SVP method was compared to
the simulated live-feed from theUAV known as the moving presentation method.SVP splits the
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scrolling live-feed into discrete tiles displayed statically. ese tiles are displayed for a duration
commensurate to the ight-speed of the UAV, resulting in no dierence in the time taken to
transverse the same area of terrain.
Two primary hypotheses are introduced in section 4.1 to test the eects of presentationmethod
and apparent ight speed on target identication. Two further hypotheses are proposed to test the
qualitative and eye-movement behaviour data recorded through this experimental investigation.
Section 4.2 describes the experiment procedure incorporating the decision to train subjects using
a static sample card containing exemplar targets.
e third section (4.3) presents the results visually, to demonstrate the clear improvement in
target identication with the SVP method when compared to the moving method. e eect of
presentation method and speed were found to be statistically signicant, with subjects nding
fewer targets as the apparent UAV ground speed was increased from 60 mph to 120 mph. e
superiority of the SVP method was also in the qualitative questionnaire results, with subjects
experiencing signicantly less eye-strain with the SVP method. e eye-movement behaviour
invoked was found to be dramatically dierent between the two presentation methods, suggesting
that the eye-movement behaviour invoked by the SVP method was preferential. e validity of
using untrained subjects is discussed in section 4.4, with the conclusion that the selection criteria
for subjects may be the reason for the inconclusive questionnaire results.
1.3.5 Segmentation-based Inspection
Segmenting the naturalistic stimuli into discrete screen-sized tiles resulted in an improvement in
target identication when compared to the moving presentation method. erefore if the tiles
were segmented into six smaller sizes and the presentation rate increased to aord each pixel
of imagery an identical duration of time for inspection, then further improvements might be
observed in target identication. is compromise between image dimensions and presentation
rates of the six segmentation degrees under test is explained in section 5.1.
A hypothesis for each set of recorded results is introduced in section5.2, including the target
identication task results, the qualitative results and the eye-movement behaviour of each subject.
ese are justied from the results obtained in the previous chapter and the work by Cooper et al.
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(2006); Corsato et al. (2008) who both explored the eects of segmenting imagery.
e third section of this chapter, section 5.3 describes the design of segmentation-based
inspection, and the interface that is presented to the subjects as part of a controlled experimental
investigation. Section 5.4 describes the improvementsmade to the experimental design including a
new introduction video to keep the training between subjects consistent.ese improvements also
include a newmethodof presenting the subjective questionnaire tomitigate the poor questionnaire
results recorded with the SVP experiment.
Section 5.5 visualises the target identication results, nding no statistically signicant dif-
ference between the six variations of segmentation-based inspection under investigation. is
unexpected result may have been due to fatigue or the reaction time of each sub ject. is led to
a renement to the experiment, described in section 5.6, whereby the targets within the aerial
photography were simplied.
e results from the revised experiment were analysed in section 5.7 revealing even less of a
change in target identication performance between dierent degrees of segmentation. Further
analysis using a heat-map visualisation of the target identication results selected the second
largest and second smallest segmentation degrees for comparison.ese two segmentation degrees
were found to be statistically identical for target identication performance. Section 5.8 provides
some validation of the results and experiment design by exploring evidence that reaction times
do not have an eect on the target identication results, even when the presentation rate is as
quick as 108 ms/tile.
1.3.6 Enlargement-based Inspection
Enlargement-based inspection is tested in chapter 6; developing from the surprising results of
the previous experimental investigation where segmentation had little-to-no eect on number
of targets found by subjects. One proposed reason for this that as the segmentation degree was
increased, the image dimensions were reduced. Ma et al. (2004) found improvements in target
identication when enlarging the size of the stimuli, therefore this presentation method enlarged
the aerial photography to ll the dimensions of the screen while maintaining the presentation
rate.
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With the existing evidence for improvements in target identication with increased enlarge-
ment factors, section 6.1 introduces four hypotheses. e rst two hypotheses are concerned
with improvements in target identication, with an improvement in correct identications as the
enlargement factor is increased and a reduction in mistaken identications. For t he third hypo-
thesis, a qualitative preference for lower enlargement factors was tested, based on the indicative
results indicating a similar preference when using segmentation-based inspection. e fourth
hypothesis—also related to the previous experiment—tests whether increasing the enlargement
factor centralises each subject’s eye-movement behaviour.
Iterative improvements were made to the experiment design and procedure, described in
section 6.2, including modications to the questionnaire design and subject training video.
As with segmentation-based inspection, the initial results presented in section 6.3 were not
expected. SVP, segmentation degree 1, and enlargement factor 1 are identical, because these
represent the largest images that can be displayed on the observer’s monitor. e correct target
identication results for enlargement-based inspection were far lower than previous experimental
investigations.erefore the experimentwas repeatedwith an additional twelve subjects andminor
modication to the subject training video to include exemplar targets at all enlargement factors.
From the statistical analysis that followed, the eect of the changing the subject training video
was insignicant for correct identications and led to signicantly more mistaken identications.
is analysis was continued into section 6.4, where the results were collated, revealing a constancy
in the number of correct target identications when ignoring enlargement factor 1.
Section 6.4 also collates the qualitative results, nding a subjective preference for enlargement
factor 1. To test the hypothesis on whether the centralised eye-movement behaviour observed
with segmentation-based inspection is replicated with enlargement-based inspection, a series of
Gaussian surfaces were tted to the eye-movement behaviour data of each subject. For each of
the six enlargement factors investigated, a Gaussian surface was visualised abov e a heat-map of
the xation (the location being observed while the eye is stationary) activity on the display. ese
surfaces were found to be statistically good ts to the data, indicating a pronounced centralised
eye-movement behaviour for subjects observing the aerial photography using enlargement-based
inspection.
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1.3.7 Gaze-contingent Displays
Chapter 7 describes an experimental investigation into a new category of presentation methods
called Gaze-Contingent Displays (GCDs). Section 7.1 describes the rationale behind using eye-
movements to invoke enhancements in the display whenever a specic “tracking” eye-movement
is observed. Two enhancements were compared in this experimental investigation for use with
moving presentationmethod explored in chapter 4.e rst enhancement,magnication, enlarges
the area under inspection in the form of a magnifying lens. e second enhancement, called
slowing, briey slows the scrolling terrain strip for closer inspection, before doubling the apparent
ight speed to ensure that the aerial photography under inspection is observed live.
ree hypotheses are introduced in section 7.2 to test the target identication data, the subject-
ive questionnaire data and to investigate whether subjects chose to modify their eye-movement
behaviour to invoke the enhancements more or less frequently. e number of times when a
enhancement is activated and the duration of these activations are metrics of determining whether
a GCD enhancement is invoked with or without conscious eort.
Section 7.3 describes how the eye-movement analysis algorithm invokes the enhancement
(i.e. magnication or slowing) under test. e experimental procedure and renements to the
experimental method are then described in section 7.4. is experimental investigation includes a
control presentationmethod that is identical to the movingmethod explored with SVP (chapter 4).
e role of this control was to establish whether using a GCD is a hinderance when identifying
targets, as predicted by Zhai et al. (1999), or whether magnication or slowing can help in this
visual search task.
e results of this investigation are analysed in section7.5, where the magnication enhance-
ment was found to be equally as good as the control (moving presentation method) for target
identication. e slowing enhancement was found to be detrimental to the number of targets
correctly identied by subjects. Surprisingly themagnication enhancementwas activated substan-
tially more frequently than the slowing method. Subjects found the magnication enhancement
more useful than the slowing enhancement suggesting that, when combined with the number of
GCD activations, subjects modied their eye-movement behaviour. is nding was concluded
in section 7.6 with the proposal that even untrained spotter can quickly learn to control their own
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eye-movement behaviour.
1.3.8 Visual Inspection Model
e analysis from the four experimental investigations is collated in chapter 8 to collect the
evidence that helps to answer the fundamental research question . e presentation methods are
evaluated in section 8.3 by visualising the data from the two most comparable experimental
investigations: segmentation-based inspection (chapter 5) and enlargement-based inspection
(chapter 6). By visualising the data on a triangular heat-map, the absence of a trend in the average
number of correctly identied targets per trial can easily be observed. e eect of enlargement
on the number of mistakenly identied objects can be seen from another heat-map, and the
increase in xation duration with increased segmentation degrees and enlargement factors can be
observed with the third and nal heat-map.
e three heat-maps of section 8.3 are then used to analyse the proposed visual search model
introduced in chapter 2. With both segmentation-based and enlargement-based inspection yield-
ing identical correct target identication results, the interface designer is aorded a degree of
choice with regards to the image dimensions and presentation rate in which the segmented stimuli
is presented. e primary dierence between low segmentation degrees (and by association,
enlargement factors) and high segmentation degrees is the route that the visual information takes
through the HVS. erefore two pathways—ecient and inecient—are evaluated to conrm
aspects of the proposed visual search model.
Section 8.4 applies the ndings from the three heat-maps into a series of recommendations for
an interaction design to utilise when decidingwhichpresentationmethod to utilise for their stimuli.
e results suggest that for the naturalistic stimuli used in the four experiment al investigations,
there exists a constancy of perception between the two dierent visual search pathways identied
in the previous section.
1.3.9 Summary & Conclusions
Chapter 9 initially concludes the thesis by discussing the limitations of the experimental in vest-
igations in section 9.2. ese limitations include the restrictions placed on the design of the
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experiments due to insucient subject recruitment and the restrictions on the design of the
presentation methods and stimuli to adhere to the WiSAR scenario.
Four potential avenues for future work are introduced in section 9.3 to encompass the primary
contribution from this thesis: the results and the potential that these results show for beneting
visual search tasks. e rst avenue is for adapting segmentation and enlargement-based inspec-
tion for use on portable devices so that WiSAR personnel can search the terrain beyond their
eld of view. e second avenue is presented as the opposite of the rst: instead of using small
screens for presenting the stimuli, use massive screens that can be observed by multiple personnel
simultaneously. e third suggestion for future work suggests further collaboration by using a
modication of GCDs to more eectively utilise a team of spotters. For the fourth suggestion, the
limitations in the stimuli design identied in section 9.2 are addressed. Conrming the results
with alternative forms of stimuli, such as real aerial photography would be benecial for the
external validity of this work.
e last section of the thesis, section 9.4, concludes the research by briey summarising the
experimental investigations. An attempt is made at answering thefundamental research question
with a rm suggestion of using segmentation-based or enlargement-based inspection for the
visual search task of WiSAR.
1.4 Summary of Contributions
roughout the development of this thesis there have been numerous contributions, however the
primary contributions are attributed here in four categories: results, theory, visualisations and
tools.
1.4.1 Results
e primary contributions under the category of results include the ndings from each of the
four experimental investigations of chapters 4–7. ese ndings comprise the recommendations
for designing a novel interface to assist a visual search task, such as WiSAR.
In chapter 4, the SVPmethod is introduced. is particular presentation method segments
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the live-feed from the UAV into a series of discrete tiles displayed on the spotter’s monitor for the
same duration it takes to overy the scene. erefore each pixel of visual information is aorded
the same duration of time for inspection, however the display is static. e nding that SVP is
signicantly better than the simulated live-feed from the UAV is both novel and advantageous for
WiSAR and other domains.
e proceeding chapter, segmentation-based inspection (chapter 5), describes a further rene-
ment of SVP with the live-feed further segmented into discrete tiles. e primary dierence with
segmentation-based inspection is that the dimensions of the tile are smaller than the dimensions
of the screen. erefore each tile is shown centred in the screen with no additional visual data
surrounding the visuals. e constraints placed on the presentation method design stipulate that
each pixel of visual information is aorded the same duration of time for inspection. erefore as
the degree of segmentation is increased, the dimensions of the tiles are reduced and the rate of
progress through the tiles is increased. is relationship between image dimensions and presenta-
tion rate did not have any signicant eect on correct target identication rates when applied to a
simulated WiSAR task.
e absence of an eect of changing presentation rate on the success of visual search was also
demonstrated in chapter 6. Enlargement-based inspection modied the preceeding segmentation-
based inspection by enlarging the tiles to the dimensions of the spotter’s monitor.
For the GCDs under investigation, a novel nding was that a localised magnication eect was
both preferred and signicantly better for correct target identication than t he slowing present-
ation method which disrupted the apparent ight speed. Both of these presentation methods
were only invoked whenever an algorithm detected a specic series of eye-movements that are
associated with interesting items within the simulated live-feed from the UAV.
1.4.2 eory
e primary contribution from the second category of contributions was the proposed visual
search model described in chapter 2. is diagrammatic explanation of how the human brain
observes and understands visual data is built upon other visual search models within the research
domain. However the novel aspect of this model is the introduction of a feedback loop between
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each specic movement of the eye.
1.4.3 Visualisations
To aid with the reader’s understanding of the results, several new visualisat ion techniques were
developed to both investigate and explain the ndings from this thesis.
erst visualisation ofnote, is a heat-mapof correct target identications from the segmentation-
based inspection experiment, in gure 5.24. One major issue with heat-maps is the indistinct
relationship between the values presented and the ability for an observer to quantify them from
the imprecise colours of the diagram.erefore to assist with legibility, a series of labelled contour
lines were drawn over the heat-map to highlight particular regions of interest.
A further improvement of heat-map design, frequently used to analyse eye-movement beha-
viour data, was the introduction of tted models to the data collected as part of the experimental
investigations. In particular, gures 6.11–6.16 present a series of heat-maps with a wire-frame
model suspended above them in three dimensions. is permits the observer to compare the
imprecise recorded eye-movement behaviour with the tted surface that abstracts the concept of
centralised eye-movement behaviour.
1.4.4 Tools
Chapter 3 describes the compromises and rationale behind the simulated aerial photography used
for all the experimental investigations. is photography was specically designed to provide the
benets of both a realistic WiSAR scenario and an articial controlled experiment to determine
the eectiveness of each presentation method. is manipulated aerial photography can be used
in other experiments to investigate this domain.
roughout the investigations described here, the eye-movement behaviour of each subjectwas
recorded. is database of eye-movements was ruthlessly analysed, howeverseveral unanswered
questions still remain that could well be answered by further investigation. Both this database,
the simulated live-feed from the UAV and other experiment material contributions are available
in appendix A.
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Visual Attention
2.1 Components
When searching through a presented image or scene—be it a human in distress within acres
of wilderness or a pen on a desk, for example— the HVS identies and directs your attention
towards those items within the visual eld that might be of interest: for example, things that look
like humans or pens. is task is called visual search.
Within visual search, visual attention is the set of processes employed by the HVS to perform
the act of isolating a specic element of the world for closer inspection (e.g. Chan and Courtney
1996). e HVS is extremely complex. e techniques used by the HVS to capture elements of the
visual eld and bring them to the observer’s conscious awareness, are the focus for this chapter.
2.1.1 Foveal Region
ekey components of visual attention are the eyes.e back of the human eye—the retina—does
not have a constant density of photoreceptors: cells that respond to light. Instead, only the central
visual eld—the fovea—is densely populated (with a peak of 140,000 cones/mm2 (Osterberg
1935)), allowing colour and ne detail to be easily discerned (e.g. Duchowski 2007, p. 3). e
location and relatively small size of the foveal region of the retina can be seen as the darker spot
to the centre of each retinal photograph in gure 2.1.
e fovea subtends an angle of approximately 2○ in diameter from the centre axis of the
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(a) Right Eye (b) Le Eye
Figure 2.1 – Two fundus photographs showing the back of the author’s right and le eyes. e dark spot
towards the centre of each image is where the fovea resides. e bright spot where the blood
vessels and nerves converge and exit the eye to form the optic nerve is known as the blind-spot.
pupil (e.g. Itti et al. 2004). Its high density of photoreceptors decreases rapidly from the centre
until an approximate 5○ boundary, dening the eld of view (e.g. Mello-oms 2003): the visible
area in front of the observer. Between the foveal region and this 5○ boundary exists the para-foveal
region. e region beyond 5○, where the density of photoreceptors is low is termed the peripheral
region; it is primarily associated with detecting motion and predominantly monochromatic
sensitivity. e extent of these three regions of the retina are illustrated in gure 2.2 in the context
of a mobile phone held at arm’s length.
5°
2°
Figure 2.2 – A diagram showing the approximate angles subtended by the eye of a person holding a mobile
phone at arms length (approximately 75 cm). e angle projected onto the fovea by the thumb
(blue inner circle) in this scene is 2○. e para-foveal region (2–5○) is the approximate size of
the mobile phone (red outer circle), with the peripheral region extending beyond (> 5○) this
boundary to the edge of the observer’s eld of view.
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2.1.2 e Act of Foveating
One method of applying attention at a specic location— the target—is to move the eyes so
that the target is projected upon the fovea. is act of foveationwas rst identied by Portereld
(1752), who commented that the sensitive part of the eye is both small and centralised. Due to the
concentration of sensitivity at the centre of the retina (i.e. the fovea), the visual system adopts a
“quick and continual” motion to create a complete mental image of the whole scene in front of
the eyes. Portereld was clearly aware that to perceive the world with localised retinal sensitivity,
the eyes must move. is “quick and continual” motion is now known as saccadic eye movement.
Saccades are extremely fast. Should a target appear within 30○ (Becker 1991, p. 106) of the observer’s
current gaze, foveation upon the target can occur within 200 ms (Becker 1991, p. 112), for a target
appearing or moving in the scene. Larger angles require head movements and increase the overall
time to complete an eye movement and reduce the accuracy of the foveation occurr ing directly
on the target (Becker 1991, pp. 100–118). ese properties of the visual system are identied in a
single sentence by Portereld, here quoted verbatim:
“Now thought it is certain that only a very small Part of any obje can at once
be clearly and diõinly seen, namely, that whole Image on the Retina is in the
Axis of the Eye; and that the other Parts of the Obje can, which have their Im-
ages painted at some Diõance from this same Axis, are but faintly and obscurely
perceived, yet we are seldom sensible of this Defe; and, in viewing any large Body,
we are ready to imagine that see at the same time all its Parts equally diõin and
clear: But this is a vulgar error, and we are led into it from the quick and almoõ con-
tinual Motion of the Eye, whereby it is successively direed towards all the Parts
of the Obje in an Inõant of Time; for it is certain that the Ideas of Objes, which
we receive by Sight, do not presently perish, but are of laõing Nature, as appears
from what happens when a Coal of Fire is nimbly moved about in the Circumfer-
ence of a Circle, which makes the whole Circumference appear like a Circle of Fire,
because the Idea of the Coal, excited in the Mind by the Rays of Light, are of a laõ-
ing Nature and continue, till the Coal of Fire in going round return to its former
Place; and therefore if our Eye takes no longer Time to dire itself successively to
all the small Parts of an Obje, than what the Coal of Fire takes to go round, the
Mind will diõinly perceive all those Parts, without being sensible of any Defe
of Insensibility in any Part of the Retina: And this is the Reason why the Globe of
the Eye moves so quickly, and that its Muscles have such a Quantity of Nerves to
perform their Motions.”
Portereld (1752, pp. 149–150)
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2.1.3 Foveating
Moving the eyes quickly—the act of making a saccade; a rapid eye movement with a latency of
under 200 ms (Saslow 1967, p. 1024)—minimises the time spent in motion while maximising the
available time for foveation. Such a strategy is necessary because human photoreceptors are slow
to respond to changes in light intensity. Quick movements cause temporal blurring of the image
received by the retina (e.g. Ramachandran and Blakeslee 1998; Tatler and Wade 2003). However,
humans cannot perceive the movement of their eyes due to saccadic suppression which inhibits
the transmission of this blurring eect to the HVS (e.g. O’Regan and Noë 2002, p. 950). is
frequent absence of visual awareness—being aware of the station of one’s own vision—is due to
the foveation being a subconscious act (e.g. Jacob 1995, p. 16).
When observing a stationary image —such as when standing in front of a painting by Rem-
brandt in the National Gallery in London—the eyes of the observer move rapidly to point them
at interesting items within the stimuli for brief moments before moving to the next interesting
location, without the observer consciously controlling the movement.ese brief moments where
the image projected onto the retina is stable are called xations (e.g. Duchowski 2007; Martinez-
Conde et al. 2004; Tatler and Wade 2003, pp. 46–47) and typically last for 200–300 ms (e.g. Chan
and Courtney 1996, p. 118; Potter and Fox 2009, p. 28).
However if the stimuli is moving with respect to the observer— such as the scene out of
a window on an aeroplane ying at a low altitude—a xation would cause temporal blurring
because the projection of the stimuli moves across the retina. erefore to maintain a stable
image on the retina, the eyes move at a speed commensurate with the motion of the stimuli, in
what is known as a smooth pursuit (e.g. Duchowski 2007; Kowler 2011, pp. 1461–1466). As the eye
tracks the object, should the range of the eye’s orbit be reached (approximately ±30○ (Becker 1991,
p. 106)) the eye swily moves to a new location to maximise the range for the next smooth pursuit
event (e.g. Jacob 1995, p. 263) in what is termed nystagmus.
Once the projection of an element within an image has been stabilised uponthe retina (i.e. it
has been foveated) by the act of xating, smooth pursuit or otherwise, the detail captured by the
photoreceptors on the retina can be analysed.e analysis process of the HVS decides whether or
not to bring this element of the image to visual awareness—to communicate both the subconscious
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decision to foveate on this element, as well as the detail that can observed at that location.
2.1.4 Visual Orienting
Fundamental to attention is visual orienting where the observer moves their eyes towards an
area or object to permit foveation (Klein and Shore 2000, p. 195). is can happen through two
methods: endogenous and exogenous orienting. ese two methods permit foveation of a target
area or object amongst a visual eld full of other areas or objects, termed distractors.
e rst kind of visual orienting, endogenous, moves the eyes according to the goals and beliefs
of the observer. is was identied by Posner et al. (1980, p. 170) who discovered that by providing
hints or cues to subjects as to the spatial location of a target, the reaction times (of subjects ipping
a switch corresponding to the location of the target) was signicantly reduced when the cues
matched the locations. Such a reduction in reaction times suggests that orienting is a prerequisite
for visual awareness of a target.
However with exogenous orienting, the eyes move to foveate based on the visual properties of
the target object within the stimuli. is method of orienting is also called oculomotor capture.
Not only does the object capture attention, but it also captures the eyes (eeuwes et al. 1998,
p. 381).
An example of oculomotor capture is pop-out, where an “odd” object—a deviation amongst a
eld of standards (Wang et al. 1994, p. 500)—can attract the attention of the observer (e.g. Bravo
andNakayama 1992) and subconsciously cause the observer to foveate the “odd” stimuli (eeuwes
et al. 1998, p. 381) based on exogenous orienting alone; regardless of any endogenous properties of
the object (e.g. Anderson and Yantis 2012, p. 1644).
2.1.5 Visual Attention
Visual attention is the series of processes used by the HVS to select a single element or object
within the large quantity of visual information in front of the observer’s eyes to their visual
awareness (e.g. Chun and Wolfe 2008; Verghese 2001). From a stable retinal projection (e.g. a
xation or smooth pursuit), the HVS can extract a single element for further cognitive processing
through two categories of visual attention: bottom-up and top-down attention (e.g. Itti 2000,
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p. 1490).
Bottom-Up Attention
Bottom-up attention is reexive and exogenous (e.g. Klein and Shore2000, p. 195). It is driven by
the stimuli through a parallel (Treisman and Gelade 1980, p. 98) and non-selective (e.g. Wolfe et al.
2011) collection of processes. Figure 2.3 illustrates bottom-up attention by the observer’s HVS
(top) bringing the unusual shape towards the centre of the stimuli (bottom) to visual awareness
regardless of the observer’s goals or beliefs (eeuwes 1994, 2010;eeuwes et al. 2013). Bottom-up
attention is a process that uses the non-selective pathway in the brain because the observer cannot
consciously select what should be attended (e.g. Wolfe 2007).
Within the stimuli on the lower part of gure 2.3 were other shapes that could have also been
discriminated against the plain background. However these were not the target of bottom-up
attention.e dierence between these distractors and the unusual shape which is the target of the
observer’s bottom-up attention is that this unusual shape is “odd”—its complexity is dierent to
the eight simple shapes by which it is surrounded. is visual feature—the dening characteristic
(e.g. shape, colour, orientation, etc.) of the object—of shape complexity forms the criteria of the
search. Foveation of the target within this search is indicative of a fast parallel process in the early
stages of the HVS (Parkhurst et al. 2002, p. 110).
Human Visual System
Stimuli
Bottom-Up AttentionTop-Down Attention
Figure 2.3 – Adapted fromWolfe (2010, p. R347), when viewing the stimuli (lower), the Human Visual
System (HVS) (upper) of the observer is quickly attracted to the unusual shape t owards the
middle of the stimuli: the observer’s attention was driven by the stimuli through bottom-
up attention. However if the observer was asked to locate the circle, their attention would
eventually be drawn to the circle on the le of the stimuli, demonstrating top-down attention.
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Top-Down Attention
In contrast, top-down attention is strategic and endogenous. Yarbus (1967) repeatedly presented a
painting to subjects, each time with a dierent question regarding the content of the masterpiece.
e question had a signicant aect on which items within the painting were xated upon. Top-
down attention can be invoked with gure2.3 by giving an observer the task of nding a specic
shape, e.g. a circle. With this task the HVS eventually selects (Koch and Ullman 1985) the circle
within the stimuli (towards the lower le of gure 2.3) and brings the existence of its details to the
observer’s visual awareness, however this awareness may have taken several eye movements for
the HVS to identify. Top-down attention is necessary for feature conjunction searches, where the
dierence between the target and distractors consist of more than one feature. In this case, the
target shape—a circle—shared many features (colour, intensity, orientation, etc.) with the other
shapes on the stimuli (e.g. Carrasco et al. 1995; Nakayama and Silverman 1986).
However these two types of visual attention do not fully explain how the HVS locates and
identies potential targets within a presented image or scene. e role of these two types of
attention in the decision making process within the HVS forms the act of visual search.
2.1.6 Visual Search
e mere act of attending to a potential target is insucient for it to be identied. e initial
processes invoked through the projection of the stimuli on the retina (i.e. bottom-up attention)
or the goals and beliefs of the observer (i.e. top-down attention) provide some of the mechanisms
for bringing potential targets to the observer’s visual awareness. rough the act of performing a
visual search on a scene, the processes of visual attention are invoked that may or may not involve
oculomotor capture (e.g. Wolfe and Gancarz 1996).
e combinations of both visual attention processes form visual search. is complex series of
processes is the reasonwhy theHVS can quickly attend to an unusual object or search automatically
andmethodically through a vast environment for a very specic target.ese types of visual search,
identied by Treisman and Gelade (1980), are called ecient and inecient search respectively.
Ecient search is a parallel process that is quick in operation, whereas inecient search is a serial
process that is comparatively slower (e.g. Itti et al. 2004; Woodman and Luck 2003, p. 124). A third
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type is considered here, whereby an attempt is made to consciously move the ey e in predened
orientations, called explicit search.
To aid the understanding of the sequence of neural processing that occurs when performing
visual search, the HVS is broken down into discrete processes. One of the initial processes—part
of all three forms of visual search—is the gist process.
Gist
Immediately upon observing a scene, a rough idea of type of objects (e.g. cars, trees, houses, etc.)
and categorisation of the scene (e.g. beach, city, room, etc.) can be identied in what is termed
a gist (rst identied, but not named by Biederman et al. 1974). Creation of a gist is one of the
rst processes (see Oliva 2005, for a thorough review) to be invoked in the HVS whereby high
recognition rates of a specic scene can be achieved in 100 ms (Metzger and Antes 1983; Potter
and Levy 1969).
One role of the gist process within the HVS is to guide where attention should be directed.
For example, Castelhano and Henderson (2007) presented a series of photographs of common
scenes to subjects (e.g. a kitchen), with the task of nding an object within the scene (e.g. a clock).
Each photograph was preceeded with one of four dierent previews for 250 ms: a gaze-contingent
searchlight to inhibit peripheral vision; a similar, but dierent scene (e.g. another kitchen); the same
scene with the target object (in this instance, the clock) missing; and a smaller scaled photograph
(i.e. a thumbnail) of the exact scene to be presented. e purpose of the experiment was to
investigate what aspect of the gist is utilised to guide attention. Castelhano and Henderson (2007)
and later Hillstrom et al. (2012) found that the fourth condition (a smaller scaled photograph)
was the best of those tested, with the rst condition (a gaze-contingent searchlight) found to
also improve reaction times for nding the target. ese experiments suggest that the gist of the
scene lingers in the HVS and guides eye movements in both ecient and inecient search, but
the process of gist itself does not depend on foveation or eye movements (e.g. Castelhano and
Henderson 2007).
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Ecient Search (Parallel)
Ecient search is known to be a parallel process within the HVS because the set size—the number
of items (one target amongst many distractors) within a stimuli to be searched—does not aect
the speed at which the visual search is conducted (Carrasco et al. 1995; Humphreys and Muller
1993; Treisman and Gelade 1980; Woodman and Luck 2003). e spatially parallel process of
ecient search relies upon bottom-up attention (Nakayama and Silverman 1986).
Ecient, or parallel search is frequently called preattentive vision, because the quick rate
(e.g. 200–300ms (Lamme 2003, p. 16)) at which visual awareness is achieved (e.g. Itti et al. 2004) is
indicative of an early process within theHVS (e.g. Parkhurst et al. 2002,p. 110). Further evidence for
placing ecient search as an early process within the visual system includes the bias that ecient
search maintains on other forms of visual search (e.g. eeuwes 2010, p. 78). erefore some
elements of top-down attention, such as task-specic discrimination of features are considered
part of preattentive vision (e.g. Koch and Tsuchiya 2007, p. 80).
Inecient Search (Serial)
Following the parallel processes, the serial processes can be invoked by the HVS (Baluch and Itti
2010; Treisman 1988; Wolfe 1994b, 2010; Woodman and Luck 2003) which form attentive vision.
Inecient search is known as a serial process because the reaction time of nding a search target
amongstdistractors increases linearly with the number of distractors (Nakayama and Silverman
1986; Treisman and Gelade 1980). In particular, combinations of features (e.g. Humphreys and
Muller 1993, p. 43), such as colour, orientation or intensity (e.g. stimuli featuring many dierent
basic shapes (orientation) each of dierent shades (intensity) and colours with the target being a
specic shape with a specic shade and colour) increase the time taken to nd a target (Nakayama
and Silverman 1986, p. 265).
Unlike ecient search, which uses the majority of the retinal projection (Wolfe 1994b, p. 1187),
inecient search is conducted by orienting attention to select area of the stimuli for further
processing (Posner et al. 1980, p. 173) in what is called a saccade and xate strategy (e.g. Tatler
and Wade 2003, pp. 168–180). Since attention is focused on a small area with inecient search,
the information that is extracted from the retinal image—the image projected on the back of the
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eye at a given moment—by the preattentive vision processes can be attenuated and top-down
attention can dominate the search (e.g. eeuwes 2010, p. 80).
Explicit Search
One could argue for the existence of a third type of visual search, called explicit search in this
thesis, where the explicit, volitional control of eye movements is used to search a scene. Explicit
search incorporates both ecient and inecient search but attempts to control these processes
through top-down attention.
Guitton et al. (1985) discovered that patients with frontal lobe lesions (part of the brain
also associated with task planning) had diculties ignoring the preattentive vision in a task
demanding explicitly directed eye movements. ese diculties in ignoring preattentive vision
when conducting volitional eye movements are well established, even in healthy subjects (e.g.
Müller and Rabbitt 1989).
However the capability of suppressing preattentive vision is present within the HVS as the
Inhibition of Return (IOR) eect (identied by Posner and Cohen 1984; see Klein 2000, for a
review). IOR is a mechanism for orienting towards novel locations in a scene (e.g. Taylor and
Klein 1998) and manifests itself as the series of saccades and xations associated with inecient
search.
While preattentive vision exclusively uses bottom-up attention, explicit search exclusively uses
top-down attention, governed completely by the task or prescribed eye movement strategy, while
maximising the saliency—the conspicuity—of potential targets. For instance, explicit search is
deployed by SAR spotters. ey are advised to maximise their concentration out of the aircra
window by keeping eye movements (saccades) short and xations long (e.g. Cro et al. 2007;
Stager and Angus 1975). A more common example of explicit search is checking your ‘blind-spot’
when maneuvering a motor vehicle: you positon your eyes in a known location regardless of what
might be there.
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Summary
ese three types of visual search describe dierent combinations of processes that form the
HVS: from the parallel (ecient) processes, through a combination of both parallel and serial
(inecient), and nally to the other extreme of a purely serial form of search (explicit). Dierent
tasks invoke dierent visual search methods, so to obtain a better understanding of this topic, a
taxonomy of interesting visual search tasks is now developed.
2.2 Taxonomy
e generation of a taxonomy of interesting visual search tasks will clarify the roles of the three
types of visual search previously discussed. To evaluate the tasks, each has been placed into two
categories: the predominant type of visual search used, and the set size of the number of potential
targets within the presented image or scene.
2.2.1 Categorisation
Pertinent to the arrangement of interesting visual search tasks within the taxonomy is the category
of visual search type. e three types of visual search previously discussed encompass the range of
visual attention utilised by the HVS. At one end of the scale is ecient search which is dominated
by bottom-up attention, while at the other extreme is the notion of explicit search; dominated
by top-down attention. Between these two types of visual search exists inecient search, which
encompasses aspects of both top-down and bottom-upvisual search. erefore the lower end of
this scale is characterised by fast preattentive vision while the upper end is charactered by task
driven attentive vision.
Another category to consider is the number of distractors within the search eld, as this can
dene the speed of the search (e.g. Eckstein 2011, p. 7). An ecient search is not aected by the
numberof distractorswithin a scene because thewhole scene is searched through a parallelmethod.
Whereas a presented image or scene explored through an inecient search is signicantly aected
by the number of distractors. e eectiveness of explicit search with respect to the number of
distractors remains an open research problem.
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erefore one can consider the type of visual search used as the variable in a visual search task,
because the HVS decides on which type to utilise for a given task. In comparison, the number
of distractors is a xed quantity, because it is not possible to change the contents of the stimuli
to be searched. Hence on the matrix visualisation of this taxonomy, illustrated in gure 2.4,
the “predominant type of visual search employed” is on the vertical axis, with the “number of
distractors” along the horizontal axis.
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Figure 2.4 – A scatter-graph showing a facet of the visual attention task taxonomy. Each circle indicates a
common visual search task,with the horizontal axis indicating the typical numberof distractors
and the vertical axis indicating the predominant visual search mechanism used for this task.
Seven exemplar visual search tasks are shown in the matrix visualisation of the taxonomy
(gure 2.4), each occupying an independent combination of visual search type (vertical axis)
and number of distractors (horizontal axis). Nakayama and Martini (2011, p. 1534) identied the
relationship between these two axes in terms of the xed capacity of the HVS to explore diering
complexities of stimuli.
2.2.2 Exemplar Tasks
From here, this thesis will explore each task and relate them to the HVS, to provide examples of
the various types of visual search in regular use.
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Equipment Fault Checking
A specic example of equipment fault checking performed by manual inspection is the inspection
of aeroplane fuselages for cracks, corrosion, dents and loose rivets (Drury et al. 1990; Gramopadhye
et al. 2002). e image presented to the airframe inspector is sparsely, yet uniformly populated
with features, permitting an explicit search focused on specic locations within the image. e
number of distractors on the airframe is zero, because the targets for visual search include any
item presented on the image.
Diagnostic Medical Scans
e analysis of radiographs—as used in breast-cancer screening—is an extremely dicult visual
search task. 10–30% of images that feature cancers are not reported (e.g. Mello-oms, Nodine
et al. 2002). Mello-oms, Dunn et al. (2002, p. 1007) found that locations upon the radiographs
that were xated upon for longer than usual durations were indicative of problem areas within the
image that warranted further attention. e predominant type of visual search with radiographs
is inecient search (Mello-oms 2003; Nodine et al. 2001, p. 6). e eye movements of experts
when observing radiographs is dierent to novices. Expert radiographers appear to use fewer
xations and cover less of the image with their eyes in an explicit search for abnormalities (e.g.
Drew et al. 2013, p. 270).
e number of distractors dicult to determine. Separating potential items of interest within
naturalistic stimuli—imagery that is derived from the real world and hence noisier than simulated
representations of the same kind—such as a radiograph, is very dicult because the indistinct
items to search amongst in the stimuli constitute conjunctive features.e complexity of the target
features suppresses the usefulness of ecient search in favour of the slower and more inaccurate
inecient search (Boot et al. 2009, p. 950).
Wilderness Search and Rescue
e combination of an inecient search with few distractors describes the task behind this thesis:
WiSAR. As previously explored in chapter 1, a spotter (part of a SAR team) observes large quantities
of sparely populated aerial photography in the search for a small inconspicuous target of a missing
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individual or parts of a crashed aeroplane (e.g. Goodrich et al. 2007). e uncertain description
of the target increases the chances of distractors being mistaken for the legitimate human in need
of assistance.
As the UAV transverses the terrain, it frequently does so using an optimal spiral search
pattern (e.g. Quigley et al. 2005, p. 3030) at a specic ight speed and altitude (e.g. Doherty and
Rudol 2007, p. 5)—neither of which are conducive to assisting visual search.
Despite the diculty of identifying a human in distress from an UAV, spotters are still the
best method (Cro et al. 2007, p. 165) for this task, despite the limited time, resources and other
diculties associated with the task (Stager 1974, p. 52).
While some expertly trained spotters utilise the explicit form of visual attention (Stager and
Angus 1975), most are volunteers with minimal training. erefore mostspotters subconsciously
adopt the saccade and xate strategy for nding the target within the wilderness.
Security Baggage Inspection
e inspection of baggage as it passes by on a conveyer belt is an extremely dicult visual search
task (e.g. Nakayama and Martini 2011, p. 1535). e very low target prevalence—chance of a target
appearing—of extraordinary items within suitcases leads to high error rates (e.g. Wolfe et al.
2007).
An inecient search of the x-ray display is conducted, with relatively short saccades due to the
the uncertainty as to the properties of suspect baggage (e.g. Huestegge and Radach 2012, p. 1024).
e variable appearance of x-rayed baggage (i.e. naturalistic stimuli) also causes large variations
in the visual search method employed by the security sta (e.g. McCarley et al. 2004, p. 305).
Control Panel Observation
e design of control panels—such as a vehicle dashboard or a aeroplane cockpit— is still in its
infancy with respect to visual search. Recommendations for alerting systems (e.g. fault alarms)
include placing important warnings towards the centre of the observer’s visual eld, with lower
priority alerts located further away (Phansalkar et al. 2010, pp. 494–495). Phansalkar et al. (2010,
p. 495) recommended that alerts share as few features as possible with the remainder of the display
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to increase saliency— i.e. to reduce the number of common features between the target and
distractors. Such distracting designs are intentional; relying upon preattentive vision to provide
oculomotor capture (Prinzel and Risser 2004, p. 22) to direct the observer towards the alert.
However, despite this reliance upon ecient search to bring a ashing warning light amongst
many dark and therefore inconspicuous distractors, such techniques do not always bring the alert
to visual awareness. For example, in a report by Sarter et al. (2007, pp. 355–356), aeroplane pilots
failed to notice their navigation computer changing mode during ight, despite the indicator
being very close to the centre of the pilot’s eld of view, and despite many of the pilots actually
xating on the indicator lights!
Quality Control Inspection
In contrast to the “security baggage inspection” where the items to be observed are arranged
erratically, “quality control inspection” is associated with a conveyer belt lled with a regular,
organised array of items. erefore inspectors perform a series of discrete xations in a regular
scan-path (i.e. a consistent series of sequential eye movements), such as inspecting each bottle
neck for defects because faults regularly occur at these locations (e.g. Saito 1972, p. 147).
is regularity in the stimuli leads to a explicit search strategy amongst many distractors. e
regular scan-paths used by inspectors were found to play a signicant role in failing to detect
faulty items on the conveyer belt (e.g. Megaw and Richardson 1979, p. 152).
Photography Library Inspection
When browsing through a large photograph album in search of a particular photograph, the target
photograph is recognised quickly as it pops-out of the image array into visual awareness (e.g.
Christmann et al. 2010; Cooper et al. 2006).
Increasing the set size—the number of simultaneous images present on the display—does not
appear to aect the ability for observer’s to identify a specic target photograph (e.g. Cooper et al.
2006; Spence andWitkowski 2013).is absent eect of set size on target recognition performance
(e.g. reaction time) indicates that an ecient search is being conducted (e.g. Carrasco et al. 1995).
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2.2.3 Common Visual Attention Issues
e taxonomy of gure 2.4 has highlighted the role of the distractors and predominant visual
search types involved in specic visual search tasks.
Exemplar tasks that combine no distractors and ecient search or inecient search were
omitted from the taxonomy since a search in an environment with a set size of zero does not
constitute a visual search.
e visual search tasks described here may use dierent types of visual search such as ecient,
inecient and explicit, however they are all performed by the sameHVS.erefore understanding
how these types of visual search t into one another is important for assisting visual search tasks.
A common issue amongst all seven visual attention tasks is the utilisation of an inappropriate
visual search method. Would radiographers be better at identifying cancers in medical scans, or
would more people lost in the wilderness would be located by spotters if ecient search was the
predominant method of visual search? Would security baggage inspection be more eective and
control panelsmonitoredmore closely if the explicit searchmethodwas enforced? Comprehending
how these visual search methods are implemented through the series of interlinked processes
within the HVS may permit greater control of the method of search employed, and hence may
increase its successfulness.
2.3 Visual Search Models
2.3.1 Modelling
Modelling visual search is a way of diagrammatically understanding the processes invoked when
applying visual attention to a potential target. ree models have been chosen for analysis: one
by Itti et al. ( 2004); another by Wickens and McCarley (2008); and a third by Wolfe et al. (2011).
ey were selected because they each focus upon a dierent facet of visual attention.
ese existing models are presented as a series of processes (e.g. Eckstein 2011), with each
rectangle block indicating a discrete process occurring on its inputs with the result sent to its
outputs.
Each model begins with the retinal image, with the eyes pointed at an undened location
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where the stimuli appears. e ow within each model constitutes a foveation—such as a xation
or smooth pursuit event—and includes the planning of a saccade or nystagmus to produce a new
retinal image upon the execution of the plan resulting in a new retinal image. Once the stimuli
appears, the processes in each model are invoked in a serial manner (commensurate with the
nding by Potter and Fox 2009, p. 28). Occasionally two or more processes will run concurrently,
delivering their results independently to the next stage.
Eachmodel terminates with the object or element of interest being brought to visual awareness.
However this termination is not the end of the system because the retinal image is constantly
being updated and hence each model should be considered a continuous loop to replicate the
saccade and xate strategy commonly invoked by the HVS.
For comparison between the three models, each model has been redrawn in the same style
with a common nomenclature. Each block is colour-coded for clarity into six categories:
Retinal Image e input to the system from the retina, with the assumption
that the observer is looking towards where the stimuli will
appear.
Preattentive Vision Processes concerned with preattentive vision.
Attentive Vision Processes concerned with attentive vision.
Task Driven Processes driven by external tasks and behaviours (i.e. the
conscious thought processes in the brain).
Oculomotor 
Programming
Processes involved in planning and conducting eye-
movements in order to foveate at a particular location.
Visual 
Awareness
e stage where information leaves the HVS for processing
by other systems within the brain.
2.3.2 Existing Models
Itti, Dhavale and Pighin (2004) Model
e purpose for creating the Itti et al. (2004) visual search model was to create a computer
simulation of realistic head and eye movement which mimics preattentive vision. Other similar
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models by this research group have replaced the latter eye movement processes with a “attended
location” stage (Itti et al. 1998; Navalpakkam and Itti 2005). is has been omitted and replaced
with eye movement stages proposed by the Itti et al. (2004) model to form a comparable model of
visual search.
e reinterpretedmodel (gure 2.5) begins with the “retinal image” being split into its constitu-
ent features. e rst model (Itti et al. 1998) separated the features into “colour”, “intensity” and
“orientation”. Each of these features are further broken down into separate “maps”— topographical
representations indicating where salient features exist within the stimuli. For example, the “colour”
map is portrayed as two topographical images that show which areas of the “retinal image” are
red or green, and which areas are blue or yellow, corresponding to retinal sensitivity. e feature
maps of the Itti et al. (2004) model included the previous three feature maps with two additions:
“icker” and “motion”. Each of these feature maps are computed simultaneously. ese separate
feature processes form the characteristic preattentive vision stage of this model.
Retinal Image Saliency Map Guidance
Saccadic 
Programming
Visual 
Awareness
Colour
Intensity
Orientation
Flicker
Inhibition of Return
Motion
Figure 2.5 – Reinterpreted from the Itti, Dhavale and Pighin (2004) visual searchmodel. e features of the
“retinal image” are independently analysed in parallel to form a single “saliency map”. From
here a prioritised list of locations based on the “saliency map” by the “guidance” process are
sent to the “saccadic programming” process for foveation to occur and potentially bring this
potential target to “visual awareness”.
Aer the parallel feature processes, a “saliency map” is constructed using a neurobiological
inspired mathematical function of the inputs. is map of salient locations is then compared with
a map of “guidance” (termed as a “task-relevance map” and “attention guidance map” by Itti et al.
(2004)) which programmes the next saccade through “saccadic programming” process.
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While the separation of the image into its discrete features—colour, intensity, orientation,
icker and motion—and the processing of these features in parallel is novel, it does not reect
our current understanding of the HVS. Primarily because theHVS can potentially use up to two
features simultaneously in preattentive vision (e.g. Baluch and Itti 2010; Nakayama and Silverman
1986)—not all ve as suggested by this model. Processing of feature conjunctions are signicantly
slower than searching for isolated features (Treisman and Gelade 1980), which suggests a further
process is involved when the complexity of the stimuli is increased.
In their discussion, Itti et al. (2004, p. 74) discussed the potential benets of adding a gist
process to aid rapid recognition of the scene. In a latter model, albeit one with very limited
explanation of preattentive vision processes, this gist process was added (Navalpakkam and Itti
2005, p. 206). However Navalpakkam and Itti (2005) added the gist process aer the feature
processes, which then fed its attentional guidance straight into the “guidance” process. Placing the
gist as the second process suggests that the initial glimpse of a scene is derived from the saliency
within the stimuli, counter to the evidence shown by Castelhano and Henderson (2007) and
Hillstrom et al. (2012).
Another limitation of the Itti et al. (2004) model is the single route from input to decision,
neglecting to include any other guidances on attention other than the task relevance map. A major
omission is the orienting or gist stage as an input to the “guidance” stage. An improvement on this
model, with a dierent emphasis on visual attention was made by Wickens and McCarley (2008).
Wickens and McCarley (2008) Model
In a similar aim to this thesis, theWickens andMcCarley (2008) model was created to explain how
the dierent methods of visual search are constructed from similar processes, shown in gure 2.6.
When conducting a search (Wickens and McCarley 2008, p. 65), the “retinal image” from a
foveation is passed onto the “gist” process (called the “orienting stage” in the original model) to
assess the general layout and rough contents of the stimuli. is information, in addition to the
“retinal image” is sent to the “preattentive assessment” process for a simultaneous bottom-up search
across the visual eld (e.g. Kundel and Nodine 1975). “Preattentive assessment” is an unavoidable
process and is invoked for every cycle of this visual model (Treisman and Gelade 1980, p. 133).
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e next stage separates the three forms of visual search. For a highly conspicuous target (i.e. a
target that shares very few features with its surrounding distractors), the “visual awareness” process
can be invoked immediately (indicated by the “ecient search” process in this reinterpreted
model).
In a separate pathway, “inecient search” orients the potential target so that it is projected
upon the fovea (e.g. Chan and Courtney 1996) as part of a saccade and xate strategy. Along
with the unusual pathway of “explicit search”, these two visual search methods (explicit and
inecient) pass their assessment of the “retinal image” and the “preattentive assessment” to
the “guidance” process before reaching “visual awareness”. Passing the information through the
“guidance” process encapsulates the top-down attention, or task-driven aspect of theHVS which
compares its input to a mental idea of the target to be located (e.g. Potter 1993). In contrast to
the pathway of “ecient search”, which does not go through this “guidance” process on route to
“visual awareness”.
Retinal Image
Explicit Search Ineﬃcient Search
Guidance
Visual 
Awareness
Gist
Preattentive 
Assessment
Eﬃcient Search
Figure 2.6 – Reinterpreted from the Wickens and McCarley (2008) visual search model. Initially a gist of
the scene is formed through the “orienting” stage whereby a “preattentive assessment” can be
formed. If the target is immediately salient, then a decision can be made using preattentive
search alone. Otherwise “overt” or “explicit” search is conducted to form a “guidance” map for
a target status decision to be made.
e preattentive processes of “gist” and “preattentive assessment” are separated from the
dierent methods of visual search in this model (i.e. attentive vision). Separating preattentive
vision from attentive vision is supported by other authors and models of the HVS (e.g. Wolfe 1996,
p. 264; eeuwes 2010, p. 78).
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However the Wickens and McCarley (2008) and Itti et al. (2004) models do not include the
various bottlenecks or restrictions within the HVS that dene the relationship between these
dierent visual processes.
Wolfe (2007) Model
In the fourth and latest version of the model by Wolfe (2007), the team at the Visual Attention
Laboratory of Harvard Medical School and Brigham and Women’s Hospital have developed a
representation of the HVS that specically models the visual search for a target amongst many
distractors.
e rst version, “Guided Search” (GS) by Wolfe et al. (1989), was a renement of the work by
Treisman and Gelade (1980) which separated visual search into preattentive and attentive vision.
With the second version, GS 2.0 (Wolfe 1994a), the model incorporated search termination with
the concept of an “activation threshold” for persuing an ordered list of salient locations identied
by the processes of preattentive vision. GS 3.0 (Wolfe and Gancarz 1996) emphasises oculomotor
capture and the cyclical nature of endogenous orienting.
GS 4.0 (Wolfe 2007) seeks to explain the two key visual search methods of inecient and
ecient search through the use of separate selection and attentional “bottlenecks”—processes
that take many inputs (e.g. a saliency map) and return a single output (e.g. a location). From the
“retinal image”, the information from the initial foveation is sent to two locations for simultaneous
processing. e rst of these two simultaneous processes is part of the “non-selective pathway”
which incorporates preattentive vision—portrayed in gure 2.7 as “gist and image statistics”—
analogous to the same processes in both the Itti et al. (2004) and Wickens and McCarley (2008)
models. e second and complimentary simultaneous process is part of the “selective pathway”
incorporating inecient search that permits some top-down control of the search.ese pathways
are specic routes through the model.
e depiction of interactions along the “selective pathway” (lower series of processes in
gure 2.7) is the primary motivation for choosing this visual search model for review. Within this
pathway, from the “retinal image” to “visual awareness”, lie four discrete processes: “guidance”,
“object recognition” and the two ltering processes of the “selective bottleneck” and “attentional
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Figure 2.7 –eWolfe (2007) visual search model relies on three parallel pathways: the non-selective (top),
guidance (middle) and selective (lower). “Gist and image statistics” are fed into the “attention
bottleneck” through the non-selective pathway,while “guidance” or top-down attention and the
selective pathway itself are fed into the “selection bottleneck”which then examines the attended
item for “object recognition”. From here the two pathways (selective and non-selective) pass
their information onto the “attention bottleneck” to establish a decision.
bottleneck”.
e “guidance” process—the central simultaneous process from the “retinal image”—includes
elements from both bottom-up and top-down attention.is “guidance” permits ecient search of
local contrast (i.e. bottom-up attention) and specic feature conjunctions (i.e. top-down attention).
rough this “guidance” process, Wolfe (2007) incorporates a level of task-dependent control on
the visual search act.
Upon the “retinal image” being formed, the projection is passed to the “selective bottleneck”
where one object within the presented image or stimuli is selected. e criteria for this selection
is determined through the top-down attention provided by the “guidance” process. However the
selected location is also passed onto the “guidance” process to faithfully replicate IOR, which
temporarily attenuates the saliency of previously attended locations to promote further search of
the remaining visual eld.
e object or feature chosen for attention by the “selective bottleneck” is then compared
to the observer’s mental model of the target in the “object recognition” process. Encapsulated
within this process is a threshold for determining when a search should be terminated. Should a
potential target share sucient features with the mental representation of the target, then the act
of searching through the stimuli through the “selective pathway” is curtailed.
e principle selection process within themodel byWolfe (2007) is the “attentional bottleneck”,
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where the outputs from the selective and non-selective pathways are amalgamated. e most
salient object, selected by the “object recognition” process, is compared with the most salient
features within the stimuli, revealed by the “gist and image statistics” process. Herein lies an
additional restriction on the potential performance of the HVS—attentional blink (e.g. Chun
and Potter 1995; Shapiro et al. 1997)—known to occur at a late stage within the HVS and from
which “visual awareness” can arise.
e absence of any parallel feedback along the non-selective pathway is a known phenomena
because attention can only be applied selectively to the parts selected by preattentive search:
the information of the entire “saliency map” is unavailable (Treisman and Gelade 1980, p. 133).
e feedback between the “selection bottleneck” where the item to attend is examined, and the
“guidance” is due to IOR, where the previous location of attention suppresses saccades to that
location (Belopolsky andeeuwes 2009, p. 630). e remaining item of interest is the attentional
blink shown as a feedback from the “attention bottleneck” to the “guidance”. Should two targets be
presented within 500 ms of one another, the second target would be missed (Shapiro et al. 1997).
is artefact is due to the limited bandwidth in the ‘attention bottleneck’ causing what is called
attentional blink.
2.3.3 Outstanding Issues
e three visual search models presented here focus on their own unique properties: the Itti
et al. (2004) model incorporates preattentive vision; the Wickens and McCarley (2008) model
consists of three distinct visual search methods; and theWolfe et al. (2011) includes many dierent
feedback mechanisms and their associated limitations on processing. Each of these models is well
supported within the literature, however for the purposes of this thesis, a more complete model
encompassing each of these properties is required.
All three models assume that visual orienting is a distinct system, divorced from the HVS. In
the case of Wolfe (2007), the search is terminated once a threshold is reached. However visual
search does not terminate, and cannot be terminated once a target is identied—otherwise the
world would fade to darkness upon successfully nding the television remote control!
Vision requiresmultiple foveations for the observer to become visually aware of the stimuli (e.g.
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Henderson et al. 2007,p. 539).erefore amodel of theHVSmust incorporate processes to replicate
the saccade and xate strategy commonly adopted in visual search.
2.4 Proposed Visual Search Model
2.4.1 Overview
None of the three reviewed models can thoroughly explain how the HVS locates and identies
a potential target. By selecting supported elements from each model and co mbining them with
other evidence, this thesis proposes a new model of visual search (gure 2.8).
Stimulus
Recorded
Eye Movement
Recorded
Identiﬁcation
Eye
Ocular
Muscles Preattentive Vision
50–100 ms
Attentive Vision
~150 ms
Decision Making
and Action
~500 ms
Eye Movement
<70 ms
Retinal Image
Gist
Foveal Selection
Oculomotor 
Programming
Visual 
Awareness
Attentional Selection
TaskSaliency Maps
Foveation ~250 ms
Figure 2.8 –e proposed visual search model showing the various processes within the Human Visual
System (HVS) that bring a feature or object within the “stimuli” (and hence the “retinal image”)
to the observer’s “visual awareness”. e processes within this model can be grouped into ve
stages: “foveation” in light pink containing the two critical stages of vision—“preattentive
vision” in light green, and “attentive vision” in light orange—following on with the stages of
“decision making and action” in light grey and “eye movement” also in light pink.
e purpose for creating this proposed model of the HVS is to collate the existing literature
into a series of processes and their associated pathways in order to identify metho ds and visual
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techniques to exploit the way in which the mind searches for atarget amongst distractors. A key
problem identied by the taxonomy was the utilisation of inappropriate types of visual search for
the task at hand.erefore the inputs and outputs, to and from the HVS have been included in this
proposed model, emphasising the mechanisms available to an interaction designer to manipulate
the HVS. e exact inner workings of the HVS will no doubt remain opaque to researchers
for some time to come, nevertheless the outputs of “recorded identication” and “recorded eye
movements” will permit an insight to the processes invoked for a given “stimulus” input.
2.4.2 Components of Proposed Model
As with the previously reviewed models, this proposed model is composed of distinct processes
which describe what happens to the ow of information as it passes from the “retinal image” to
“visual awareness”, i.e. a single foveation.
Retinal Image
Visual search begins with the “retinal image”. Figure 2.8 includes the “retinal image” process as
the projection of the stimuli on the fovea of the observer. e initial location chosen for foveation
is undened, but assumed to be within the bounds of the stimuli. e location changes when
the eyes are moved through the activation of the “ocular muscles”. erefore the eye maintains a
stable foveation for the duration of both preattentive vision and attentive vision.
Preattentive Vision
Within this proposed model, preattentive vision (within the light green region in gure 2.8)
incorporates three processes that each take the entirety of the ‘retinal image’ as their input, from
the foveal region to the periphery (e.g. Underwood et al. 2006, p. 16). e result from these
processes is a prioritised list of salient locations. ese three processes are termed “gist”, “task”
and “saliency maps”, with each occurring simultaneously within 100–120 ms of the “stimuli” being
presented (Lamme 2003, p. 16; Coltheart 1999, pp. 15–16).
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Gist e “gist” process is part of preattentive vision (Tatler 2007) and provides an initial concept
of what is present on the stimuli and where it is located (Navalpakkam and Itti 2005). e out-
put from the “gist” process is the emphasis or attenuation of broad regions in the scene (i.e. a
topographical map or heat-map) (Schyns and Oliva 1994, p. 199).
Saliency Maps emain property of the Itti et al. (2004) model is the “saliency map” and this
process has been included into the proposed visual search model to describe the deployment of
attention toward individual features of the stimuli. ese features are deliberately anonymous
because while the features explored by Itti et al. are “undoubted” (e.g. colour, motion, orientation
and size), there are many more that are still awaiting evidence in the literature (see Wolfe and
Horowitz 2004,p. 500 for a table of possible features). Each featuremapproduces a list of prioritised
locations which are then combined using a well dened mathematical function (e.g. Itti et al. 1998;
Koch and Ullman 1985, p. 226; Parkhurst et al. 2002) to form a “saliency map” as the output from
this process.
Task e “saliency maps” are driven solely by bottom-up attention in the early phase of vis-
ion (e.g. eeuwes 2010, p. 78). e “task” process acts in a similar manner to a “saliency map”,
however the result is guided by top-down attention as in the model by Wolfe (2007). e primary
input for the “task” process is the “retinal image” and aords preattentive vision the ability to
select specic features or objects within the stimuli (e.g. Baluch and Itti 2010; Koch and Tsuchiya
2007, p. 16).
For example, if the observer was looking for a red umbrella, the “task” process would be
analogous to a feature map indicating regions of the “stimuli” that are red. is topographical
representation of task saliency enhances the conspicuity of targets such as red umbrellas (Treisman
1988). is “task” map can override the “saliency map” if selected to do so by processes in the next
stages of vision (e.g. Underwood et al. 2006, p. 337).
Attentive Vision
e next stage of vision takes the individual topographical maps of salience and selects or con-
solidates this information into a single location for attention (e.g. Chun and Po tter1995, p. 122).
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Information can only ow in one direction from preattentive vision into attentive vision (Treisman
and Gelade 1980, p. 133).
While attentive vision (shaded light orange in the middle of gure 2.8) is constructed from
serial processes, there exist two simultaneous selection processes (see Lamme 2003, p. 12): “foveal
selection” and “attentional selection”. ese selection processes are analogous to the bottlenecks
used in the Wolfe (2007) model. Each process combines the locations from preattentive vision
into single locations for foveation and attention simultaneously. Unlike preattentive vision, the
attentive vision stage is not retinotopic (e.g. eeuwes et al. 2013, p. 812)— locations for foveation
and attention are located in space, rather than the photoreceptors they excite on the retina—and
therefore information of the stimuli persists across many cycles or foveations.
Attentional Selection emathematical process of combining the “saliencymaps” is conducted
by this stage of the HVS with a single location being selected, such as a specic feature (or combin-
ation) or object (e.g. Koch and Tsuchiya 2007, p. 16). e duration of this stage is dependent on
the complexity of the stimuli, increasing with the number of feature combinations (e.g. Nakayama
and Silverman 1986, p. 265; Treisman and Gelade 1980). Typically this stage of processing invokes
a delay of 150 ms between input and output (e.g. Potter and Fox 2009, p. 28).
Foveal Selection Unlike preattentive vision, this stage of the HVS operates on the foveal re-
gion (e.g. eeuwes 2010, p. 80) of the “retinal image”. e role of the “foveal selection” process is
to choose from the preattentive vision stage where on the stimuli (or otherwise) to foveate in the
next cycle of this model. A fundamental dierence between this “foveal selection” process and
the “attentional selection” process is that it is controllable by the observer’s “visual awareness” (as
identied in the model byWolfe et al. 2011, p. 100), permitting this proposed model to incorporate
the pathways necessary for explicit search.
“Foveal selection” is independent from “visual awareness” (Lamme 2003, p. 14) because the
ability to control where the observer focuses their attention is independent from where they
foveate (e.g. Boot et al. 2009, p. 961; McCarley et al. 2004, p. 305).
Lamme and Roelfsema (2000, p. 571) identied that “visual awareness” can be completely
bypassed by “foveal selection”, which passes a single location (i.e. where to foveate) into the process
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of “oculomotor programming”.
Oculomotor Programming Activating the “oculomotor muscles” to foveate a specic element
of the stimuli is a complex process (see Martinez-Conde et al. 2004, for a review). In addition
to receiving the location to be foveated from the “foveal selection” process, the programming is
aected by the “retinal image”. is additional input informs the process whether the stimuli has
moved or if it has changed, thereby providing more recent information on the latest location of
the potential target, or whether to abort the search process because the stimuli has been replaced
anew. is process can occur simultaneously with “visual awareness” as the “retinal image” is
subject to saccadic suppression for the duration of the saccade or nystagmus (approximately 70 ms
Becker 1991, p. 117).
Decision Making and Action
Should an element of the observed stimuli satisfy the criteria dened by the processes in preattent-
ive vision and be selected for attention through the “attentional selection” pro cess, the observer
becomes aware of the stimuli through the “visual awareness” process. e “visual awareness” pro-
cess has a substantial eect on the successfulness of visual search. e processes of visual search
as observed through visual orienting are rarely at fault, instead the decision making processes are
frequently the point of failure.
Formedical scans, the pathways of preattentive and attentive vision successfully identify regions
of interest evident by prolonged visual dwell (e.g. a series of foveations in a region for a duration
greater than 1000 ms) which occurred in target-relevent locations more frequently (Nodine et al.
2001, p. 125) than others. Repeating the “visual awareness” process to elicit a positive response has
produced a minor increase in target detection, such as lesions in mammograms (Mello-oms,
Nodine et al. 2002, p. 116) and nodules in chest radiographs (Nodine and Kundel 1990, p. 405).
Despite it being dicult to correct faulty decision-making, visual search can be assisted by
changing “task” map and therefore prompting the HVS to foveate a dierent location.
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Eye Movements
roughout the ow from the “retinal image” through the stages of preattentive vision and attentive
vision, the eye remains stable. e “oculomotor programming” process receives the input form
the “retinal image” and maintains a stable projection of the “foveal selection” on the retina either
through a smooth pursuit or xation.
2.4.3 Pathways through the Proposed Model
Akey feature of theWolfe (2007)model is the distinction between the non-selective (i.e. supporting
ecient search) and selective (i.e. inecient search) pathways. is proposed model facilitates the
three identied methods of visual search through dierent pathways through the model: ecient,
inecient and explicit search.
Ecient Search
RI
G
FS AS
OP VA
TSM
Figure 2.9
e pathways of ecient search in
the proposed visual search model. See
gure 2.8 for the complete model.
Ecient search — characterised by preattentive pop-
out (e.g. Nakayama and Silverman 1986, p. 264)—is con-
ducted through a single foveation (e.g. Nakashima and
Yokosawa 2013, p. 305), hence only a single cycle of the
proposed model is engaged.
Preattentive vision is the primary method for termin-
ating a search (e.g. Chun and Wolfe 1996, p. 75), therefore
the only route from the “stimuli” to “visual awareness”
is through the ecient search pathway in this proposed
model.
As depicted in gure 2.9 (see gure 2.8 for the full proposed model), the “retinal image” (RI)
in white is processed by the “gist” (G) and “saliency map” (SM) processes (shown in shown
in green), and the “task” (T) process (blue) within the preattentive vision stage. From here, a
prioritised list of salient locations is passed onto the “attentional selection” (AS) process (orange),
which selects the location from the top of the list (i.e. the most salient location) and passes it onto
the “visual awareness” (VA) process (black) for conrmation.
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Notice that the processes of “foveal selection” (FS) and “oculomotor programming” (OP) do
not play a role in ecient search (e.g. Gramopadhye et al. 2002, p. 183), and hence these processes
are portrayed as faded in gure 2.9.
Inecient Search
RI
G
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OP VA
TSM
Figure 2.10
e pathways of inecient search in
the proposed visual search model. See
gure 2.8 for the complete model.
Inecient search is dened as a sequence of foveations at
specic locations interspersed with eye movements (e.g.
McPeek et al. 2000). In the proposed model, abbreviated
for this pathway in gure 2.10, a sequence of eye move-
ments and foveations corresponds to a sequence of cycles
around the proposedmodel,with the “oculomotorprogram-
ming” (OP) process in pink dening the next xation or
smooth pursuit event to be captured in the a new “retinal
image” (RI) (shown in white).
e top-down attention that denes inecient search is manifested as the link between the
“visual awareness” (VA) and the “foveal selection” (FS) processes. erefore upon the initial
“retinal image” (RI) of the stimuli, the preattentive stage highlighted in light green (G, SM and
T) is activated, which passes a list of locations ordered by saliency (e.g. Koch and Ullman 1985;
Parkhurst et al. 2002) to both the “foveal selection” (FS) and “attentional selection” (AS) processes
of the attentive vision stage, highlighted in light orange. ese two selection processes may select
dierent locations (Golomb et al. 2008, p. 10660; Chun et al. 2011, p. 88) from the same ordered
list created by the preattentive vision stage. Once selected, the location chosen for attention is
sent to the “visual awareness” (VA) process which decides whether or not to bring this chosen
object or feature to the observer’s visual awareness—hence terminating the search—or whether
to foveate elsewhere, and aid the “foveal selection” (FS) process in the selection of a new location.
is new location is then passed onto the “oculomotor programming” (OP) process, shown in
pink, to perform an eye movement to create a new “retinal image” (RI) and hence repeat the cycle
of the proposed model until an ecient search can successfully be performed to terminate the
cyclical saccade and xate strategy.
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Explicit Search
RI
G
FS AS
OP VA
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Figure 2.11
e pathways of explicit search in
the proposed visual search model. See
gure 2.8 for the complete model.
Explicit search requires training and does not come natur-
ally to most observers (e.g. Munoz and Everling2004). As
abbreviated in gure 2.11, the initial “retinal image” (RI)
is sent through the three processes of “preattentive vision”
(highlighted in light green in gure 2.8 and as G, SM and
T in gure 2.11).
In explicit search, the inputs and outputs of the “atten-
tional selection” (AS) process are attenuated (hence this
process is shown as faded in gure 2.11). Instead the ob-
server’s “visual awareness” (VA) enforces a volitional control of the movement of the eyes by
modifying the saliency of the “task” (T) process and directing foveation through the “foveal
selection” (FS) process.
e ability for the “foveal selection” (FS) process to suppress the input from preattentive
vision appears uncontentious (e.g. Bisley and Goldberg 2010; Guitton et al. 1985; Koch and Ullman
1985, p. 9), and therefore permits the observer to direct their vision under conscious control if so
trained (Stager and Angus1975). As with the inecient search type, the potential target is found
through ecient search.
2.4.4 Feedback Mechanisms within the Proposed Model
e proposed model contains many feedback mechanisms as described through the dierent
types of visual search pathways. However these interactions between process can highlight the
limitations of the proposed model and hence reect the known limitations of the HVS. For clarity,
unlike the previously explored visual search models, these limitations are not represented within
gure 2.8. As with the visual search model by Wolfe (2007), the proposed model incorporates the
bottlenecks of IOR and attentional blink.
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Inhibition of Return
As discussed with the review of the visual search model by Wolfe (2007), IOR is a benecial
feedback mechanism. By temporarily inhibiting previously attended locat ions,IOR enables the
HVS to conduct a saccade and xate strategy (Tatler and Wade 2003, p. 168) to explore the whole
of a scene through the inecient search type.
Within the model presented in gure 2.8, IOR is implemented through an addition to the
“attentional selection” process which de-prioritises previously attended locations in the list received
from preattentive vision (e.g. Belopolsky andeeuwes 2009; Chan and Courtney 1996).
Attentional Blink
Not all feedback mechanisms provide an advantage to visual search. Attentional blink is caused
by a hesitation of the mind. When observing naturalistic stimuli, distractors slow the speed of
search (Eckstein 2011, p. 7) because attentive vision can only be applied to one potential target
at a time (Potter and Fox 2009, p. 28). is stage is relatively slow at responding to its inputs
(Potter and Levy 1969, e.g. ∼ 100 ms for a known image; Kundel and Nodine 1975, ∼ 200 ms for a
object within a scene; Intraub 1981, and ∼ 250 ms for a known category). Hence while the “visual
awareness” process is being conducted, further items being added to the “attentional selection”
are suppressed, causing them to be ignored if added within 500 ms of the initial potential target
being attended (e.g. Broadbent and Broadbent 1987; Shapiro et al. 1997; Wolfe et al. 2011).
Broadbent and Broadbent reported that correctly identied targets were more disruptive—
they suppressed identication of proceeding targets—than incorrectly identied targets. is
suggests that while the eect is disruptive, it is unlikely to impact a self-terminating search with
few distractors such as “diagnostic medical scans”, “WiSAR” and “equipment fault checking”.
e two-stage processing of targets suggested by Broadbent and Broadbent (1987) does not
account for the lack of an attentional blink eect for targets appearing less than 200 ms aer a
previous target-like object, as found by Chun and Potter (1995). Shapiro et al. (1997) concluded in
his thorough review of attentional blink, that the HVS is aware of the second target, however the
“attentional selection” process suppresses the stimulus, allowing the rst target to gain prominence.
e act of attending temporarily blinds the subject from further stimuli for a short duration.
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2.5 Conclusion
Visual search is composed of a hierarchy of dierent phenomena, as demonstrated in gure2.12.
Foveal Region
Foveating
Visual Orienting
Visual Attention
Visual Search
Figure 2.12 – A hierarchy of visual search demonstrating the relationship between the topics discussed in
this chapter, and how each level is a renement of the one below it
Within the eye at the top of the hierarchy in gure 2.12, the fovea or “foveal region” is the point
of interest. Within here the retina receives the light reected from the stimuli in a process called
foveating. e target of this foveation is the role of visual orienting which can be endogenous
(e.g. knowing where to look) or exogenous (e.g. oculomotor capture). is orienting of attention
is controlled by visual attention which can be of bottom-up (stimuli-driven) or top-down (task-
driven) depending on the observer’s goals and beliefs.
Encompassing the entire system is the element that forms the foundation of the hierarchy
(gure 2.12: visual search. e inspection of a stimuli for a target can be done through three
types of visual search: ecient, inecient and explicit. e rst, ecient search uses preattentive
visionto provide a single location for attention in a parallel manner. e second type,inecient
search is serial in nature and utilises every process within the HVS to locate items of interest for
further examination through foveation and attentive vision. e third and most contentious type
is explicit search where top-down attention drives the search exclusively, pointing the observer’s
eyes in the exact location they desire to systematically search through a scene.
rough the taxonomy (gure 2.4), a common issue with visual search is that an inappropriate
type of search is used for a given task. erefore by utilising the proposed model (gure 2.8),
techniques of enforcing a more reliable or accurate type of visual search can be employed.
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Experimental Investigations
3.1 Rationale
In chapter 1, the extreme diculty (e.g. Cro et al. 2007; Giang and Keillor 2009) of the WiSAR
scenario was outlined, including the existing methods used to present the SAR stimuli to the
spotters. From chapter 2, some possible limitations of the HVS were examined through the
proposed visual search model (gure 2.8).
In this chapter, the rationale for the series of experimental investigations conducted for this
thesis will be explained.ese investigations sought to use the knowledge gainedwith the proposed
visual search model to improve the successfulness of WiSAR, and hence other visual search tasks.
is premise leads to the fundamental research question for this thesis:
“In what way can the visual data from a WiSAR UAV be manipulated to increase the
eectiveness of visual search?”
In order to dene the investigations, the rationale behind their design must rst be explained.
3.1.1 Towards Realism
From the previous two chapters, two principles were identied. First to advance the research
in visual search by conducting a more realistic series of experiments (i.e. towards realism). e
second principle is to provide a feedback mechanism in the iterative design process of an interface
to enhance visual search (i.e. visual inspection feedback).
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Current Understanding
e desireable abstractions to isolate specic processes of the HVS and their interactions are
not conducive to any ndings being used in the design of an interface, a limitation identied by
de Bruijn and Spence (2008); Sutclie (2000); Wolfe et al. (2011) among others. Abstract stimuli is
frequently used to evaluate individual processes within the HVS. A common example of abstract
stimuli is a sinusoidal grating (e.g. Burr and Ross 1982; Chan and Courtney 1996; Parkhurst
et al. 2002) which is used to determine the degree of visual acuity—the ability to discern small
details. Such stimuli are unsuitable for use in the design of an interface, and hence unsuitable
for establishing how the higher-order stages (see the visual search hierarchy in gure 2.12) of the
HVS function.
However, the control of all aspects of a realistic visual search task needed for an experimental
investigation into how the entire HVS conducts a search is dicult due to the many factors
involved. ere is an inherent diculty in the analysis of experiments featuring na turalstimuli
which oen leads to results of marginal signicance (e.g. Felsen and Dan 2005, p. 1645). For
example, Cro et al. (2007) obtained non-signicant results with volunteers in an aircra who
searched for targets on the terrain below. A highly realistic investigation such as the one by Cro et
al. is unlikely to provide sucient evidence for its associated hypothesises because of the statistical
noise inherent in a study featuring natural stimuli. e inherent diculty of such WiSAR tasks is
primarily due to low target prevalence (see Wolfe et al. 2005, for a summary; or Wolfe et al. 2007,
for a thorough evaluation), which can reduce the statistical power of the investigation.
Proposal
Despite the diculties of obtaining signicant results with a realistic visual search task, a com-
promise can be made to facilitate the benets of natural stimuli—to evaluate the entire HVS—
and controlled stimuli, to evaluate specic processes and interactions within the system.
e proposed solution to the two stimuli designs is to nd a balance between the extremes. By
using real aerial photography combined with articial targets, the benets of naturalistic stimuli
and controlled stimuli can be exploited.
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Expectations
e result is naturalistic stimuli: actual aerial photography presented in a precisely controlled
manner with an increased target prevalence. Given the method used to insert them, the somewhat
articial appearance of the human targets (see the example targets in gure 3.1), due to the
method used incorporating them within the terrain images, is in potential conict with the
intended realism of the stimuli. However in a completely real scenario there is frequently more
data available to aid the observers than the colour and texture of the targets. erefore on balance,
this compromise of articial targets versus limited data is assumed to be equal in terms of the
diculty of observing a potential target, while providing sucient target prevalence for accurate
analysis of visual inspection—the explicit search of a scene for a specic item or location.
Figure 3.1 –ree example targets taken from the naturalistic stimuli constructed for these experimental
investigations
3.1.2 Visual Inspection Feedback
Denition
e role of studies into the HVS within the eld of Human–Computer Interaction (HCI) is
well established (examples include Cater et al. 2003; Jacob 1995; Wittenburg 1999). Experiments
conducted by de Bruijn and Spence (2002) have understood and commented upon the purpose
of analysing the HVS (in this instance through the use of an eye-movement tracking system)
to compare various presentation methods for a visual search task, such as searching through a
collection of photographs.
e method of presenting specic stimuli in order to evoke a reaction by participants when
they inspect it has been a common use for presentation method design. e human-being is
modelled as a “black box” with an assumption that each input (i.e. an image on the monitor)
corresponds to an output made by the subject (i.e. they press a button). It is accepted that not
all participants within an experiment will act identically, therefore a condence inter val of 95%
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amongst the population of volunteers is accepted as a statistically signicant trend, although
recent advances suggest that higher criteria are required (Johnson 2013).
e primary research aim of this thesis is to evaluate dierent methods of enh ancing visual
search performance, using eye-tracking as a design tool. When searching for a target within
naturalistic stimuli, the methods used to perform visual search by the HVS are complex. While
there exists a large expanse of ongoing research into understanding the HVS, many of these
human ergonomic studies evaluate isolated aspects of the system. While attempts have been made
to combine these studies of dierent parts of the HVS into a model for further analysis (such
as the work conducted by Itti et al. (2004); Wickens and McCarley (2008); Wolfe (2007)), the
translation of the work into a system useable by interaction designers has yet to occur. is issue
was addressed succinctly by Spence:
“...there’s a need to package knowledge gained by psychologists in a form that will
inform an interaction designer...” (Spence 2011, p. 20)
Analysis
While this research denes the important concept of visual inspection feedback as the owchart
in gure 3.2. e second key purpose of these experimental investigations is to develop the
remainder of the feedback loop between “HVS analysis” and “presentation methods design”.
rough the evaluation of multiple comparable presentation methods for the same stimuli, a
greater understanding of the HVS can be made in addition to recommendations for best ways of
presenting visual data.
3.1.3 Surrounding Issues
Faithful Reproduction
Hence we arrive at the proposal for the various dierent presentation methods that this thesis will
explore and analyse. Each presentationmethodhas been invented for the purposes ofmanipulating
the visual appearance of a single stream of image data in various ways that do not corrupt the
aesthetics of the data. It is necessary for the original pixel data, from which the stimuli is derived,
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Human Visual System 
Analysis
Presentation Method 
Design
inﬂuences/drivesenhances/reveals
Figure 3.2 –e feedback loop for the analysis of visual inspection, potentially supporting further under-
standing of the Human Visual System (HVS) and the design of presentation methods
to not be manipulated in terms of image lters such as contrast or hue alterations. Nor should the
spatial relationships of the data interpreted in any way to change the relative distances between
arbitrary points within the dataset. is is critically important in both the chosen eld of WiSAR,
but also the domains of security and medical imaging.
Manipulating the data can cause confounding issues that prohibit the correct identication of
a target. While the raw video feed from the visual sensor is manipulated by the various interfaces,
soware and rmware to convert the photons reected o the landscape into digital images,
such manipulation is done faithfully to ensure that the output from the system is an accurate
representation of the original feature being observed. ere is never an intention to change the
data in a way which would make positive identication of a feature inaccurate. erefore by only
conducting image manipulations faithfully, the “towards realism” principle of this research is
maintained.
Human Decision Making
e second issue bounding this research is the requirement for a human-being to be ‘in the
loop’, i.e. the nal decision must be made by a qualied individual before time and resources are
consumed identifying the potential target on the ground (in the case ofWiSAR) within the suitcase
(security) or within the body (medical imaging). Regardless of the robotic decision making by
articial intelligence or machine learning algorithms (e.g. Pitt 2012, p. 27), the nal decision will
always come down to a humans. is requirement is subject to the inuence of the command
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structures on decision making within SAR groups that use aerial photography and the need to
overlook the inherent noise in natural stimuli. One of the many reasons for this restriction on not
relying upon a computer-made decision is the innate human desire to observe the raw unltered
material that the machine is interpreting. Human decision making desires the original stimuli to
ascertain the presence or not of a legitimate target. erefore there will remain for a very long
time a mistrust in the computer vision domain to detect a target, despite signicant improvements
in identication accuracy, and a need to view the information captured by the sensor so that the
human can verify the analysis conducted by the machine.
Information Overload
Herein lies the fundamental issue: the quantity of information that must be interpreted. With
the notional UAV ying over the terrain capturing as much information as possible with its
multiple image sensors, each of increasingly higher resolution and frame-rate. In essence, the
task is equivalent to the “needle-in-the-haystack” problem. is visual identication problem
is exacerbated by both traditional and even current methods of sorting through t his visual data
haystack. e additional requirement of viewing the data live or near-live in a mission critical
stress-lled environment results in the classic system of a human-being viewingmultiple monitors,
each displaying a live feed at its native resolution and dimensions.
Computer–Human Bandwidth
is ineective use of the bandwidth between the screens and theHVS is frequentlymisunderstood
in the domains in which it is used such as the rescue, military or security services. In essence the
task for the interaction designer is to maximise the eectiveness of this visual identication task.
Despite the cognitive and physicological processes of visual search being well understood (to a
degree, see chapter 2), there is an inherent under utilisation of the bandwidth between the display
and the HVS, for which this research is proposes a solution.
While the fundamental concepts of visual search are beginning to be understood within the
elds of Psychology and HCI, the applications of these concepts are far from developed, and are
tied-up in an analysis process that is not conducive to such applications being made. Within the
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eld of HCI in particular, there is an increasing use of the results and ndings from cognitive
psychology to develop improved design guidelines.is advice is generated in order for interaction
designers to use what we already know regarding the HVS, thus incorporating this knowledge
into user interfaces that permit those tasked with the complex and fundamentally dicult task of
visual inspection to conduct their task of visual identication more accurately. erefore utilising
the bandwidth between the display and human-decision making as eciently as possi ble. Such
eciency is a demand of the increasing amount of data that must be explored in order to conrm
the presence of a target matching the oen vague or inconclusive search criteria, an issue that only
a human-being can comprend at present, therefore highlighting the principle of visual inspection
feedback.
3.2 Stimuli Design
From the criteria outlined by the two principles of this thesis and their surrounding issues, the
stimuli for the experimental investigations was designed.
3.2.1 Imagery Source
With the increasing ubiquity of aerial photography, several collections of aerial photography were
evaluated. Data was obtained from theMontana Geographic Information Clearinghouse using the
Natural Resource Information System, a public resource provided by the government of the United
States of America. High resolution (6 inches/pixel, 15 cm/pixel) strips of colour photography of the
area surrounding Helena in the state of Montana were randomly selected and cropped for manual
inspection. is large expanse of wilderness data was chosen for its high quality and suitability
for the WiSAR scenario. e area surrounding the capital of Montana is sparsely populated (6.8
persons/square mile1, 2.6 persons/km2) and contains all the features common to the WiSAR
scenario: scrubland, forest and farms.
From this collection of terrain strips, six discontinuous strips were selected, ranging from
mostly open scrubland through to densely forested areas with some strips including man-made
1 Data retrieved from the U.S. Census Bureau: Montana QuickFacts, http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/
states/30000.html on Wednesday 20th November, 2013.
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features (e.g. buildings, tracks and fences).
3.2.2 Targets
e terrain strips were rst inspected to conrm the absence of any pre-existing WiSAR targets.
In a WiSAR visual search, the objects to look for are human-beings. erefore a series of public
domain photographs of humans, viewed from above, were scaled to the correct size and inserted
into the terrain pseudo-randomly2 using standard photographic editing techniques, as can be seen
from the distribution of targets across each terrain strip in gure 3.3. e result was a high-quality
set of realistic stimuli with high target prevalence.
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Horizontal and Vertical Location of Targets on the Terrain Strip
First Target Second Target Third Target
Figure 3.3 – A scatter-graph outlining the horizontal and vertical location of each target on the strips of
terrain. Each terrain strip includes three targets which are indicated here separately.
Each of the six terrain strips contained three simulated rescue targets. ese targets consisted
of either an isolated person or of two or three people in a tight group.e targets were selected from
a collection of public domain photographs of people photographed from above and articially
inserted, at the correct scale, into the ground image using standard photo-manipulation techniques.
At the resolution of the aerial photography, the inserted target clusters ranged in size from 1/3○ to
1○. Examples of these targets are shown in gure 3.4 (a scrubland example) and gure 3.5 (a dense
forest example). For purposes of illustration the targets are indicated with a circle in these gures,
however they were not highlighted in any of the investigations. e area within the circle is also
shown magnied on the right of each of the gures for clarity. It should benoted that the targets
were just distinct from the ground images in terms of contrast, but many were still intentionally
2 e location of the targets was determined by the use of a random-number generator. e term “psuedo-randomly”
is used because illogical locations, such as in the middle of rivers or on top of trees were discarded.
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challenging to identify to enure similar identication accuracy to those obtained in similar, albeit
more realistic studies (Stager and Angus 1975).
e conspicuity of targets is very low within the varied spatial structure of the stimuli. While
the bottom-up salience of the target may be high due to signicant dierences between it and the
surrounding environment, the spatial and temporal location may be both irregular and infrequent
(i.e. not where and when one would expect).
Figure 3.4 – Example target in a scrubland area, shown circled on the image tile (le) and centred in an
enlargement (right)
Figure 3.5 – Example target in a densely forested area, shown circled on the image tile (le) and centred in
an enlargement (right)
3.2.3 Terrain Strip Dimensions
Each terrain strip represents an eective search area of 384 × 7680 feet (117 × 2341 m), as shown
in gure 3.6. e stimuli were presented to the subjects full-screen and cropped at the native
resolution of the source material (1024 × 768 pixels), thereby maintaining a faithful reproduction
of the original terrain. is screen resolution corresponds to the optics and image sensor present
on a typical downward-facing UAV camera. With a typical ight altitude of 10, 000 feet (3 km),
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Image Sweep 384 feet (117 m)
Terrain Strip Length
1.5 miles (2.3 km)
Typical Altitude
10,000 feet (3 km)
Figure 3.6 –e strip of terrain captured by the onboard downward-facing camera of a Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (UAV)
a focal length of 93 mm would project the 512 × 384 feet (153 × 117 m) screenful of terrain on
a 1/3 inch (4.76 × 3.57 mm) image sensor (e.g. the Sony ICX204AK). Such a resolution is also
commensurate with that currently achieved by the High-Denition Television (HDTV) standard
and such camera apparatus may assumed to be readily available for integration with an UAV.
3.2.4 Flight Dynamics
Common cruising speeds for anUAVvary in the range of 60–120mph (97–193 km/h). For example,
the IAI Heron has a cruising speed range of 92–127mph (170–204 km/h), while theMQ-1 Predator
has a slightly slower cruising speed of 81–103 mph (130–167 km/h). ese UAVs were chosen
because these aircra are being advertised as being suitable for SAR missions (e.g. Keyzer 2008).
erefore to faithfully reproduce the downward facing camera feed from an UAV, three
apparent ground speeds of 60, 90 and 120 mph (97, 145, 193 km/h) were chosen to encompass the
full range of likely ight speeds. Table 3.1 summarises the overall timings of the 1.45 mile (2.34 km)
terrain strips, as well as the “image speed”—the equivalent visual angle transversed per second
by the terrain on the subject’s retina— in units common with this class of investigation (see
Duchowski 2007, for a comprehensive review). e range of speeds was chosen to bracket the
view from cognitively too slow to too fast, while encompassing the common UAV cruising speeds
previously discussed.
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Table 3.1 –e duration and velocities for dierent ground speeds
of the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
Ground Speed Sequence
Duration (s)
Image Speed1
(○/s)(mph) (m/s) (km/h)
60 27 97 87.3 3.90
90 40 145 58.2 5.85
120 53 193 43.6 7.80
1 Visual angle correct for a 15 inch (38 cm) 1024 × 768 pixel
resolution screen viewed from a distance of approximately
76 cm (30 inches).
As discussed in chapter 1, the WiSAR scenario is aorded the most benets of aerial photo-
graphy if it is sent for immediate visual inspection by a spotter (e.g. Goodrich et al. 2008, p. 104).
erefore modication of parameters such as speed and terrain dimensions would invalidate the
principles of faithfulstimuli reproduction and the requirement to keep a human “in the loop” of
HCI.
3.3 Experimental Design
A key purpose of the experimental design for these experimental investigations is standardisa-
tion. erefore each experiment follows the same protocol, to enable compariso ns between the
presentation methods explored in chapter8.
3.3.1 Overall Design
e experimental investigations proposed in this thesis were conducted as controlled evaluations.
A controlled evaluationmerges the benets of a clinical evaluation and a real-life study through the
use of naturalistic stimuli. Controlled evaluations are conducted in laboratory conditions to reduce
the number of variables that change between subjects. is design ensures that the dependent
variable of subject response is aected primarily by the independent variable of presentation
method.
Subjects were sat in front of a computer screen (gure 3.7) with the investigator sat to the side
to conduct the experiment. Each experiment was read from a script and automated through the
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Figure 3.7 – A photograph of an experiment being conducted, with the investigator (author,le) viewing
the raw eye-movement camera (black monitor) and the stimuli display (laptop computer); a
subject (right) observing the stimuli (beige screen) with their nger resting on the space-bar
key
use of custom presentation soware to ensure consistency between subjects. e rst major part
of the script was the introduction training.
3.3.2 Training
In a real-life SAR scenario, spotters have specialised training (e.g. Simerson 2004), however
such experts are dicult to recruit for experiments. erefore, commensurate with the majority
of controlled evaluations (e.g. Mardell et al. 2009), subjects were recruited from the research
community of Imperial College London.
As part of the recruitment survey, conducted whenever a subject commenced an experiment,
subjects were asked whether they were familiar with theWiSAR scenario or research into visual
search. As anticipated, themajority of subjects were naïve to the scenario, therefore an introduction
was held in the initial two minutes of each experiment.
e introduction explained the SAR scenario, how WiSAR is conducted and the task for each
subject to perform. Each introduction also featured a selection of exemplar targets to inform the
subject as to the appearance of targets when viewed from the simulated UAV camera feed.
e introductions were kept deliberately short to maximise the productive use of the subject’s
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time and to minimise any potential biases that a longer introduction could impart on a subject.
3.3.3 Identication Task
rough the training, each subject was taught to immediately press the space-bar key whenever
they saw a human being in the stimuli. e eectiveness of this training was conrmed through
the introduction in the form of a series of example visual search tasks which all subjects com-
pleted. Subjects were never instructed as to the number of human being targets to expect in each
experimental trial.
e rationale behind the space-bar input from the subject was to test the eectiveness of a
given presentation method in fullling the fundamental research question of this thesis. e
primary metric from which the successfulness of a given presentation method can be analysed
from the number of correct identications within an experimental trial. Using the independent
factor of presentationmethod, the primary input by each subject (the number of space-bar presses)
can be split into four categories of target identication:
1. Correct Identications: a space-bar press corresponding to a target (i.e. a True Positive (TP))
2. Unidentied Targets: a target tile with no associated space-bar press (i.e. a False Negative
(FN))
3. Mistakenly Identied Objects: a seemingly random space-bar press with no corresponding
target (i.e. a False Positive (FP))
4. NoResponse: the absence of a space-bar press with no associated target (i.e. a True Negative
(TN))
In the context ofWiSAR, correct identications are of prime importance, while the next two
categories (unidentied targets and mistakenly identied objects) are known to negatively impact
the eectiveness of SAR (e.g. Goodrich et al. 2008, p. 98). To better understand why these mistakes
occur, the eye-movement behaviour of each subject was analysed in each experiment.
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3.3.4 Eye-Movement Behaviour Analysis
As the subject is observing the stimuli in the visual search for an unknown target, the subject
moves their eyes to foveate on potentially interesting locations on the screen (e.g. Chan and
Courtney 1996), as described previously in chapter 2.
Following the introduction, the presentation soware paused for a eye-gaze c alibration pro-
cedure. e eye-gaze position of each subject was recorded using an LC Technologies eye-gaze
tracker system (http://www.eyegaze.com/).is equipment records the eye position of a single
eye relative to the display screen coordinates every 16.7 ms (60 Hz) is data was recorded by a
separate computer and sent immediately to another computer controlling the stimuli to ensure that
the eye-movements were synchronised to the presentation. e eye-gaze unit requires calibration
for each individual subject to accomodate small dierences between volunteers. Once calibrated,
accuracy is given as about 15 screen pixels (1/3○ visual angle). e equipment also records eye
blinks and times when the user was looking away from the screen.
e investigator observed a monochrome video captured by the eye-tracking camera to
continually verify that the eye was visible. A custommicrocontroller was used to continually show
the estimated distance of the subject’s eye from the in-focus plane of the camera. is location
information was used to ensure accurate eye-tracking, and informing the investigator when the
subject should move their head between trials to provide good eye-movement readings.
Once the subject was successfully calibrated with the eye-gaze tracker, the experiment pro-
ceeded. Any subjects that had issues calibrating repeated the calibrating procedure, which involved
staring at nine points in turn. Failure to proceed would result in a subject retiring from the experi-
ment, however this did not occur.
3.3.5 Reducing Learning Eects
When a subject performs a task more than once, there is a high possibility that they learn what
to expect, thus their performance becomes a function of time and the stimuli rather than the
stimuli itself. A key technique to diminish this eect is to reduce the number of trials and hence
the duration of the investigation with any one particular volunteer.
As previously described (section 3.2), six terrain strips were selected to reect the range of
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WiSAR stimuli. To prevent a subject becoming familiar with the terrain, each strip can only be
used once per subject, regardless of the presentation method used to present the terrain to the
subject. erefore each subject inspected six sequences of simulated UAV camera footage. is
short number of experiment trials per subject reduces the eects of familiarit y and fatigue, and
hence reduces any potential learning eects.
In addition to these restrictions placed on the experimental design, to prevent further nuisance
factors from aecting the results such as experiment trial ordering, each experiment was organised
in a Balanced Block Design (BBD). A BBD organises the independent variables (i.e. the presenta-
tion method) evenly so that each setting of the variable is given an equal place at the beginning,
end and each trial sequence in-between. is ordering removes the nuisance eect of experiment
trial order, because this is averaged over all subjects. In these experimental investigations Latin
squares (e.g. Bailey and Cameron 2002; Morgan 2008) were used for more simple experimental
designs with few variables, whereas Graeco-Latin squares (e.g. Klyve and Stemkoski 2006; Preece
1999) were used to for more complex designs. To reduce any potential eects that the time of
day and other nuisance variables could have on the experiment, the results of the BBDs were
randomised.
3.3.6 Qualitative Responses
Following each sequence of terrain, subjects were invited to answer a qualitative questionnaire
to judge their opinions on the presentation method. e design of the questions involved with
a user-experience survey are well understood and documented throroughly (e.g. Stone 1993).
Each questionnaire was tailored for its associated presentation method, but all explored the user’s
perception of the presentation method used.
Each questionnaire was part of the useability measurement framework (e.g. Duchowski 2007,
p. 172), which additionally invited subjects to think aloud if they so wished. Such comments were
recorded by the investigator on paper for later analysis.
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3.4 Alternative Presentation Methods
3.4.1 Experimental Justications
So far, this chapter has explained the rationale (section 3.1) and simulated UAV camera feed
(section 3.2, i.e. the stimuli). With the available ight dynamics, terrain strip dimensions and
targets, the scope of other visual modications to enhance visual search are restricted to: image
dimensions, resolution, visual feedback and presentation rate.
From the restrictions against certain visual manipulations and the demands of the visual
inspection task in WiSAR, the four possible manipulations are dened as follows:
Image Dimensions
e physical dimensions of the image on the screen—the dimensions of the viewport of the aerial
photography—are a limiting factor. e maximum viewport size is the width and height of the
display system used (minus any ancillary user-interface components (e.g. chrome)) while the
minimum is the size of a pixel which forms the smallest component that can be displayed on a
digital display. However the feasibility of extremely small image dimensions when the spotter is
given the task of searching for a target larger than the dimensions of the stimuli impose further
restrictions on the minimum image dimensions.
Image Resolution
e resolution of the raw aerial photography is dependent on the characteristics of the camera
optics and image sensor (e.g. pixel density, sensor size and layout),however the resolution presented
to the observer can be digitally manipulated while maintaining the faithfulness of the original
image. Should the image be reduced from its native resolution (e.g. a thumbnail representation)
to increase the original dimensions of the raw material that are visible (by reducing the size of
the image), then information is hidden or not displayed. is is suitable for an overview of the
stimuli. However, because information is being hidden from the user, this thumbnailproposal is
not a faithful reproduction of the image.
erefore enlarging the image, andhence reducing the resolution of the display, is the only valid
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use for resolution manipulations in the circumstances of the chosen WiSAR scenario. Converting
an arbitrary resolution chosen for a manipulation onto the xed resolution of a display requires
an image scaling algorithm such as nearest-neighbour, linear, bi-cubic or even Gaussian ltering.
Such algorithms can introduce their own modications to the resulting image, however some are
designed to faithfully reproduce the intended output for given stimuli. For example, Gaussian
ltering is best suited for natural stimuli. whereas linear ltering produces less artefacts with
articially generated imagery.
Visual Feedback
While using computer vision algorithms exclusively for the identication tasks discussed thus far
is a poor choice, utilising the input from this form of robotic analysis or other inputs to assist the
observer can be of assistance.
Presentation Rate
With the need for a live or near-live data stream, the rate of presentation also restricted. In the
case of the WiSAR scenario, the rate is dened as the ground speed of the UAV ying above the
terrain. However this ight-speed can be adjusted and the presentation rate of this data can also
be manipulated with the proviso that the data entering the system leaves the data in the same
order and with limited delay. Asking the pilot to y over an area once-more for closer inspection
on an extremely delayed input feed would be problematic.
3.4.2 Comparative Explorations
Since this researchwas conducted in the form of a feedback loop (gure 3.2) to ensure the thorough
investigation of all particular methods, each manipulation was investigated in the form of an
“isolated comparison”: an independent investigation of a single presentation method in contrast to
a control presentation method. is design avoids many experimental conicts that are inherent
in a complex design featuring many dierent variables, but also permits the constructive feedback
loop (gure 3.2) to drive forward the next presentation method design. Care was taken to permit
a retrospective comparison of all modes by following the same design for each.
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Given the goal of maximising the throughput and accuracy of the visual search task performed
by a human-being, it is inevitable that presentation method comparisons were analysed through
the well understood method of a user-experience experiment, in which the quantitive, qualitative
and uncontrollable (eye-movement behaviour) input from various volunteers is collated into
experimental results and analysis.
3.5 Proposed Experimental Investigations
From the four possiblemanipulations that can be performed to the aerial photography camera feed,
four separate but comparable experimental investigations were developed: Serial Visual Present-
ation (chapter 4), Segmentation-based Inspection (chapter 5), Enlargement-based Inspection
(chapter 6) and Gaze-contingent Displays (chapter 7).
3.5.1 Serial Visual Presentation
e rst experimental investigation in this thesis poses the question, is it better to view the moving
strip of terrain as it transverses the camera, or is it better to display each span of the camera
statically in a serial fashion?
Justication
Goodrich et al. (2008) investigated a series of presentationmethods involving “temporally localised
mosaics”. ese mosaics presented photographs taken by a downward facing UAV camera in a
WiSAR scenario. Unlike the stimuli proposed for this investigation, the targets chosen for the
mosaics were red umbrellas that were distributed throughout a wilderness en vironment. In the
task of nding these red umbrellas, subjects were 43–45% more successful with the various mosaic
presentation methods compared to the unaltered video feed from the UAV. Goodrich et al. (2008)
suggested that this improvement was due to the mosaics maintaining spatial context between the
video frames, permitting more opportunity for target detection.
Modifying the spatial relationship between UAV camera frames, as tested by Goodrich et al.
(2008), demonstrates the benets such presentation methods aord in a SAR task. An overlooked
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element of the investigation by Goodrich et al. (2008) was how the the subjects perceived the
imagery they observed.
Dierent aspects of perception are engaged when presented with static (e.g. mosaics) as
opposed tomoving imagery (e.g. the live video feed). Burr and Ross (1982) concluded that the HVS
cannot discern low-contrast objects moving faster than 32○/s, and a degradation in perception at
speeds as low as 2○/s. It seems reasonable, therefore, to enquire whether this reported phenomenon
would have an appreciable eect under more realistic conditions.
As discussed in chapter 2,when a subject performs a visual search of a complex scene (e.g. aerial
photography), the HVS adopts a saccade and xate strategy, characterised by inecient search. It
is well established (e.g. Chan and Courtney 1996; Tatler and Wade 2003) that the eye-movement
behaviour associated with the inspection of complex static imagery consists of a sequence of short
(200–300 ms (e.g. Potter and Fox 2009, p. 28)) but relatively stable xations (where foveation of
the stimuli occurs), separated by rapid (< 70 ms (e.g. Becker 1991, p. 117)) saccades, where the
HVS is essentially blind, until the next xation location.
However, the eye-movement behaviour associated with moving imagery fre quently invokes
episodes of nystagmus (e.g. Kowler 2011)—also known as smooth pursuit— in which the HVS
appears to track items of potential interest, keeping them relatively stable on the fovea as theymove
across the display with the motion of the imagery. As before, saccades separate these tracking
episodes.
Such contrasting eye-movement behaviours between moving and static imagery suggest the
possibility of a corresponding signicant dierence in target identication performance between
the unaltered moving video feed from the UAV and a mosaic-like presentation method of the
same terrain, called SVP.
Presentation Method Design
e SVP method splits the terrain strip into non-overlapping “tiles” that are then displayed to the
subject sequentially, as shown in gure 3.8. To maintain a faithful reproduction of the stimuli, the
serial presentation of the tiles is sequenced so that the time taken for the aircra to transverse the
area of terrain displayed is identical to the presentation duration. erefore, despite SVP being
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a fundamentally dierent presentation method to the raw unaltered UAV camera footage, each
pixel of image data remained onscreen for the same duration regardless of its presentation.






 


Figure 3.8 – Diagram demonstrating how the terrain strip (upper) is converted into a Serial Visual Present-
ation (SVP) (lower). Each tile is the same dimension as the screen that displays the terrain for
the observer.
Pilot Studies
For example, Mardell et al. (2009) investigated the eye-movement behaviour of untrained sensor
operators, in particular the locations of xations across the screen for three dierent methods
of presenting the aerial photography: “Eastward” ight, “Northward” ight and SVP. e rst
presentation method, called “Eastward”, simulated the standard scrolling view of the terrain—
familiar to all SAR spotters as the raw footage from the downward-facing UAV camera—where
features and targets appeared at the right of the screen, and travelled to the le as if the UAV was
ying east. In the second mode, “Northward”, content appeared from the top of the screen and
travelled downward: equivalent to travelling north.
e third presentationmethod (SVP)was ofmost interest.When observing a static scene (e.g. a
photograph) the majority of observers xate towards the centre of the stimuli (e.g. Tatler 2007).
However an asymmetric eye-movement distribution was found for the scrolling presentation
methods (“Eastward” and “Northward”) in comparison to the broadly central location of xations
for the SVP method, despite no substantive dierence in target identication between the two
scrolling presentation methods. is led Mardell et al. (2009) to postulate that the eye naturally
positions itself to make the best use of the available visual space as features enter the presentation
area. Tatler (2007) described this eye positioning as a “central xation bias”.
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With the dierences observed inxation locations across the dierent presentation methods
by Mardell et al. (2009), subjects in the small sample had a preference for observing the terrain
with the SVPmethod over either of the scrolling methods, when asked in a standard questionnaire.
If these dierent methods of presenting the aerial photography invoke dierent types of visual
search—as evidenced by dierences in the distribution of xations—then the eects of invoking
dierent eye-movement behaviours in a naturalistic SAR task are fundamental in improving the
performance of WiSAR observers.
is experiment into the “SVP” method is covered in detail in chapter 4.
3.5.2 Segmentation-based Inspection
If viewing static imagery regardless of the speed transversed improves target identication and
forces the HVS to adopt a dierent eye-movement behaviour, what is the role of image size on the
WiSAR visual inspection task?
Justication
If the previously described SVP method is segmented further into many discrete tiles, the time to
view each individual image must be correspondingly reduced to adhere to the live transmission
constraint. In other words: by segmenting the image further, a SVP becomes a Rapid Serial Visual
Presentation (RSVP) (Broadbent and Broadbent 1987; de Bruijn and Spence 2000; Spence and
Witkowski 2013).
e suitability of a RSVP design for a visual search task (as opposed to the more common
category search task) was not conclusively understood before this thesis. Given the real-world
example of RSVP (the riing through the pages of a book in order to acquire some feeling for its
content, layout, genre and relevance (Spence 2002)), the concept is well utilised by the general
population in traditional interfaces particularly when searching through large amounts of visual
data such as a photography album.
e problems associated with nding targets within naturalistic imagery are still under invest-
igation. Many studies have been conducted to see which presentation mode is the best for this
visual search task. In particular, Cooper et al. (2006) compared threemoving RSVP formats, where
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a series of discrete photographs independently moved across the display, with three static forms
of RSVP, where the photographs were replaced in-situ. In an experiment featuring 40 subjects,
recognition accuracy was found to be signicantly better with the static modes in comparison
to the modes involving moving images. A qualitative questionnaire was also conducted which
found that the moving modes were relatively disliked by participants whereas the static forms
of RSVP were preferred. e eye-movement behaviours of the subjects were recorded, and an
interesting correlation between user-preference and eye-movements was found: users who moved
their eyes less with a given presentation mode preferred it over users who moved their eyes more
when observing the same stimuli.
Presentation Method Design
A degree of segmentation is achieved by segmenting a screen-sized crop of the original terrain strip
displayed at its native resolution into smaller and smaller tiles. Segmenting the image requires the
presentation duration for each smaller tile to be correspondingly reduced with the increase in the
quantity of tiles.
Since there is a constraint on the stimuli and targets, due to the simulation of a live video-feed
in the WiSAR scenario, the higher the degree of segmentation, the faster the RSVP must be
displayed for the imagery conveyed to the observer to remain live. Modifying the presentation rate
in this way ensures that the same are of aerial photography is displayed per unit time regardless of
the segmentation degree. A consequence of this change in rate is that the total presentation time
remains the same for all segmentation degrees. e concept of six degrees of segmentation are
explained visually in gure 3.9.
e ordering of the tiles was set in a zig-zag pattern orthogonal to the ight direction to
ensure that the stimuli was viewed in a similar order in which it was captured by the camera,
minimising any delay cause by the presentationmethod.is tile ordering pattern is demonstrated
for segmentation degree 3 in gure 3.10.
One potential issue with the increase in segmentation is the possibility of targets being bisected
between tiles. In the event of a target overlapping a tile edge, the zig-zag ordering could cause a
delay of up to a second between each half of the target being displayed. esolution for this was
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Figure 3.9 –e presentation design for the segmentation investigation
time
Figure 3.10 – An example of the zig-zag presentation order of the tiles shown for segmentation degree 3
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to nudge any targets on the stimuli that lie on a tile boundary so that they exist within a tile for all
experimental investigations. In an real-life WiSAR scenario, this presentation method would be
used in a self-terminating search upon discovery of the rst target (e.g. Wolfe 1994b). erefore
the threat to the external validity of this experiment of the potential delay and target bisection is
reduced.
Related Studies
Corsato et al. (2008) compared ve moving RSVP modes in a similar study to Cooper et al.
(2006). e average performance of subjects by presentation method was inverselyproportional
to the average eye-movements for tests by presentation method. Corsato et al. (2008) commented
that results from presentation modes where subjects correctly identied photographs relating
to the target theme, were characterised by shorter average saccade times and shorter scan-paths,
conrming the nding by Cooper et al. (2006).
erefore if target detection performance can be increased by ensuring that the observers’
eyes move the least, then utilising RSVP for a target location exercise—where the stimuli is static
and replaced in-situ; hence a reduced need to move the eyes—would be benecial for a WiSAR
scenario. Guidance for SAR observers on-board aircra suggests that untrained spotters should
“divide the area covered by your eld of vision into imaginary squares” (Stager 1974, p. 42). is
strategy minimises saccadic eye-movements (where the HVS is essentially blind (e.g. Duchowski
2007; Nakano et al. 2009, p. 42)) and maximises the duration of xations within the image eld
to facilitate higher target identication rates desired by this investigation.
A good example of segmentation being used to enhance target identication in a visual search
task is the work by Forlines and Balakrishnan (2009), who compared three distinct presentation
methods to a mode akin to SVP examined in chapter 4. ese presentation methods are shown
graphically in a consistent format from Forlines and Balakrishnan (2009, pp. 1095–1100) in
gure 3.11.
e task chosen by Forlines and Balakrishnan was a common and well understood one within
the eld of visual psychology: subjects conrmed the presence or absence of a vowel within an
image of many single letters. e control SVP-like presentation method showed a small selection
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Figure 3.11 –e three presentation methods examined by Forlines and Balakrishnan (2009). Each present-
ation method was compared to a control presentation, shown on the le of eac h pair. Each
method was displayed for the total duration shown (t) and where individual tiles were shown,
the duration for each tile is shown as tt . e stimuli presented to the subject is shown as the
screen on the right of each presentation method.
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of letters in a half-sized (402×402 pixels) window for two seconds. Subjects could answer whether
there was a vowel in the selection of letters at any time during or aer the presentation.
e rst presentation method, shown in gure 3.11a, combined the half-sized images into a full-
sizes (900 × 900 pixels) composite image. e smaller source images were randomly composited
into the larger nal image. e main hypothesis with this experiment was that by compositing
the smaller images onto a single large image, the target prevalence would be increased. All the
potential targets would be in a single temporal location on the composite image, thus potentially
increasing probability of the observer successfully conrming the presence of the target (a vowel)
or otherwise. Each resulting image from this manipulation was generated from ve tiles of the
original stimuli and hence displayed for ve times the duration (10 s as opposed to 2 s).
e second method, called “re-layout” (gure 3.11b), re-organised the letters of the stimuli so
that the observer could scan through the image with as few eye-movements as possible. Each tile
was shown for the same duration as the control (2 s). e premise behind this restructuring of
both the targets and distractors was to reducing the scan-path length: the distance the eye covers
in a saccade and xate strategy. With natural stimuli such as the control under test (gure 3.11b,
le), the eye moves from one salient feature to the next based initially on bottom-up attention but
gradually yielding to top-down attention (e.g. Parkhurst et al. 2002, p. 109). By reorganising the
stimuli into a new layout, the presentation method can encourage the HVS to foveate each target
or distractor in turn, potentially reducing the length of the subject’s scan-path.
e third and nal presentation method explored by Forlines and Balakrishnanwas to trade
space with time in the form of a RSVP (gure 3.11c). is third presentation method segmented
the image further into its individual letters. Each control sequence contained ten letters for 2 s,
hence each tile of the RSVP contained a single letter and was displayed for tenth of the original
(200 ms) in the centre of the screen at its original size.
All three presentation methods were an improvement for visual search in comparison to the
SVP control. Forlines and Balakrishnan concluded:
“is provided strong evidence that the means of presenting the segmented com-
ponents of an image can greatly aect the viewer’s ability to nd targets within
images.” (Forlines and Balakrishnan 2009, p. 1101)
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e evidence provided by Forlines and Balakrishnan demonstrates that segmentation should
be explored more thoroughly in other domains as a method to improve the visual inspection
of images. erefore given this evidence, the concept of segmentation was seen as valuable for
inclusion in this thesis.
Forlines and Balakrishnan (2009) did not monitor the eye-movement behaviour of their
subjects when observing RSVPs. However theMollylab at the Department of Brain and Cognitive
Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, led by Mary C. Potter has been the rst to discover
many insights into how RSVP is interpreted by the HVS through the analysis of eye-movement
behaviour. One of the earliest comments regarding the relationship between RSVPs and eye-
movements was as follows:
“. . . eye movements were spontaneously and almost completely suppressed during
the 2–4 seconds required to present a lm at rates between eight and four pictures
per second.” (Potter and Levy 1969, p. 15)
erefore presentations featuring four images per secondormore result in fewer eye-movements.
is series of experimental investigations by the Mollylab led to the Conceptual Short-Term
Memory (CSTM) hypothesis. CSTM is a separate element of the HVS that permit rapid selection
and deactivation (forgetting) of complex stimuli. Such results are important to analyse, since they
provide parameters such as presentation time for use in the design of RSVPs.
In Coltheart (1999), Potter reviewed her CSTM theory, where she explained the conceptual
processing that occurs when observing a RSVP (this is abstracted in gure 3.12).e rapid selection
of features combined with the deactivation of the preceeding stimuli is what makes RSVP a useful
mode to explore. Within a second, the subject’s mental representation of the stimuli has been
restructured to organise all the elements within the scene, followed by a consolidation to select
the feature of interest (Potter 1993, p. 156). is theory demonstrates that the HVS is capable of
perceiving targets within RSVPs.
It could be argued that RSVP has proven useful for investigating visual search, but has yet to
be applied to the task of visual inspection. e majority of research into RSVP has used categories
to inform the participants of which targets to identify (e.g. Wittenburg 1999; Woodru et al. 2001;
Wyble et al. 2009). is is unsuitable for the WiSAR scenario since an accurate identication is
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Figure 3.12 – An abstraction of the Conceptual Short TermMemory (CSTM) theory by Potter (1993), where
a subject observing rapidly changing visuals (in this case a Rapid SerialVisual Presentation
(RSVP) of letters shown at a rate ≤ 250 ms/tile) can rapidly and subconsciously attend to
features within a tile that match their mental target for visual search, such as the letter “B”.
the requirement for visual search. erefore it is promising that recent research by Potter et al.
(2010) has found that in RSVP, identication of the elements within an image are used as the
detection mechanism, rather than direct categorisation.
is experiment into the “Segmentation-based Inspection” method is covered in detail in
chapter 5.
3.5.3 Enlargement-based Inspection
If it is possible to identify a target within a RSVP, despite the image dimensions becoming smaller,
can the number of correct identications be improved by increasing the size of the image?
Justication
With the previous experiment the terrain strips were segmented while maintaining a constant
image density or enlargement factor: the scaling factor applied to the image or tile. Each tile of the
segmented terrain strip was presented at its native resolution. As a consequence of this decision,
a large proportion of the screen in higher segmentation degrees was unused, and therefore the
available bandwidth between the human observer and the screen (i.e. the number of pixels utilised
on the screen) was reduced irrespective of the presentation rate.
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e smaller dimensions of higher segmentation degrees (see segmentation degrees 3–6 in
gure 3.9) place a higher demand on the central region of vision, i.e. the fovea. In his review, Chan
and Courtney (1996, p. 117) noted that increased ability to resolve the ne details of a stimulus,
through the act of closer foveations, did not aect the time taken to locate a target. Instead Chan
and Courtney (1996) identied that peripherial vision is important for visual search.
Presentation Method Design
erefore by increasing the size of the stimuli, a larger proportion of the retina can be involved in
the visual search process. Enlarging the terrain strips requires a rescaling algorithm to interpolate
the pixel data. A shortlist of rescaling algorithms were analysed to determine which was the
best for naturalistic stimuli (gure 3.13). e standard scaling algorithm of Gaussian ltering
(gure 3.13a) was chosen because it appears to treat both the targets and the aerial photography
identically.
(a) Gaussian (b) Lanczos (c) Point (d) Triangle
Figure 3.13 – Example target-present tiles enlarged with dierent image rescaling lters
To keep the imagery conned to the dimensions of the screen, the enlargement factor was tied
to the segmentation degree. erefore the six enlargement factors each lled the full dimensions
of the 23○ visual angle screen. Larger screen sizes were considered, however display sizes beyond
9○ have little eect on visual search performance (Enoch 1959, p. 285). e result was a set of six
enlargement factors, as shown in gure 3.14.
Related Studies
A side-eect of tieing the segmentation degree and enlargement factors together by resizing the
tiles to ll the entire screen is that the scaling between enlargement factors is non-linear. Ma et al.
(2004) investigated the eect of peripheral acuity—the ability for the HVS to perceive features
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when projected beyond the fovea on the retina. e experiment tested three dierent presentation
methods. e rst and control method featured a line comprised of a series of letters. All the
letters other than one were the letter “X” and classied as the distractors. Within this line hid the
letter “V” which was the target of the search. Each experimental trial began with a central gaze
attractor to ensure that the subject was looking at the centre of the line.en the line of letters
was presented for 250 ms to minimise the possibility of eye-movements.
X X X X X X X X V X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X XX
(a)Normal Presentation Method
XXXX X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X XXVXXX
(b) Scaled Presentation Method
Figure 3.15 –e stimuli, redrawn from Ma et al. (2004, p. 476) showing the nonlinear magnication
presentation method
As depicted in gure 3.15, the target (“V”) was in a dierent location along the line, allowing
Ma et al. (2004) to correlate target eccentricity—the distance from the point of foveation (i.e. the
centre of the line) and the target—with presentation method.
e presentation methods under investigation attempted to enhance the visual acuity of
the periphery, by enlarging letters the further they were from the centre of the line of letters,
as shown in gure 3.15b. Subjects were asked where the target was located following each short
presentation.e number of correct responses to this task was substantially increased bymatching
the enlargement factor to the known visual acuity of a letter given its location on the periphery.
e necessity to increase the size of objects in the periphery to match thevisual acuity of the
fovea was identied by Carrasco et al. (1995, p. 1258). In a feature conjunction search of identically
sized vertical and slanted lines coloured in red and blue, Carrasco et al. (1995) observed an increase
in reaction time and identication errors as the target eccentricity was increased.
ese results suggest that a non-linear rescaling factor can help the HVS use the full bandwidth
the retina. is experiment into the “Enlargement-based Inspection” presentation method is
covered in detail in chapter 6.
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3.5.4 Gaze-Contingent Displays
rough further analysis of eye-movement behaviour when volunteers are presented with dierent
presentations of the same stimuli. Is there a passive method of theHVS informing the computer
that processing of the stimuli is occurring, and therefore for the computer to assist the human in
analysis?
Justication
Beyond the bandwidth available into the eye through the retina, there exists a potential to use
eye-movement behaviour as an input to the systemmanipulating the aerial photography. However
current research into using eye-gaze equipment as a form of a control input has identied a
fundamental problem with the concept of using eye-movement behaviour as an input:
“In short, to load the visual perception channel with a motor control task seems
fundamentally at odds with users’ natural mental model in which the eye searches
for and takes in information and the hand produces output that manipulates external
objects. Other than for disabled users, who have no alternative, using eye gaze for
practical pointing does not appear to be very promising.” (Zhai et al. 1999, p. 247)
However, it is not the visual perception channel that is being loaded with multiple tasks, rather
it is the inability for the HVS to detach automatic visual orienting from this proposed volitional
control of eye-movements (e.g. Müller and Rabbitt 1989).
Nonetheless there are other methods of using the subject’s eye-movement behaviour to assist
their visual search. Mardell et al. (2009, p. 70) observed a tracking behaviour when subjects
observed scrolling aerial photography. As shown in gure 3.16, it is possible to extract smooth
pursuit events, and such tracking events tend to be three times longer than others if the subject is
foveating a target (e.g. Mardell et al. 2009, p. 69).
Presentation Method Design
erefore to improve target identication in a complex visual search task, a simple algorithm
was developed to automatically extract these tracking events. Once the system is awa re that the
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Figure 3.16 – A copy of the screen showing an example target (to the le of the longest tracking event)
overlaid with some example eye-gaze tracking events, shown within the screen dimensions
(le) and circled with an enlargement (right)
subject has been tracking a location on the scrolling terrain for a longer than normal duration,
a GCD can be invoked until the tracking event terminates. e GCD is removed by the subject
looking away or orienting their vision towards a dierent location on the stimuli.
Two GCDs were developed: magnication and slowing. e magnication presentation
method (gure 3.17) was hidden from the subject until a suciently long tracking event was
detected. With the assumption that this abnormally long tracking event was due to the subject
foveating a location of interest, the area under foveation was magnied. e circular magnied
area was 128 pixels in radius, corresponding to a visual angle of 5.67○—fully encompassing the
eld of view of the fovea (e.g. Mello-oms 2003)—and moved with the motion of the eye.
Figure 3.17 – An example of the Magnication presentation method, with the subject foveating in the
region of the two targets. e Magnication lens was only shown during a tracking event,
and hence moved with the eye-movement behaviour of the subject. For clarity in this gure,
a white shadow was added to the lens.
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e second GCD altered the observed speed of the UAV. Using the same algorithm as the the
Magnication presentation method, the slowing presentation method halved the velocity of the
terrain strip moving across the screen. To maintain the faithful reproduction of the simulated
downward facing camera no other enhancements to the image were used. Once the tracking event
terminated, the speed of the terrain strip motion was set to double the ight speed for half the
time of the slowing eect, as shown in gure 3.18. erefore once this double speed episode has
nished, the location shown on the screen was identical to the location of the UAV above the
terrain, maintaining the requirement for the terrain to be viewed live.
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Figure 3.18 – A line graph of the “observed ight speed” against an arbitrary “time”. When a eye-gaze
tracking event begins the observed ight speed halves from 60 mph (97 km/h) to 30 mph
(48 km/h) for time t until the tracking event ends. For the observed terrain to return to the
current overown location, the observed ight speed is then set at twice the igh t speed to
120 mph (193 km/h) for half the duration (i.e. t/2).
Related Studies
e two GCDs were inspired by the work of Adams et al. (2008), who compared three eye-
movement control strategies in a series of tasks, of which one was visual search. Subjects observed
a navigable interface featuring aerial photography of London, United Kingdom. Four presentation
methods were compared: “Stare-to-Zoom”, “Head-to-Zoom”, “Dual-to-Zoom” and the control
method of “Mouse-to-Zoom”. Subjects navigated the aerial photography by staring at the edge of
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the screen to move the camera in that direction for the rst two presentation methods, “Stare-to-
Zoom” and “Head-to-Zoom”, and modied the magnication level of the scene by either staring
at the centre of the screen, or by moving their head towards or away from the screen.
e latter two presentationmethods relied upon the computermouse for input. In the “Dual-to-
Zoom” presentation method, subjects navigated by staring at the edges of the screen as before, but
could control the magnication level of the display using the mouse. In the nal “Mouse-to-Zoom”
method, both panning and magnication were done using the mouse.
ese presentation methods were assessed in an evaluation experiment. e subjects were
given the task of identifying as many classic London red buses as possible within 90 seconds. In
this search task, the classic interface of “Mouse-to-Zoom” was most eective for the task, with the
eye-movement control strategies provoking positive comments despite subjects nding fewer red
buses with these methods.
Adams et al. (2008) noted that while the GCD presentation methods were viable, it would be
an improvement to have them augment more traditional input methods. In this way, the proposed
GCDs of Magnication and slowing assist the user by guiding them to the stimuli by enhancing
the potential target, or by keeping it on the screen for a longer duration.
is experiment into “Gaze-Contingent Display” methods is covered in detail in chapter 7.
3.6 Summary
3.6.1 Justication
In this chapter on the proposed experimental investigations, the rationale (section 3.1) behind
this thesis was justied. e principles of “towards realism” and “visual inspection feedback”
were outlined. ese two principles dened the common stimuli design for the experiments
(section 3.2), using naturalistic stimuli: a combination of real aerial photography with articially
inserted targets.
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3.6.2 Experimental Design
In section 3.3, the common design between the experiments was explained, including the intended
analysis for evaluating each presentation method. Section 3.5 dened the experiments in this
thesis: SVP, Segmentation-based Inspection, Enlargement-based Inspection and GCDs.
3.6.3 Investigative Goal
ese experimental investigations all have the same investigative goal, which is important to
reiterate:
“In what way can the visual data from a WiSAR UAV be manipulated to increase the
eectiveness of visual search?”
is chapter has discussed four distinct experimental investigations to determine whether
these proposed presentation methods can enhance the subject’s ability to locate targets within
complex stimuli.
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Serial Visual Presentation
Following the restrictions and requirements for observing aerial photography in aWiSAR scenario
in chapter 2, and the discussion and development of a proposed HVS model, chapter 3 identied
a series of experimental investigations featuring four dierent presentation methods.
e presentation method under discussion in the present chapter is SVP. Figure 4.1 is repeated
here as as a reminder of the two presentationmethods under investigation: themoving presentation
method that simulates the live video feed from theUAVying over the terrain and the SVPmethod
that segments the terrain strip into screen-sized tiles.






 


Figure 4.1 –e Serial Visual Presentation (SVP) method (upper), moving presentation method (lower)
and eective dimensions of the stimuli.
In light of earlier studies and observations, and notably those of Burr and Ross (1982), there is
a need to examine the eect of image motion using common UAV ight speeds for this chosen
scenario of WiSAR, therefore three ight speeds will be explored: 60, 90 and 120 mph (97, 145
and 193 km/h).
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4.1 eory and Hypotheses
Examining the eect of these speeds on a target identication task with both moving and SVP
methods can be fullled by seeking answers to the two primary hypotheses:
H4.1 ere is a signicant dierence in target identication between the two presentation meth-
ods of moving and SVP
H4.2 e eective ight speed of the UAV will have a signicant impact on target identication
Further ndings can be discerned by analysing the way in which subjects act towards the
stimuli: both subconsciously, by analysing the eye-movement behaviour of each subject, and
qualitatively through the use of a survey. Two secondary hypotheses were made to further explore
these presentation methods, and their relationship to the pilot study (Mardell et al. 2009):
H4.3 ere will be a preference for the SVP method as in the pilot study
H4.4 e locations of xations across the screen will be distributed in a dierent manner, as
with the pilot study
e independent factors in this new investigation into SVP are presentation method and ight
speed. e eects of diering terrain types (e.g. scrubland, forest) could have a profound impact
on the ability for SAR personnel to distinguish human beings (i.e. the targets) from the potentially
complex terrain. erefore a variety of terrains were used to faithfully represent the dierences in
task challenge commonly associated with WiSAR.
4.2 Experimental Procedure
To test the four hypotheses discussed in section 4.1, 18 subjects were recruited to each identify
potential rescue targets across the two presentation methods (moving and SVP) at the three
eective ight speeds (equivalent to 60, 90 and 120 mph). Within each sequence three target
clusters were pseudo-randomly1 placed within six distinct aerial terrain image sequences (denoted
1 e location of the targets was determined by the use of a random-number generator. e term “psuedo-randomly”
is used because illogical locations, such as on the edge of buildings or on top of trees, and across SVP tile edges were
discarded.
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A, B, C, D, E and F, of the form shown previously in gure 4.1 and later in gure 4.10), with exactly
three targets per sequence. Subjects were not informed of the number of targets present in each trial
sequence. Each subject observed the six terrain sequences once, but under dierent combinations
of presentation method and ight speed.erefore every subject saw all six combinations of mode
(×2) and speed (×3).
Figure 4.2 –is sample card was shown (at this scale) to all subjects at the beginning of each experiment.
Subjects proceeded with the experiment once they had located all three example targets on
the terrain.
In order to minimise any potential learning eects and interaction artifacts associated with
experiment ordering, a resolvable, randomised BBD schedule was employed. is ensured that
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all combinations of mode, speed and terrain image were tested within a group of six subjects.
Over a total of 18 subjects, each of the six terrain sequences was therefore assigned to each of the
six mode/speed combinations exactly three times. is experimental design provides a rich but
controlled combination of the xed factors: presentation method, ight speed and terrain type.
e experiment involved 18 (two female, 16 male) volunteer participants drawn from the
general student and research population of the university: none had received specialist training
in the techniques of SAR. Each subject provided consent and was introduced to the task from a
script, read to the volunteer by the investigator. For the experiment introduction, they were then
shown a static test card of example terrains and targets (gure 4.2) and the experiment progressed
once the subject identied all the targets within the card. is training was used to ensure that
clusters of targets were familiar to the subject.
In the experiment each subject engaged in an experimental session comprising six presenta-
tions of the terrain sequences, observing each terrain (A–F) only once, at each of the combinations
of presentation method (moving and SVP) and ight speed (60 mph, 90 mph and 120 mph) ac-
cording to the resolvable randomised BBD shown in table 4.1. Each subject was therefore exposed
to all 18 targets, spread evenly amongst the six terrain sequences. e introduction script, read
out loud by the investigator, informed subjects that they were required to press the keyboard
space-bar whenever they identied a target and these were automatically recorded, together with
their eye-movements.
Aer each experimental trial, subjects were asked to ll in a questionnaire, of which a com-
pleted one is shown in gure 4.3. Subjects were also invited to oer any comments verbally both
during and aer the experiment. ese comments were recorded by the investigator. As with all
the experimental investigations in this thesis, the eye-movement behaviour of each s ubject was
recorded for the the duration of the trials.
4.2.1 Subjective Questionnaire
At the endof each experimental trial, each subjectwas asked to complete a brief questionnaire about
their experiences and opinions relating to their use of the system (gure 4.3). e questionnaire
design is derived from the Swedish User-Viewer Presence Questionnaire (Larsson et al. 2001). e
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Table 4.1 –e randomised Balanced Block Design (BBD) used for the experiment, including the presenta-
tion settings used for six presentations shown to 18 subjects
Subject
Experimental Trial Number
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 ▶ 120 C ▶ 90 B ∎ 60 D ∎ 120 F ∎ 90 E ▶ 60 A
2 ∎ 90 D ▶ 120 B ∎ 120 E ▶ 60 F ∎ 60 C ▶ 90 A
3 ∎ 90 C ∎ 120 D ∎ 60 B ▶ 60 E ▶ 120 A ▶ 90 F
4 ▶ 120 F ∎ 90 B ▶ 60 D ▶ 90 E ∎ 120 C ∎ 60 A
5 ∎ 60 F ∎ 90 A ▶ 60 C ▶ 90 D ∎ 120 B ▶ 120 E
6 ∎ 120 A ∎ 60 E ▶ 120 D ▶ 90 C ∎ 90 F ▶ 60 B
7 ∎ 90 E ▶ 120 C ∎ 60 D ▶ 90 B ∎ 120 F ▶ 60 A
8 ∎ 90 D ∎ 60 C ▶ 120 B ∎ 120 E ▶ 60 F ▶ 90 A
9 ▶ 90 F ▶ 120 A ∎ 90 C ∎ 60 B ∎ 120 D ▶ 60 E
10 ∎ 60 A ▶ 90 E ∎ 120 C ▶ 120 F ▶ 60 D ∎ 90 B
11 ▶ 120 E ▶ 90 D ∎ 60 F ∎ 120 B ▶ 60 C ∎ 90 A
12 ▶ 120 D ∎ 60 E ∎ 120 A ∎ 90 F ▶ 90 C ▶ 60 B
13 ∎ 120 F ▶ 90 B ∎ 60 D ▶ 60 A ∎ 90 E ▶ 120 C
14 ∎ 60 C ▶ 120 B ▶ 90 A ▶ 60 F ∎ 120 E ∎ 90 D
15 ▶ 120 A ▶ 60 E ∎ 60 B ∎ 120 D ▶ 90 F ∎ 90 C
16 ∎ 90 B ▶ 60 D ▶ 120 F ∎ 120 C ∎ 60 A ▶ 90 E
17 ▶ 90 D ∎ 90 A ▶ 60 C ▶ 120 E ∎ 120 B ∎ 60 F
18 ∎ 90 F ▶ 90 C ▶ 120 D ∎ 120 A ∎ 60 E ▶ 60 B
▶ moving presentation method
∎ SVP method
60, 90 or 120 Flight speed in mph
A–F Terrain image sequence
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nine questions were formulated to discover opinions about, and dierences between, the moving
and SVP methods of presentation.
Figure 4.3 – A sample of the questionnaire form
Nine questions were asked, as shown in gure 4.3, and they formed three categories: task
challenge (Q1–3), personal fatigue (Q4–6) and perceived visual quality (Q7–9). Each response was
recorded using an 11-point Likert type scale, and answers consolidated across tests and participants.
To eliminate any doubt as to the interpretation of the response scale, subject were asked to treat
the centre value (5) as a neutral option, e.g. “Q9. How fast did you nd the sequence?” w ith the
answer “5” corresponds to “Okay/Neutral”.
4.3 Analysis of Results
Presentation Method
To assess the rst hypothesis (H4.1), it was veried that subjects performed signicantly better
at target identication when the terrain was presented in the SVP method, when compared to
the moving presentation method. In the SVP method, subjects correctly identied an average of
75% (SD = 23%, N = 54) of targets across all speeds and terrain sequence presentations, whereas
inmoving mode they correctly identied an average of 56% (SD = 35%, N = 54) of the targets
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per trial. ese aggregated results are shown in gure4.4, where the upper bars show the overall
ratio of correctly identied to unidentied targets (always summing to three clusters of targets
per trial). e lower bars show the average number of mistaken identications per trial, which is
unbounded. e error bars indicate the 95% condence interval (i.e. ±1.96) of the standard error
of the mean.
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Figure 4.4 – A bar-chart showing the average and standard error of the correct identications (blue),
mistaken identications (red stripes) and mistakenly identied objects (orange) per trial,
grouped by presentation method
Analysis by a two-way ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA) (treating terrain as an independent
variable) for the aggregate presentationmethod data (table 4.2, “Mode” row) indicates a signicant2
dierence in correct identications between the two presentation methods (p = 0.00238).
e gain in correct identications for the SVPmethod was also accompanied by an increase in
mistakenly identied objects when compared to the moving presentation method (0.800 v. 0.370
erroreous space-bar presses per trial, as shown by the orange bars in gure4.4). is increase in
FPs is relatively small, however it was statistically signicant (F(4, 84) = 3.09, p = 0.0130).
2 rough the analysis of the responses, it was found that the number of correctly identied target clusters per trial
followed a binomial distribution. One of the key assumptions for anANOVA is that the data should be of a normal
distribution. erefore an angular (arcsine square-root) transformation (see Zar 1999) was applied to the response
data, and the eect of this adjustment was visually validated through the inspection of the associated quantile plot.
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Table 4.2 – An ANalysis of VAriance (ANOVA) Two-way analysis of variance for Mode–Speed
Source d f Sum Sq. Mean Sq. F p
Mode 1 1.90 1.90 9.71 0.00238
Speed 2 1.97 0.985 5.03 0.00822
Mode:Speed 2 0.212 0.106 0.541 0.584
Residuals 102 20.0 0.196
Flight Speed
Figure 4.5 summarises the aggregate consequences for target identication of eective ight speeds
regardless of the presentation method used to portray the terrain. As eective ight speed has a
direct eect on the viewing time available, it is perhaps unsurprising that the second hypothesis
(H4.2) is conrmed (p = 0.00822, table 4.2, “Speed” row) in that the number of correctly identied
targets per trial increaseswith the ight speed. An angular transformationwasmade to theANOVA
to full the assumptions made by this method of analysis.
e absence of variation in the number of mistakenly identied objects between ight speeds
was surprising (conrmed statistically through an ANOVA: F(2, 84) = 0.717, p = 0.491). e con-
sequences of this absent eect of ight speed suggests that the UAV parameters under investigation
do not signicantly aect identication accuracy.
Interaction between Presentation Method and Flight Speed
Despite changes in presentation mode and ight speed being independently signicant, analysing
the identication data with these two independent factors combined into a single interaction
results in a non-signicant result (p = 0.584, table 4.2, “Mode:Speed” row). Figure 4.6 shows the
target recognition rates for each of the six presentation method and ight speed combinations.
e bar-chart in gure 4.6 potentially demonstrates how the negative inuence of ight speed
on target identication aects each presentation method in a dissimilar fashion. e eect of
increasing the ight speed with the moving mode on correct identications is more severe than
the eect of speed on the SVP method. To conrm these diering trends, a one-way ANOVA—
with an angular transformation for normality—in table 4.3, demonstrates at least one signicantly
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Figure 4.5 – A bar-chart showing the average and standard error of the correct identications (blue),
mistaken identications (red stripes) and mistakenly identied objects per trial (orange),
grouped by ight speed
dierent pair (p = 0.002) within the ve degrees of freedom presented.
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Figure 4.6 – A bar-chart showing the average and standard error of the correct identications (blue),
mistaken identications (red stripes) and mistakenly identied objects (orange) per trial,
grouped by all six dierent combinations of presentation method and ight speed
e dierence between both presentation methods at 60 mph is comparatively large (0.0556
v. 1.17 space-bar presses per trial). is is potentially due to the longer tile duration (7.80 s/tile)
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permitting subjects to examine the same areas of the terrain and mistake ordinary objects (posts,
fences and boulders) fortargets. In comparison, the eect of themoving presentation method at
60 mph appears to have kept subjects actively looking at new terrain data as it entered the screen.
Table 4.3 – An ANalysis of VAriance (ANOVA) one-way analysis of variance for Presentation Mode–Flight
Speed
Source d f Sum Sq. Mean Sq. F p
Mode and Speed 5 4.08 0.817 4.17 0.002
Residuals 102 20.0 0.196
Terrain
Up to this point there has been an assumption that all six terrain strips—ranging from sparse
scrubland to dense forest— exist as a single continuous entity, albeit in a randomised order for
each subject. e initial analysis to conrm the two primary hypotheses has considered only the
variables of presentation mode and ight speed as independent. is unmonitored var iation in
terrain complexity is appropriate to thenaturalistic stimuli in this WiSAR inspired scenario.
However, the adopted experimental procedure permits the terrain itself to be analysed as an
independent variable, facilitating a secondary form of analysis. Figure 4.7 indicates the relative
correct target identication across the six terrain sequences (A, D, B, C, E, F, when ordered by
the dierence in correct identications between the two presentation methods). It may be noted
that the SVP method (square markers) is consistently better for the correct identication of
human-like targets, and exhibits less variation between terrains than that observed for the moving
mode (triangle markers). ese ndings have been emphasised in gure 4.7 through the use
of trend-lines. As will be explained later, in gure 4.10 one can observe that this order roughly
follows the complexity of the terrain (e.g. the number of trees present).
To determine whether these trends in correct identication performance being dependent
on the terrain sequence, a Generalised Linear Mixed Model (GLMM) analysis was performed.
Treating the experiment as a 2 × 3 × 6 factor design (i.e. presentation method, ight speed and
terrain sequence), a logistic regression (Venables and Ripley 2002) with the subjects and trial
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Figure 4.7 – A scatter-graph showing the dierence in correct identications (shaded orange) between the
two presentation methods of Serial Visual Presentation (SVP) (top, blue lines and squares)
and the moving method (lower, red lines and triangles). e terrain sequences (A–F) in this
gure have been ordered by the dierence in correct identications, highlighted in orange.
e lines for each presentation method assume a possible linear trend.
ordering as random eects was analysed.is analysis indicates that the interaction of presentation
method and terrain are indeed signicant (p = 0.038) with the most densely forested terrain, F,
playing the largest role in this signicance (p = 0.007).
Task Diculty
To evaluate whether the WiSAR simulation exhibited sucient diculty to satisfy any threats
to the external validity of these results, the individual target identication performance of all 18
subjects against the 18 target clusters they attempted to identify can be examined.
Table 4.4 records every subject and every target they attempted to identify, reorganised for
clarity3. A cursory glance down the subject total column suggests that the majority of subjects
correctly identied 10–13 targets in the six terrain sequences presented to them. An average of 11.8
(S .D. = 2.11) out of a possible 18 targets were correctly identied per subject. Subject 17 performed
quite badly at the task of nding human-beings—correctly identifying only a third of the available
targets—while subject 6 correctly identied all but one of the available human-beings.
3 e order of the terrain sequences for each subject, and the targets within them was randomised.
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Table 4.4 – A matrix of all the correctly identied and unidentied targets, re-ordered for
comparison between subjects (rows) and targets (columns). Shaded symbols
indicate correct identications, while unshaded symbols indicate an unidentied
target.
Subject
Terrain Sequence and Target Number
Total
False
PositivesA B C D E F
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
1 ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▷ ▷ ∎ ∎ ∎ ◻ ∎ ◻ ◻ ∎ ∎ 13 4
2 ▶ ▶ ▷ ▶ ▶ ▷ ∎ ◻ ∎ ◻ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ◻ ▷ ▷ ▶ 11 1
3 ▶ ▶ ▷ ∎ ∎ ◻ ∎ ◻ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▷ ▷ ▷ 12 4
4 ∎ ∎ ∎ ◻ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▷ ▷ ▷ ▷ ▷ 12 5
5 ∎ ∎ ◻ ∎ ∎ ◻ ▷ ▷ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▷ ▶ ▷ ◻ ∎ ∎ 11 1
6 ∎ ∎ ∎ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▷ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ 17 10
7 ▶ ▶ ▶ ▷ ▶ ▷ ▶ ▷ ▶ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ◻ ◻ ∎ ∎ 13 4
8 ▶ ▶ ▶ ▷ ▶ ▷ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ◻ ∎ ◻ ▷ ▷ ▷ 11 3
9 ▶ ▶ ▷ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ◻ ∎ ∎ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▷ ▷ ▷ 13 6
10 ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ◻ ∎ ▷ ▶ ▶ ▷ ▷ ▷ ▷ ▷ ▷ 10 1
11 ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ◻ ▶ ▷ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▷ ▷ ▶ ◻ ∎ ∎ 13 5
12 ∎ ◻ ∎ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▷ ▶ ▷ ▶ ▶ ◻ ∎ ◻ ∎ ∎ ∎ 13 7
13 ▶ ▶ ▶ ▷ ▶ ▷ ▶ ▷ ▶ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ◻ ◻ ∎ ∎ 13 1
14 ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▷ ∎ ◻ ∎ ◻ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ◻ ▷ ▷ ▶ 12 3
15 ▷ ▶ ▷ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ◻ ∎ ◻ ∎ ∎ ▷ ▶ ▷ ▷ ▷ ▷ 9 4
16 ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎ ◻ ◻ ∎ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▷ ▶ ▶ ▷ ▷ ▷ 12 2
17 ◻ ∎ ◻ ◻ ∎ ◻ ▶ ▷ ▶ ▷ ▶ ▷ ▷ ▷ ▷ ◻ ◻ ∎ 6 2
18 ∎ ∎ ∎ ▷ ▶ ▷ ▶ ▷ ▶ ▷ ▶ ▶ ∎ ∎ ◻ ◻ ◻ ∎ 11 0
Total 16 17 12 12 18 8 16 3 17 10 18 17 9 14 5 2 7 11 63
▶ moving mode, target correctly identied ∎ SVP mode, target correctly identied▷ moving mode, target unidentied ◻ SVP mode, target unidentied
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ere is a greater variability in the correct identication of individual targets (the total row
along the lower part of table 4.4), suggesting that an appropriate range of target conspicuity was
used to maintain the expected task diculty of a SAR task. At the extremes, target “D2” was
correctly identied by all subjects, whereas target “F1” was correctly identied only twice despite
appearing 18 times as with all the targets. For the purposes of outlier elimination, no subject or
target represents an outlier by the standard 3σ measure (99.9%).
4.3.1 Subjective Questionnaire Analysis
e responses to the nine questions answered by each subject at the end of each trial are presented
in a standardised box-plot in gure 4.8. e results are aggregated by presentation method in
order to investigate the validity of the third hypothesis: that subjects generally preferred the SVP
method over the moving one.
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Figure 4.8 – A box-plot comparing the Likert questionnaire responses to the two presentation methods
A cursory glance at gure 4.8 indicates very little dierence in the Likert responses to the nine
questions. Testing each question topic for statistical signicance with a Wilcoxon Rank Sum test
reveals that only the h question, “How much eye-strain did you experience?”, is signicant to
the p < 0.05 level (W = 1813, p = 0.026). is result suggests that subjects encountered greater
perceived eye-strain when observing the terrain with the moving method (median = x˜ = 3) than
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with the SVP mode (x˜ = 1).
e large number of outliers—responses located more than 1.5 × beyond the interquartile
range— for Q6 (“How nauseous did you feel while watching the sequence?”) constitute 18%
of the responses to this question (gure 4.8, circles in the Q6 columns), yet do not bear any
relationship to ight speed. While almost a h of the subjects felt nauseous while participating
during the experiment, this subjective quantity does not appear to have a relationship to any of
the independent variables in this study.
At a lower condence level (W = 1178, p = 0.083) subjects reported the task in SVP mode
(x˜ = 5) being easier (Q2, “How easy was it to perform this task?”) than when attempting the visual
search task with the moving presentation method (also x˜ = 5). is nding nearly conrms the
third hypothesis (H4.3), and shows a potential preference for the SVP method when compared to
the moving one.
4.3.2 Eye-Movement Analysis
roughout the experiment, an eye-tracker was used to record the eye-movement beha viour of
the subjects as they viewed the aerial photography on the screen. ese records were used to
detect any characteristic dierences in visual attention between the moving and SVP methods as
suggested by Mardell et al. (2009).
In total, 401,051 eye-gaze samples were recorded (almost two hours of data, of which 95% was
valid4), the results of which are aggregated into gure 4.9. e heat-maps (top row of gure 4.9)
show the frequency of eye-gaze locations aggregated over the screen region. Areas shown in dark
red indicate areas where the eye-gaze was frequently located, whereas lighter beige areas indicate
little-to-no gaze activity.
e asymmetric eye-gaze activity distribution across the screen with themoving presentation
method, as opposed to the broadly symmetrical and even coverage aorded by the SVPmode.
is dierence in eye-movements between the modes is consistent with the pilot study a nd the
work of Tatler (2007) and hence validates the fourth hypothesis (H4.4).
4 A valid eye-location sample is one where the eye has been detected by the system, and where the subject is looking
at the screen. Examples of invalid samples include blinks and occasions where the subject moves their head by a large
amount.
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Figure 4.9 – Cumulative gaze plots for all gaze readings in moving (upper le) and Serial Presentation
Method (SVP) (upper right), compared to individual tracking events for a single presentation
(moving mode, lower le) and xations (SVP mode, lower right)
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For a closer look at where the visual attention of the subjects as a whole was directed, the
locations of xations were examined. It is during these xations that the stable image of the
stimuli is available to the HVS for processing. A simple method to extract the xations from the
eye-location data is to ignore any movements greater than 40○/s (approximately 30 pixels per
sample), as these rapid movements are most certainly saccades between the xations of interest.
e lower row in gure 4.9 isolates these xations. Examination of the chart on the lower-right of
gure 4.9 shows that the SVP method is characterised by many xation points, evenly distributed
across the screen: an expected result for this form of stimuli (see Cro et al. 2007, for similar
results).
e monochrome saccade-less plot for the moving presentation method on the lower-le
of gure 4.9 is of interest because the method of suppressing the display of saccades reveals the
smooth pursuit events. As described in chapter 2, these are similar to xations. Smooth pursuit
events occur aer a saccade toward a stimuli of interest to bring the object into the view of the
retina, whereby a smooth pursuit can take over to keep the eye oriented towards the feature for
the attentional processes to occur (Kowler 2011). e frequency and duration of these tracking
episodes followed a very similar distribution to the same data from the SVP method.
Figure 4.10 shows the same cumulative eye-gaze frequency data as in gure 4.9), but across
each strip of terrain as opposed to the screen region. Within gure 4.10, each terrain is shown
under both presentation methods, with a heat-map overlaid of the eye-gaze activity. Targets are
indicated by the black circles.
As expected, the salient features in gure 4.10 have high concentrations of gaze activity; the
targets in particular. e frequency of eye-gaze data between the two presentation methods seems
broadly similar for a given terrain. However there exists a minor preference towards the vertical
centre of the terrain sequence for the moving mode, whereas the sequences for the SVP method
shows a central xation bias for the centre of each tile. ese location biases within each sequence
duplicate the biases shown by the screen region heat-maps in gure 4.9.
With the diering mechanisms being utilised by the HVS to direct visual attention, there
appears to be a clear advantage with the xation and saccade mechanism usedfor static imagery
(i.e. the SVPmethod) as opposed to the smooth pursuit and nystagmus 5 events associated with
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Sequence width: 15360 px — 7680 ft — 2.3 km
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Figure 4.10 – Terrain sequence with overlaid cumulative heat-maps for moving presentation method
(upper) and Serial Visual Presentation (SVP) method (lower)
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themoving presentation method.
4.4 General Discussion
4.4.1 Key Points
While this experiment is a tightly controlled laboratory investigation featuring naturalistic stimuli,
it nevertheless identies a potential method for assisting WiSAR through the biasing of the HVS
toward dierent visual attention mechanisms. e signicant increase in the ability for subjects
to correctly identify inconspicuous human-like targets amongst aerial photography with the
SVP method when compared to the traditional moving mode. is SVP representation of a live
scrolling stimuli has potential in both SAR and other elds.
4.4.2 reats to External Validity
Static Imagery
Sequences of static images are, of course, not directly equivalent to a live video stream. In the
conversion from a simulated live video of the terrain to a series of static images, ancillary cues as
to the location of human-like targets are lost. ese cues may include valuable information such
as perspective, movement or even techniques that the lost human can employ such as waving at
theUAV or shining a mirror towards it.
Nonetheless, the use of naturalistic stimuli does aord signicant advantages to the design of
a visual search task, such as reducing distortion and live video artefacts6, reducing the bandwidth
requirements of transmitting the live video7 and permitting higher quality visuals through image
enhancement techniques such as iterative super-sampling8.
5 A normal mechanism, horizontal optokinetic nystagmus, analogous to a series of repetitive saccades.
6 Cameras used for static images can produce higher quality images compared to video cameras because the design
and restrictions placed upon the optics, shutter and sensor are signicantly reduced.
7 In the comparison made in this chapter, the moving presentation method consisted of 60 images per second
whereas the SVPmode required a single image every 3–6 seconds, depending on the ight speed. On face value, this
equates to a 97–99% decrease in raw bandwidth requirements. 8 Multiple images can be combined together to
provide a single clearer, or high resolution photograph.
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Multi-Spectral Imaging
While the targets within this WiSAR-themed task were deliberately inconspicuous against the
terrain—as is typical with SAR (Simerson 2004)—in practice, the camera used on the UAV may
also be multi-spectral.
e use of infrared thermal imaging in combination with colour can greatly assist in the task of
nding human-beings, however the task presented here was primarily concerned with exploiting
the HVS to assist the task. While the methodology does not preclude using alternative sources of
stimuli, this avenue of research is le for others to investigate.
Alternative uses for this eld of visual search may not be suited for multi-spectral imaging
(e.g. quality control) and therefore the validity of this nding remains.
4.4.3 reats to Internal Validity
Sampling
e investigation was conducted using 18 subjects drawn from the research population of the
Electrical and Electronic Engineering Department at Imperial College London. As such, while the
individuals recruited were not trained or knowledgeable in SAR activities, they were all extremely
familiar with viewing data on a display.
However the main threat to the internal validity in the sampling comes from the subjective
questionnaire data. e majority of subjects were heavy computer users —as most students are
required to use them as part of their education—and as such may be familiar with scrolling
displays that require concentrated bouts of attention. is selection bias may be the reason behind
the inconclusive results from the subjective questionnaire. Derivatives of this work would have to
focus carefully on the questions put to subjects to mitigate any such biases.
Statistical Analysis
e use of an angular transformation of the data to satisfy the assumptions made by the ANOVA
is the standard technique for binomial data (Zar 1999). However this modication of the identi-
cation data can be a threat to the internal validity of the investigations, such that the use of a
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transformation is indicative that an ANOVA is unsuitable.
A verication of the associated quantile plot of the transformed data was conducted and
conrmed. Combining this validation with the conrmation of the signicance nding through
a logistic regression—suitable for binomial data—supports the nding that the SVP method
is indeed signicantly better for subjects in terms of correct identications than the moving
presentation method.
4.5 Closing Remarks
e superiority of the SVP over the video-like moving presentation method, at a range of ight
speeds, is clear and of statistical signicance. e absence of any signicant dierence between
the subjective questionnaire results was surprising, suggesting that improvement in target identi-
cation did not come at the expense of user experience.
One implication of the superiority of SVP is the possibility of minimising the bandwidth
needed for data transmission from the UAV. A sequence of high-resolution images generally
requires a lower data-rate than the equivalent video, with the increasing emergence o f portable
equipment to support WiSAR, the ability to transmit theUAV camera feed to SAR personnel on
the ground becomes increasingly desireable. Such use would require smaller imagery and lower
transmission rates to be successful.
e ndings presented in this chapter identify a number of research directions. e potential
oered by the SVP method suggests the possible advantage to target identication of further
segmentation of the static images, thereby presenting smaller sections of the terrain image, but
at an increased presentation rate to ensure the timeliness of the imagery is k ept consistent. One
might, for example, divide each frame in SVP mode into four, but present each of the resulting
images for one quarter of the time.
Higher degrees of segmentation, in which each terrain image may be visible for as little as
100 ms, may bring with them the established advantages of RSVP (Spence and Witkowski 2013).
Such an investigation into this possibility might also help towards an understanding of what
aspects of the HVS are responsible for the observed dierences between the SVP and moving
presentation methods.
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Segmentation-based Inspection
5.1 Rapid Serial Visual Presentation
5.1.1 Introduction
Given the success of SVP over the Moving presentation mode observed in chapter 4, investigating
further methods of portraying static imagery is of potential interest. However if the imagery
is segmented into many discrete images the time available to view each individual image must
be correspondingly reduced to adhere to the live transmission constraint. In other words: by
segmenting the image further, a SVP becomes a RSVP (e.g. de Bruijn and Spence 2000; Potter
1984; Spence and Witkowski 2013).
5.2 Aims
5.2.1 Hypotheses
As before with the SVP experiment described in chapter 4, the best method for testing the viability
of a particular presentation mode for visual inspection is to perform a controlled experiment.
Forlines and Balakrishnan did not explore the possibility of using segmentation with naturalistic
stimuli. e applicability of this method with WiSAR-derived aerial photography is previously
untested in laboratory conditions. e use of multiple degree of segmentation—proportional set-
tings of presentation rate and image dimensions—were also unexplored with the work by Forlines
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and Balakrishnan. erefore this thesis aims to explore the following three hypotheses, as previ-
ously described in chapter 3, for WiSAR-optimised segmentation across a range of segmentation
degrees:
H5.1 An improvement in target identication, dependent on the degree of image segmentation
(when compensated by a corresponding increase in presentation rate)
H5.2 A change in subjects’ qualitative perception of their own performance and preference across
a range of segmentation degrees
H5.3 A distinct change in eye-movement behaviour across dierent degrees of segmentation
5.2.2 Justication
e rst hypothesis (H5.1) is a direct expansion of the third presentation method (RSVP, sum-
marised in section 3.5.2) explored by Forlines and Balakrishnan: can the improvement in the
identication of vowels among other letters also be observed for naturally derived stimuli, such as
the aerial photography obtained from a UAV in a WiSAR visual inspection task? In particular,
can the correct identication (TP) rate be improved or maintained from the 75% seen with SVP
in chapter 4? e role of the mistakenly identied (FP) rate in WiSAR is also of interest because
an increase can reduce the eectiveness of the rescue eort as resources are allocated to the
mistakenly identied object (e.g. Goodrich et al. 2008, p. 98).
For the second hypothesis (H5.2), the question is asked of whether the subject is aware of their
own successfulness at the visual inspection task. Given the decrease in reported eye-strain with
SVP over the Moving mode, does the level of fatigue remain low despite an increased presentation
rate with higher degrees of segmentation?
e third and nal hypothesis (H5.3) for this segmentation investigation incorporates the
ndings by Cooper et al. (2006); Corsato et al. (2008) that improved target detection performance
can be increased by ensuring that the observers’ eyes saccade less frequently. is hypothesis may
provide some further insights into the functioning of the HVS and thus help further improve the
design of interfaces for visual inspection tasks.
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erefore the design of the presentation method involving segmentation calls for a user exper-
ience study involving a range of segmentation degrees. erefore to answer the three hypotheses,
the terrain strips will require a new design or presentation method to segment the terrain.
5.3 Presentation Design
5.3.1 Segmentation
While the rst degree of segmentation is a repetition of the SVP presentation method in the
previous experiment, it is included as a comparative control. Table 5.1 compares the ight speed to
the tile duration for segmentation degrees 1–6.e ight speeds are the ones used in chapter 4 and
encompass various common UAV cruising velocities. To simplify both the design and analysis of
this segmentation investigation, the middle ight speed of 90 mph was selected. Flight-speed was
found to be a insignicant variable in terms of identication accuracy—the primary metric for
SAR—therefore a single ight speed is preferable.
Table 5.1 –e duration of time an individual segmented tile would be present on the display for a given
ight speed and segmentation degree, with the chosen ight speed of 90 mph shown in bold
Flight Speed Tile Duration (ms)
(mph) (km/h)
Segmentation Degree
1 2 3 4 5 6
60 96 5817 1455 646 364 233 162
90 145 3878 970 431 242 155 108
120 193 2910 727 323 181 116 81
An additional reason for selecting 90 mph was the choice it provides in tile durations, shown
in bold in table 5.1. Together with a SVP (where the presentation rate should be of the order
of a few seconds per tile), the other potentially interesting presentation rates exist at 250 ms
per tile and 100 ms per tile. As discussed previously in section 5.1, eye-movement behaviour
becomes static with a RSVP rate of more than 250 ms/tile (i.e. at least four tiles per second),
and the currently known boundaries of human perception show that rates beyond ten tiles per
second signicantly reduce perception accuracy (e.g. Metzger and Antes 1983, p. 271). With the
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Figure 5.1 –ree example tile segmentations, showing how a single screen of map data is segmented
depending on the segmentation degree. e 1 × 1 case is identical to Serial Visual Presentation
(SVP). Further degrees of segmentation continue by the same pattern. Two screen-sized crops
of the terrain are used in this example, hence the total duration for the Rapid Serial Visual
Presentation (RSVP) is 2t.
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xed length of terrain utilised in the previous SVP experiment, this range of presentation rates is
available for the combination of the screen size and a single ight speed of 90 mph.
5.3.2 Frame Jitter
However to accurately render the dierent presentation rates on a standard display is a dicult task.
Maintaining accurate timing andhence an accurate presentation rate is critical for this investigation
because then reduction in identication accuracy is highly signicant as the presentation rate is
increased beyond four tiles per second (see the graphs of this data by Potter 1976, p. 514; Metzger
and Antes 1983, p. 271; Potter and Fox 2009, p. 31).
e stimuli was presented on amonitor with a refresh rate of 60 Hz,meaning the tile durations
can only be presented at 16.7 ms intervals. erefore for the average tile duration to be accurate,
the display duration of each tile was jittered with the pseudo code shown in listing 5.1.
Listing 5.1 – Pseudo C code showing the jitter algorithm which prints the number of elds for each tile to
the console. is example demonstrates the tile frame durations for the case of segmentation
degree.
1 float cumulative_error = 0.0f;
2 const float tile_error = 3.0f / 11.0f; // ratio time duration is base
3 const unsigned int tiles = 15;
4 const unsigned int base_fields = 232;
5
6 for (unsigned int tile = 1; tile <= tiles; tile++) {
7 cumulative_error += tile_error;
8
9 if (cumulative_error >= 1.0f) {
10
11 // Standard duration frame
12 fprintf(
13 stdout,
14 "Tile %d has length %d fields.\n",
15 tile,
16 base_fields
17 );
18
19 cumulative_error = cumulative_error - 1.0f;
20
21 } else {
22
23 // Extended duration frame
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24 fprintf(
25 stdout,
26 "Tile %d has length %d fields.\n",
27 tile,
28 base_fields + 1
29 );
30
31 }
32 }
Walking through the pseudo code, the example for segmentation degree 1 is shown in listing 5.1.
e rst four lines are calculated for each segmentation degree, and for segmentation degree
1, the number of elds to correctly display a tile for the required 3878 ms on a 60 Hz display
(16.7 ms per eld) is 3878/16.7 = 233, however only an integer number of elds can be displayed,
therefore the result is between 232 and 233. Hence each tile is shown for 233 elds (3883 ms)
which is 5 ms/tile too fast. Such an error would be compounded over many tiles and result is
each sequence at a given segmentation degree lasting a dierent amount of time, in addition to
the perceived duration being longer. e solution to this is to periodically apply a correction—
displaying a tile for 232 elds (3867 ms)—correcting the compounded error in tile duration while
also distributing the correction through the tile-set.
e equations for calculating the tile error and base elds are shown in equations 5.1–5.2, where
⌊x⌋ corresponds to the floor(x) operator and ⌊x⌉means ‘round x to the nearest integer’. e
value of 60 corresponds to the refresh rate of the display system, which for the equipmen t used,
operates at 60 Hz.
tile error = 1 − ((60 × sequence length
number of tiles
) − ⌊60 × sequence length
number of tiles
⌋) (5.1)
base elds = ⌊60 × sequence length
number of tiles
⌉ (5.2)
e parameters shown in equations 5.1–5.2 are calculated for each segmentation degree and
continually adjusted during the presentation in the event of anymissed elds during the rendering
of the sequence.
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5.3.3 Interface
By segmenting the image, the resulting tiles are smaller than the xed-size monitor on which
they are presented. erefore the unused area of this interface is shaded grey to avoid both high-
contrast artefacts on the boundary of the tiles and to limit large swings in display luminance that
could hinder perception or even induce a blink reex in subjects observing the rapidly changing
visuals. e resulting interface is shown in gure 5.2, demonstrating the trade-o between image
dimensions and presentation time within the interface design. As with the previous investigation
into SVP in chapter 4, imagery from six dierent y-past terrain strips were each divided into
six dierent segmentation degrees, which were shown to the human operator at correspondingly
faster or slower presentation rates, as shown below each screen-shot on gure 5.2. As before, the
six strips of terrain contained 3–5 human beings (or targets) in three distinct clusters per trial,
located pseudo-randomly in both location and time. e original terrain strips weredesigned to
ensure that targets did not lie across tile edges.
e segmentation degrees 1–6 successively divide the total image area into smaller and smaller
image tiles (one complete screen: 1× 1, a quarter of the screen: 2×2, a ninth of the screen: 3× 3, 1/16
of the screen: 4 × 4, 1/25 of the screen: 5 × 5, and nally 1/36 of the screen: 6 × 6). e dimensions of
the tiles at the chosen segmentation degrees are shown in table 5.2. In addition to the presentation
rate for six segmentation degrees encompassing the range fromSVP to a cognitively challenging
display, the dimensions of the tiles range from the full size of the monitor (segmentation degree 1)
to an area approximating the size which would be projected on the fovea of the subject’s eyes.
Six dierent segmentation degrees were chosen to explore the dimensions surrounding two
dierent presentation interfaces. e rst consists of segmentation degrees 1–3, where the the
tile is displayed for almost half a second or longer in addition to the dimensions of the tile being
larger than the para-foveal region of the subject’s eye.e second presentation interface consists of
segmentation degrees 3–6 where the presentation rate is of the order of 100ms with tile dimensions
that ensure that the imagery does not expand beyond the para-foveal region of the subject’s eye.
e six dierent degrees were also chosen for their applicability in a simple experiment design.
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(a) 1: 15 tiles, 3878 ms/tile (b) 2: 60 tiles, 970 ms/tile
(c) 3: 135 tiles, 431 ms/tile (d) 4: 240 tiles, 242 ms/tile
(e) 5: 375 tiles, 155 ms/tile (f) 6: 540 tiles, 108 ms/tile
Figure 5.2 – From the terrain strip, full-screen examples of the stimuli are shown, complete with the
segmentation–presentation time tradeo
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Table 5.2 –e tile image size, screen percentage covered and visual angle subtended for given
segmentation degrees.
Segmentation Degree Tiles
Tile Dimensions
Image Size (pixels) Screen (%) 1 Visual Angle (○) 2,3
Width Height Area Width Width Height
1 15 1024 768 100 100 22.7 17.0
2 60 512 384 25 50 11.3 8.51
3 135 3424 256 11 33 7.58 5.67
4 240 256 192 6 25 5.67 4.25
5 375 2054 1544 4 20 4.54 3.41
6 540 1714 128 3 17 3.788 2.836
1 Values rounded to the nearest percent for clarity.
2 Values shown to three decimal places.
3 Visual angle correct for a 15 inch 1024×768 pixel resolution screen (12×9 inchmonitor
at 85.3 pixels/inch, 0.298 mm dot pitch) viewed from a distance of approximately
76 cm (30 inches).
4 Values have been rounded up to the nearest integer so that fractions of a pixel are
displayed and not hidden.
5.4 Experiment Design & Procedure
5.4.1 Variables
e variables for this experiment are inherited from the SVP experiment discussed in chapter 4.
is identical target identication task ulitises six strips of terrain, referred to as terrains A–F, each
featuring three clusters of targets, with each cluster containing 1–3 human beings—an accurate
representation of the target stimuli for aWiSAR task. Unlike the previous SVP experiment, there is
only a single ight speed of 90 mph (145 km/h). erefore the dependent factor in this experiment
is segmentation degree—of which there are six as previously described—labelled 1–6. Hence
there are 36 combinations of terrain and segmentation degree to be tested (i.e. an experiment
block), as can be seen in table 5.3. is results in 108 individual identication results (target found
or missed) per experiment block.
As before, several limitations exist to minimise any potential learning eects: the same terrain
or segmentation degree cannot be shown to an individual subjectmore than once. Such limitations
correspond to amaximumof six experiment trials per subject. Conatedwith the xed ight speed
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Table 5.3 – A breakdown of all the variables and their respective counts within the segmentation experiment
6 Segmentation Degrees
6 Terrain Strips
6 Experiment Trials per Subject
3 Clusters of Targets per Terrain Strip
108 Identication Results per Experiment Block
of 90 mph, and a terrain strip length of 1.45 miles (2.34 km), the result is that each experiment
trial will last approximately 58 s1.
e standard method of allocating variable combinations to subjects in a fair method to avoid
systematic eects is a BBD, as explained and used previously in the design of the SVP experiment
in chapter 4. Due to the time limit of six experiment trials per subject, and 36 combinations of
terrain and segmentation degree, an experiment block is dened as 36 ÷ 6 = 6 trials. Herein lies a
problem: a randomised balanced block design has yet to be discovered for a 6 × 6 design. is
is also known as the 36-ocer problem, and no known solution exists (Klyve and Stemkoski
2006). e nearest solution is one where a pair of experiment blocks must be rotated. erefore
for all 36 combinations of terrain and segmentation to be tested, 12 subjects each performing six
trials at the six degrees of segmentation must be conducted to achieve a balanced design yielding
two experiment blocks, or 216 identication results (i.e. two trials per individual combination of
terrain andsegmentation degree).
5.4.2 Experimental Procedure
e experiment was strictly controlled, with a single subject sat in front of the stimuli monitor
beside the investigator who controlled the ow of the experiment and dealt with any eye-gaze
tracking issues. To reduce the workload on the experimenter and to ensure consistency, an
introduction video was developed with an improved version of the presentation soware. is
was in addition to the usual consent forms and experiment scripts.
1 Sequence durations cannot be provided exactly due to the use of tile jittering explained in section 5.3.2.
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Introduction Video
Tomaintain identical conditions between subjects, an introduction video was developed to explain
the experiment and to provide a minimal amount of training for volunteers. Using a video instead
of a script (as used in the SVP experiment) eliminates any dierences in emphasis or dierences
in timing that could impact the way in which subjects act.
e silent, subtitled video lasted one minute and 31 seconds and was split into four sections:
1. Introduction: is brief section introduced the research study and reiterated the key points
from the ethics statement.
2. WiSAR: e second section included video footage of a UAV and explained their role in
SAR.
3. Training: e third section included a still image of the sample card (gure5.3) along with
an explanation of how many space-bar presses were expected from the subject.
4. Experiment Issues: e nal section explained the experiment procedure and explained the
eye-gaze camera in front of the subject.
Careful phrasing was used during the instructional part of the video to ensure that subjects
knew when to press the space-bar key, and also to manage any expectations subject’s may have
regarding the number of targets per sequence. Participants were told to “press the space-bar
immediately whenever you see a human being”, and that “there may be none, one or more human-
beings in each sequence”. Figure 5.3, the sample card, was shown to participants, complete with the
circles and numbers to indicate the varied appearance of the human-being targets. In addition to
two individual targets at the top of the sample card there is a cluster of two targets at the bottom-le
of gure 5.3. e accompanying subtitles explain that should this sample card be shown, four
space-bar presses would be expected in quick succession.
Presentation Soware
Aer displaying the introduction video to the subject, the system performed a standard eye-
gaze tracker calibration routine as described in chapter 3. With the eye-gaze tracker successfully
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2
1
1
Figure 5.3 – Example frame indicating four sample target, used in to train the subjects to look for clustered
targets
working, the six sets of stimuli tiles at the required segmentation degrees were loaded intomemory
for rapid retrieval. e soware controlled the sequence of stages within the experiment, as shown
in gure 5.4. Once ready, the soware indicated this fact to both the subject and investigator. e
investigator conrmed that the eye-gaze tracker was successfully sending eye-movement data
from their terminal before verbally asking the subject if they were ready (shown as diamonds in
gure 5.4). From here the investigator pressed a key for the experiment to proceed.
Statements
Title Introduction Calibration
Billboard
Central Gaze 
Attractor
Trial 
Sequence
Loading 
Screen
Comparisons Thank You
Start
End
Introduction and Training
Experiment Trial
Debrief
Figure 5.4 –e visual computer-controlled procedure for the segmentation experiment, demonstrating
the three stages presented to a subject: introduction, experiment trials and the debrief, for the
successful completion of six experiment trials. Diamonds indicate interaction performed by
the investigator to switch displays or advance the presentation.
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From the perspective of a subject, a central “gaze attractor”—a pulsating white circle shown
to encourage the subject to foveate the stimuli—was presented to centre the gaze position on
screen immediately prior to the stimuli being presented. Aer two seconds the experiment trial
began with the predened terrain strip shown through a specic segmentation degree. At the end
of each trial, the soware presented the survey, or questionnaire to the user.
Subjective Questionnaire
Following each individual experiment trial, subjects were asked to give a self-assessment of
their performance by indicating their agreement or otherwise to four statements covering target
identication condence, task challenge, image size and presentation rate. ese questions were
chosen to identify perceived dierences in target identication diculty, as well as to gather
opinions on the rates and dimensions of the presentation imposed by the experiment design.
ese four statements were presented on the screen sequentially (gure 5.5) and advanced by the
investigator. Responses were verbal and recorded by the investigator on a paper form as Likert
scale values for the purpose of analysis.
At the conclusion of all six presentations each subject was then presented with an overview
of the sequences they were shown, in the order in which they were shown. Subjects were rst
asked to choose which sequence they were most successful using for the task, and then which
presentation mode they preferred. Figure 5.6 includes an example trial with the two comparative
questions. Again the experimenter recorded the verbal responses. While the answers for these
two questions are likely to be similar (i.e. on the supposed principle that individuals tend to prefer
things that assist them), the choice of two comparison questions was used to evaluate whether the
segmentation degree was suitable for the visual search task, and also whether the subject could
endure observing a particular segmentation degree that potentially maximises their chances of
success.
5.4.3 Conducting the Experiment
Twelve subjects were initially recruited for this segmentation experiment, none of whom particip-
ated in the previous SVP verses Moving experiment. All were drawn from the student and sta
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(a) Target Identication Condence (b) Task Challenge
(c) Image Size (d) Presentation Rate
Figure 5.5 –e four post-presentation subjective questionnaire statements, shown sequentially to the
subject aer each experiment trial. ese statements were answered verbally and advanced by
the investigator.
(a) Success (b) Preference
Figure 5.6 –e two post-experiment comparison questionnaire statements, shown with a live preview of
the trials observed (arbitrarily named A–F) during the experiment, in the order in which they
were shown to the subject.
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population of the Electrical and Electronic Engineering department of Imperial College London.
e average age of the group was 26.5 years, and all signed informed consent forms. Due to the
presence of rapidly changing visuals (i.e. segmentation degree 6), subjects were asked to conrm
that they were not sensive to rapidly ashing visuals at a rate of up to 10 Hz, in addition to any
uncorrected vision deciences (e.g. shortsightedness).
e experiment was conducted in an identical fashion to all the investigations described in
this thesis, with the investigator sat to the side of the subject. As before a ny comments made by
the subject were recorded on paper for further analysis.
5.5 Preliminary Analysis of Results
5.5.1 Analysis Methodology
For the purposes of analysis, only the recorded data pertinent to answering the hypotheses will be
analysed. Chapter 8 will investigate whether the ndings from this experiment reect the proposed
HVS model described in chapter 2. While this analysis will attempt to provide conclusive answers
to the hypotheses, it will also present any issues in the way the analysis was conducted, and present
possible solutions for the main experiment.
Recalling the analysis conducted in chapter 4, the presence ofmultiple dimensions (i.e. present-
ation method, ight speed and terrain) reduced the statistical power of both the identication
results and qualitative indicators. Recruitingmore subjects is a simple method of increasing the lik-
lihood of obtaining statistically signicant results, as well as controlling any potential dierences in
the way that subjects are treated, as is controlling any potential dierences in the way that subjects
are treated. e solution used for this segmentation experiment was the use of an introduction
video to standardise the instructions given to each subject. Nonetheless, the ultimate method
for increasing the statistical power for the same number of trials is to reduce the complexity of
the experiment. As explained previously, only a single ight speed or presentation rate will be
explored with this segmentation investigation, reducing the number of experimental dimensions
to two: presentation method (i.e. segmentation) and terrain. To maintain compatibility between
investigations (for the collated analysis in chapter 8,) the underlying stimuli cannot be signic-
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antly adjusted and hence remains at six individual terrain strips. nor can subjects volunteer for
this experiment if they have experienced the previous iteration. Ecient use of subjec ts is a key
concern, but the balance between exploring more experimental dimensions against statistical
power was tested to an extreme in the SVP verses Moving investigation in chapter 4.
5.5.2 Target Identication Accuracy
Methodology
As before with theMoving verses SVP experiment (chapter 4,) the primary hypothesis is concerned
with the eects of segmentation on target identication accuracy, i.e. whether the space-bar presses
by subjects accurately correlate to the presence (or otherwise) of targets within the stimuli.
Space-bar presses were inspected visually to ascertain whether each corresponded to a correct
identication (TP) or a mistaken identication (FP). Since the number of targets within a terrain
strip are known, the quantity of unidentied targets (FNs) can be derived from the correct
identication results, hence the number of unidentied targets is not investigated, because the
trends are visible in the correct identication data. By averaging these results over all trials and by
grouping the results by segmentation degree, the bar-chart in gure 5.7 was constructed.
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Figure 5.7 – Identication rates averaged by segmentation degree for the preliminary experiment
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Correct identications (TPs)
e hypothesis under test is repeated as follows:
H5.1 An improvement in target identication dependent on the degree of image segmentation
(when compensated by a corresponding increase in presentation rate)
Observing gure 5.7 (blue bars, top) carefully, it appears that segmentation degree has little
or no eect on the percentage of correctly identied targets. Using a one-way ANOVA with a
within-subjects design (treating the terrain strips as continuous) to test for correct identication
dierences amongst the six segmentation degrees, this visual inspection of the absence of an eect
is conrmed to the standard p < 0.05 level (F(5, 55) = 1.91, p = 0.108). Care must be taken with
this analysis, since the percentage of correct identications required an arcsine transformation
to satisfy the assumptions made by this statistical test. nonetheless, this ANOVA indicates that
the rst hypothesis is rejected, i.e. there is no signicant change in the percentage of correct
identications regardless of the segmentation degree used to present the stimuli.
Mistaken identications (FPs)
While the primary concern within this WiSAR scenario is the accurate identication of targets,
gure 5.7 (orange bars, bottom) shows the eect of segmentation degree on mistakenly identied
targets (FPs). A visual analysis would hint towards a conclusion that an increase in segmentation
degree leads to an increase in the number of objects mistaken fortargets from an average of 1.50
per trial with segmentation degree 1 (equivalent to SVP) to an extreme of 2.00 per trial in the fastest
and smallest presentationmethod, segmentation degree 6. Testing this visual analysis with a within-
subjects ANOVA with no transformation, a value of p = 0.895 (F(5, 55) = 0.327) was obtained,
clearly indicating that there is no statistically signicant correlation between segmentation degree
and the number of mistakenly identied objects per trial.
is absence of a trend with space-bar presses identied as mistaken identications is apparent
from the standard error in the data (shown as black error-bars multiplied by a factor of 1.96
in gure 5.7 to indicate the 95% condence interval). e standard deviation of the mistaken
identications varies from 0.745–2.95: demonstrating that the variance of the individual data-
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points encompasses the mean of the data. In other words, there is no statistically signicant
relationship between segmentation degree and the number of mistakenly identied objects.
Identication Analysis
Despite the noise inherent in the combination of bothnaturalistic stimuli and small sample-size
for a preliminary investigation, the hypothesis that an increase in segmentation degree (and hence
presentation rate) would result in an improved percentage of targets being correctly identied
is rejected. A constancy was observed between the segmentation degrees of an average correct
identication rate of 50%.is constancy could also be acknowledged for the number ofmistakenly
identied objects. e high variances in the results (an average standard error of 10% for the
correct identication results) could simply be due to the low sample-counts as discussed previous
in the SVP experiment in the previous chapter.
e other issue is the varying number of targets per trial—a dimension of the experiment
that could potentially act as a catalyst for the exchange of correct identications to mistaken
identications—with the obvious improvement for the second experiment being to standardise
this variable. At present there are three clusters of targets per terrain strip, and a target cluster
can consist of 1–3 targets. By simplifying each cluster to a single target, the continuity between
investigations required for the analysis in chapter 8 can be maintained, with the advantage of
simplied analysis. Such simplications may involve the limitation of the arcsine transformation
required to normalise the percentage of correct identications across segmentation degrees.
5.5.3 Subjective Results
Individual Statements
e second hypothesis for this investigation, repeated below, anticipates a change in the subjects’
qualitative perception of their own performance.
H5.2 A change in subjects’ qualitative perception of their own performance and preference across
a range of segmentation degrees
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By collating the results from the post-presentation subjective questionnaire statements, four
box-and-whisker plots were generated, as shown in gure 5.8, with the responses converted into a
Likert-scale ordering on the vertical axis and the segmentation degree shown along the horizontal
axis.
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Figure 5.8 – Responses to the post-presentation subjective statements averaged by segmentation degree
for the preliminary experiment
A surprising result from the subjective results in gure 5.8 is the consistency between subjects.
e blue boxes in gure 5.8 represent 50% of the responses, with the dots beyond the whiskers of
the plot indicating outliers (more than 1.5× the outside the interquartile range above the upper
quartile and below the lower quartile) which consist of less than 3% of the results.
e condence that subjects had in seeing all the targets (statement in gure 5.5a, responses
in gure 5.8a) was low. With segmentation degree 1, the response was centred on the middle
option of “Neither” with 50% of the subjects indicating a small preference o ne-way (“Agree”) or
the other (“Disagree”). With an increase in segmentation degree, the variation in responses was
reduced with the majority of subjects indicating low condence with segmentation degree 6, as
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demonstrated by 75% of responses being between “Neither” and “Strongly Disagree”.
Subjects found the task of nding targets dicult regardless of segmentation degree, ranging
from the majority responding between “Neither” and “Agree” for segmentation degree 1 to the
extreme of segmentation degree 6 where every subject responded between “Agree” and “Strongly
Agree” to nding the task dicult (statement in gure 5.5b, responses in gure 5.8b).
e remaining two post-presentation subjective questionnaire statements analysed the per-
ception of image size (statement in gure 5.5c, responses in gure 5.8c) and presentation rate
(statement in gure 5.5d, responses in gure 5.8d). As the segmentation degree is increased, the
image size is reduced and the presentation rate increased.erefore it is unsurprising that subjects
responded indicating these exact trends in size and rate. However, the purpose behind the state-
ments was to evaluate the trends in the data, which are of interest. Subjects found segmentation
degrees 2–6 “Small” in size and “Fast” in presentation rate. Only segmentation degree 1 was found
to be “Okay” by the majority of subjects.
e trends across segmentation degree are clear, as are the links between the statements. As
segmentation degree is increased, subjects’ target condence (gure 5.8a) decreases. A smaller
perceived image size (from “Large”–“Too Small”) as shown in gure 5.8c, correlates with the
lack of condence in correctly identifying all the targets. e other correlation exists between
“task challenge” and presentation rate. As the segmentation degree is increased, subjects perceive
the presentation increasing (from “Okay”–“Too Fast”), gure 5.8d, and also feel that the “task
challenge” increased (from “Neither”–“Agree”, gure 5.8b).
Trial Comparisons
At the end of each randomised experiment, the subject was shown a review of all six trials they
had observed together with two comparison questions (gure 5.6) in which they could only
vote for a single trial (i.e. segmentation degree). Collating these responses indicates that subjects
perceived that they were most successful with segmentation degree 1 (seven responses, gure 5.9a).
Two outliers indicated a preference for the opposite extreme of segmentation degree 6. Subjects
were then asked which presentation method they would like to use to maximise their target
identication abilities. e segmentation degree with the most votes was perhaps surprisingly
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segmentation degree 2 (ve responses, gure 5.9b). While subjects felt they were most successful
with segmentation degree 1, they preferred a slightly faster presentation rate with a slight reduction
in image size, i.e. segmentation degree 2.
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Figure 5.9 – Responses to the post-experiment subjective questions, with each subject able to vote for one
trial (i.e. segmentation degree) per question
Subjective Results Analysis
e second hypothesis (H5.2) is accepted: subjects do report a change in perception between
segmentation degrees. in comparison to the previous experiment, these results provide clearer an-
swers and therefore the methodology is deemed to be sound for the second, primary investigation.
e fact that with the increase in segmentation degree subjects found the task more challenging
and were less condent in their visual inspection role, suggests that a degree of fatigue may be to
blame. erefore the revised experiment should incorporate a fatigue statement.
e slight preference amongst subjects for segmentation degree 2 is indicative that subjects
can see the merit in this presentation method for assisting them with their task of searching for
human beings within naturalistic stimuli.
5.5.4 Eye-Movement Analysis
e third and nal hypothesis associated with this investigation is repeated below.
H5.3 A distinct change in eye-movement behaviour across dierent degrees of segmentation
A dierence in eye-movements was anticipated from the analysis of the previous SVP experi-
ment where the locations of xations were specically analysed.
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Since all the presentation methods under test were forms of static RSVPs, the centre of the
monitor is the dominant location for xations, as can be seen from the heat-maps in gure 5.10.
ese heat-maps show the locations of xations across all trials and subjects, grouped by seg-
mentation degree. In addition for the HVS to position the eye towards the centre of a changing
stimulus (Tatler 2007), there is an increased liklihood of a target occurring near the centre of the
screen as opposed to the edge of the display. As the segmentation degree is increased, the xations
are less spread across the tile, particularly for segmentation degrees 3–6 (gures 5.10c–5.10f).
is reduction in the spread of xations can be summarised with gure 5.11, where the average
eye-movement velocity per trial is plotted against segmentation degree. For comparison, velocities
are presented, however because the duration of each trial is identical, the velocities shown in
gure 5.11 are scaled versions of the scan-path length per trial. e results which vary from
24.1○/s for segmentation degree 1 to 8.65○/s for segmentation degree 6 indicate a similar fall in
eye-movement velocity with decreasing tile-size (and hence increasing segmentation degree).
erefore the third hypothesis is accepted. e eye-movement behaviour associated with
segmentation degree 1 (identical to the SVP mode at 90 mph) appears distinct (an average eye-
movement velocity of 24.1○/s per trial spread across the entire display, gure 5.10a) from the
behaviour exhibited with segmentation degrees 3–6. With these three segmentation degrees, an
eye-movement velocity range of 8.21–9.78○/s per trial was observed, mostly constrained to the
2○ circle shown in each heat-map in gure 5.10 (indicating the area of the display projected on
the observers’ foveal region if they were to stare at the centre of the screen), regardless of the tile
dimensions. Segmentation degree 2 appears to be a transitionary point between these two trends,
with an average eye-movement velocity of 15.6○/s per trial observed, covering the majority of the
11.3 × 8.51○ tile, shown by the rectangle in gure 5.10b.
5.6 Renements
5.6.1 Hypotheses for Singular Targets
From the preliminary analysis in section 5.5, three answers were provided for three hypotheses.
e experimental design and procedure were successful in providing clear answers for these broad
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(a) Segmentation Degree 1 (b) Segmentation Degree 2
(c) Segmentation Degree 3 (d) Segmentation Degree 4
(e) Segmentation Degree 5 (f) Segmentation Degree 6
Figure 5.10 – Cumulative heat-maps of the locations of xations for all six segmentation degrees for the
preliminary experiment
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Figure 5.11 – A scattergraph showing the average eye-movement velocity per trial across all six segmentation
degrees
queries.
Target Identication Accuracy
e rst hypothesis (H5.1, section 5.2.1) anticipated an improvement in the percentage of correctly
identied targets with an increase in segmentation degree. Aer analysis it was found that there
was no improvement—there was actually a constancy—the number of correctly identied targets
remained consistent between dierent presentation methods.
For each occurrence of a target cluster, the subject was asked to tap the space-bar to indicate
the number of targets they perceived to exist within the stimuli. Herein lies a problem: in addition
to the reaction time from the HVS perceiving a target and pressing the space-bar, there exists an
additional delay for the further sequential space-bar presses asked from the subject. Constructing
an automated analysis tool to classify this sequence of space-bar presses from the category of
correct identications to mistaken identications that could occur in the proceeding tiles is a
dicult task containing many arbitrary thresholds. erefore this analysis was conducted by hand
with a rough threshold of two seconds applied for the Permitted Identication Time (PIT).
By reducing each cluster of human-beings to a population of one (gure 5.13), three benets
are aorded. First the analysis is greatly simplied and can be computed with a static threshold of
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Permitted Identiﬁcation 
Time (PIT) for tile n
Tile n
Target Present
Tile n+1
Target Absent
Tile n+2
Target Absent
Time
Target Onscreen
Additional 2000 ms Reaction Time
Space-bar Press Interpreted
as a Correct Identiﬁcation
Space-bar Press Interpreted
as a Mistaken Identiﬁcation
Figure 5.12 –e Permitted Identication Time (PIT) (upper bar, with crosshatch pattern) is the duration
of time from target-onset in which a space-bar press is categorised as a correct identication.
is period of time terminates 2000 ms aer the target-present stimuli (tile n on the lower
bar) has been replaced by dierent stimuli. erefore the PIT can exist for many tiles aer
the target-present one has been replaced. Any space-bar presses beyond this time region are
counted as mistaken identications.
two seconds, comparable with previous studies (e.g. Laming1968). e fact that a target-present
tile can be replaced with up to 19 target-absent (at the extreme of segmentation degree 6) tiles is
still an issue, however the arbitrary post-experiment modication of the PIT can eliminate the
liklihood of correct identications being confused with mistaken identications.
Clustered Targets Singular Targets
Figure 5.13 –e conversion of the clustered targets—in the pilot experiment, le—containing 1–3 human-
beings, to singular targets consisting of only a single human-being for the main experiment
(right)
e second benet aorded by using singular targets is that the statistical analysis can also be
simplied. Due to a non-normal response for the percentage of correctly identied targets between
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segmentation degrees, a mathematical transformation was required to convert the continuous
binomial variable into a categorical variable that was satisfy the assumptions made by alternative
statistical analyses. e third benet is to maintain the consistency between the second and
previous investigations, by not altering the location or appearance of the targets, permitting
further comparisons between investigations.
erefore two new hypotheses can be made:
H5.4 A constancy in target identication regardless of image segmentation and the simplication
of the stimuli to singular targets
H5.5 An identical response toH5.2 (qualitative perception) andH5.3 (distinct change in eye-
movements) between the clustered targets segmentation experiment and the renement to
singular targets
Understanding why subjects reported less condence in declaring that they had identied all
the targets present as segmentation degree is increased is also of interest in the renement of this
investigation. Many of the verbal comments made by subjects during trials where the stimuli was
presented in higher segmentation degrees revealed a potential issue of fatigue.
5.6.2 Fatigue in RSVPs
e eects of presentation rate (despite the corresponding reduction in spatial dimensions) on
fatigue have yet to explored with this form of RSVP and RSVPs in general. e two pivotal
studies from which this investigation was derived did not indicate any evidence of fatigue with
rapidly-changing visuals (Forlines and Balakrishnan 2009). Corsato et al. (2008) asked subjects
for their judgement on the fatigue they experienced with various animated RSVPs. Using the data
presented in the paper by Corsato et al. (2008, p. 419), gure 5.14 correlates the scan-path length
(proportional to eye-movement velocity) with the subjective questionnaire responses on fatigue,
where 1 is the lowest amount of fatigue and 5 the highest. Ignoring the ‘Grid’ presentation method
in gure 5.14, which requires attention of multiple statically changing tiles near-simultaneously—
resulting in a higher scan-path length— there is a potential correlation suggesting increased
scan-path lengths result in higher amounts of fatigue being experienced. Corsato et al. found
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increased target identication accuracy with fewer eye-movements, so there is precedence for
this nding.
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Figure 5.14 – A scatter-graph demonstrating a possible correlation between scan path length (horizontal
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(vertical axis, with 1 corresponding to low fatigue and 5 corresponding to high fatigue) for
ve presentation methods (blue crosses, right). Results from Corsato et al. (2008).
is relationship between fatigue and scan-path length (i.e. eye-movement velocity) leads to
the introduction of a fatigue question to the subjective statements, shown in gure 5.15, and a new
hypothesis:
H5.6 As segmentation degree is increased, the eye-movement velocity of subjects is reduced and
less mental fatigue is reported
5.6.3 Experiment Design & Procedure
27 naïve subjects were recruited for this second segmentation experiment, all of whom had not
participated in any previous investigation. Two subjects were dismissed due to eye-gaze tracking
calibration issues, and a further subject was dismissed due to other data-recording issues. e
remaining 24 subjects had an average age of 24.1 years. All were recruited, as before, from the
student and sta population of theDepartment of Electrical andElectronic Engineering at Imperial
College London.
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Figure 5.15 –e h post-presentation subjective questionnaire statement to discover any mental fatigue
felt by subjects due to a particular presentation method
e experimental design and procedure was identical to the rst segmentation investigation,
with three changes:
1. Clusters of targets (each containing 1–3 human-beings) were edited so that a single human-
being remained per cluster (an example of this is shown in gure 5.13).
2. e introduction was modied. e sample card (gure 5.3) was replaced with two example
sequences, encouraging the subject to press the space-bar whenever they saw a human-
being, including during this video. e rst example featured segmentation degree 5, with a
dierent terrain and target to those shown in the main experiment. Aer the sequence, the
example was repeated at half the presentation rate, nally resting on the target to be found.
is was repeated for the second example sequence that was presented using segmentation
degree 2.e new video was twominutes and 18 seconds in duration and included improved
subtitle rendering.
3. An additional statementwas added to the existing fourpost-presentation subjective question-
naire statements (existing statements in gure 5.5, h statement on fatigue in gure 5.15).
As with the previous clustered-target segmentation experiment, no further issues were en-
countered and the 24 subjects successfully completed their trials obtaining 432 target identication
events, 144 subjective statement responses and over two hours of eye-movement records.
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5.7 Analysis of Results
is analysis of results will go through the data obtained through the main experiment, including
target identication (section 5.7.1), subjective statements and comparisons (section 5.7.2) and
eye-movement data (section 5.7.5) before moving onto a detailed comparison of segmentation
degrees (section 5.7.6) where the analysis and hypotheses can be brought to a conclusion.
5.7.1 Target Identication Results
rough an automated analysis algorithm that enforced a strict threshold oftwo seconds for the
PIT (analysed in further detail, later in section 5.8.2). As before, the identication results categorise
the presence or absence of a space-bar press into the usual three categories for sensitivity: correct
identications, unidentied targets and mistakenly identied objects.
Since this investigation is not a forced-response experiment2, the fourth category of identica-
tion—TNs—is not measured, and therefore ignored.
e choice of statistical test to determine the signicance of the consistency in identication
between segmentation degrees exhibited in gure 5.16 is a complex task given the source data.
e modication from the preliminary experiment to constrict the experiment to three targets
per trial has aorded the ability to conduct more popular statistical methods to better determine
the validity of the hypotheses.
Segmentation
e three categories for target identication in the primary segmentation experiment are presented
graphically in gure 5.16. e average number of targets correctly identied per trial are shown in
blue in gure 5.16, with the remainder of targets being classied as unidentied in red stripe. A
multiple of the standard error is shown for the correctly identied results, to encompass the 95%
condence interval (Streiner 1996). e lower chart in gure 5.16 shows the average number of
2 To convert this experiment from an optional-response to a forced-response experiment, each tile would have to
be presented to the subject in isolation. Each tile would be presented fo r the preset tile duration (i.e. 108–3878 ms)
before being replaced with a blank slide whereby the the subject would respond to indicate whether or not they
thought a target was present in the tile. While such an experiment aords its interpretation with sensitivity analysis—
an accepted statistical method for target identication—the external relevance of the experiment as a whole becomes
suspect, since the ‘liveliness’ requirement for the WiSAR scenario cannot be kept.
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mistakenly identied space-bar presses in orange; again with the a multiple of the standard error.
Across the range ofsegmentation degrees, the average number of targets correctly identied
per experiment trial was between 1.17–1.75, with the average across all segmentation degrees being
1.49 targets per trial, i.e. half of the targets available.is is identical to the preliminary experiment,
where 50% of targets were correctly identied, thus conrming that the change from clustered to
singular targets did not aect identication, and proving the fourth hypothesis (H5.4) correct.
In terms of correct identications, the standard deviation across the segmentation degrees
was between 0.942–1.05 targets per trial. is large variance in identication still remains despite
improvements to the experimental design and the doubling in the number of subjects. e
performance of individual subjects is key to the variance in this metric, however interpreting
such variance is dicult with only 24 subjects. For example, eight subjects found all the targets
when the terrain was presented with segmentation degree 1, yet only two found all the targets for
segmentation degree 6. However seven subjects found all the targets with segmentation degree
5. Such extremes in variance are the hallmark of a user experience study, and unavoidable (e.g.
Felsen and Dan 2005, p. 1645).
To statistically conrm the trend observed in gure 5.16, that there may exist a constancy
in target identication regardless of the degree of image segmentation, an ANOVA should be
used. With the preliminary experiment, the small number of subjects and ordinal variable for
correct identications made the data unsuitable for regression analysis. erefore an arcsine
transformation was used to help satisfy the normality assumptions made by this particular test (e.g.
Hogg et al. 2013). With the doubling in the quantity of data obtained, and the simplication of the
experiment into singular targets, such transformations are no longer required.
A one-way ANOVAwith a within-subjects design (treating the terrain strips as continuous) to
test for correct identication dierences amongst the six segmentation degrees found no statistical
signicance to the standard p < 0.05 level (F(5, 115) = 1.19, p = 0.317). Given the observable
consistency trend centred around 50% of the targets being correctly identied, it is fair to conrm
the rst half of the fourth hypothesis (H5.4: a constancy for correct identications).
However, in terms ofmistaken identications—the orange bars on the lowerhalf of gure 5.16—
there appears to be a slight trend. As segmentation degree is increased, the average number of
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Figure 5.16 – Target identication results grouped by segmentation degree
objects mistaken for targets also increases, from a low of 0.375 objects per trial with segmentation
degree 1, to a high of 1.50 with segmentation degree 6. e standard deviations for these values
increases correspondingly, and is hugely more substantial than the variances observed with
the correct identication results. Nonetheless this absence of a correlation between mistaken
identications and segmentation degree conrms the latter half of the fourth hypothesis (H5.4).
e observable trend in mistaken identications was not signicant (F(5, 115) = 1.80, p =
0.119) for the main experiment when a one-way ANOVA was performed for mistaken identi-
cations across segmentation degrees in a within-subjects design. is is unsurprising given
the huge variances. e individual performance of each subject is the primary cause of such
large variances. 17 subjects made no erroneous space-bar presses when observing terrain with
segmentation degree 1, whereas for segmentation degrees 2–6 less than half (9–12 out of 24) of
the subjects made no mistaken identications. e role of these subjects is the reason why these
mistaken identication results are reasonably low. Nonetheless the high variance was caused
by the remainder of the subjects who pressed the space-bar key erroneously up to 13 times in a
single trial. is occurred for segmentation degree 4, where each tile is displayed for a quarter of
a second, and these subjects are the predominant cause of the high variance.
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Terrain
Another potential cause of the high variance observed with both the correct identication rate and
the mistaken identication rates is the choice of terrain selected for the subject by the randomised
experiment block schedule. As before, each subject observed each terrain only once, therefore the
trends observable in gure 5.17 are due to the stimuli itself, rather than other mitigating factors.
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Figure 5.17 – Target identication results grouped by terrain
e terrain strips, from which the individual tiles are derived, are named G–L are analogous to
the terrain strips containing multiple targets, A–F. To encompass all the terrain types that would
experienced in a WiSAR scenario, the rst two terrains (G and H) consist of rural settlements
and hamlets separated by empty elds, whereas the last two terrains (K and L) feature patches
of dense forest. the remaining two terrains in the middle (I and J) feature elements from both
extremes of stimuli. is broad range of terrain types makes the lack of correct identications for
terrain L (in blue on the top-right of gure 5.17) even more dicult to comprehend. Ignoring this
apparent outlier in correct identications the average number of targets correctly identied across
all segmentation degrees increases from 1.50–1.72 targets per trial. is slight increase does not
aect the statistical results from the experiment.
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5.7.2 Subjective Results
e subjective results are split into three sections, with the rst two concerning the post-trial
statements and the post-experiment comparisons to facilitate part of the h hypothesis, and the
third regarding the new fatigue question made to answer the sixth hypothesis.
Post-Trial Statements
As before with the pilot experiment, the subjective results in gure 5.18 portray a remarkable
consistency between subjects. e blue boxes in gure 5.18 represent 50% of the responses with
the median indicated by a thick horizontal black line. e circled dots beyond the whiskers of
the plot indicate the numbered outliers. In this primary experiment, there are considerably more
outliers, but this is endemic from the number of participants involved. Hence, as with the pilot
experiment, less than 5% of the survey results resulted in an outlier.
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Figure 5.18 – Box-plots aggregating the results from the post-trial statements
Subjects in the main experiment reported the same negative trend in target identication
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condence as with the pilot experiment, with the majority nding segmentation degrees 1–2
provided them with reasonable condence (“Neither”–“Agree”), despite the change from clustered
targets to singular ones. is trend is tighter (i.e. the whiskers and boxes cover fewer c ategories
on the Likert scale) than the trend exhibited with the pilot experiment, shown in gure 5.18a.
Such similarities to the pilot experiment for the post-trial statement results extend to the
remaining three charts. Subjects were unanimous in their answers that the task was “challenging”,
as demonstrated in gure 5.18b, although 8% of the results were outliers, albeit still in the similar
categories (“Neither”–“Agree”) ignoring the single “Disagree” response for both segmentation
degrees 5 and 6. e upward trend indicates that as segmentation degree is increased, subjects
nd the task more “challenging”.
e remaining two statement answers involving the image size (gure5.18c) and the present-
ation rate (gure 5.18d) follow the same trends as with the pilot experiment: as segmentation
degree is increased, subjects nd the images both smaller and faster. On average subjects found
the image size for segmentation degrees 1–4 “Okay” with only the remaining two settings (5 and
6) found “Small” or “Too Small” despite the dimensions of the images at these two segmentation
degrees being broadly similar to those exhibited with segmentation degree 4. In general most
participants found the presentation rate for segmentation degrees 2–6 “Fast” or “Too Fast”, with
only segmentation degree 1 found to be “Okay”.
Such similarities to the pilot experiment results, albeit with a tighter trend, suggest that the
h hypothesis was correct in that the qualitative perception would hold between the change
from clustered targets to singular ones.
ere is a statistically signicant result commensurate across all four statements. ese p-
values are the highlighted cells (in grey) in tables 5.4–5.7, and indicate that the p-values for the
survey results between the rst two segmentation degrees (1–2) and the latter two (5–6) are below
the generally accepted threshold of p < 0.05. erefore from these results, one can say that the 24
subjects from the primary experiment experienced less target identication condence (i.e. they
were less condent that they saw all the targets within a trial) while also nding the task more
“challenging”. All of the subjects in the main experiment found both the pr esentation rate faster
and image size smaller when comparing the rst twosegmentation degrees to the latter two.
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Table 5.4 – Pairwise comparisons for the results of the target identication condence statement grouped
by segmentation degree, using the Wilcoxon rank sum test with a Holm–Bonferroni adjust-
ment. Values presented are p-values, correct to three decimal places. Statistically signicant
comparisons are shown in bold text (p < 0.05).
Segmentation Degree
1 2 3 4 5 6
Se
gm
en
ta
ti
on
D
eg
re
e
1 ×
2 0.045 ×
3 0.006 0.855 ×
4 <0.001 0.233 0.602 ×
5 <0.001 0.044 0.233 0.855 ×
6 <0.001 0.001 0.009 0.130 0.318 ×
Table 5.5 – Pairwise comparisons for the results of the task challenge statementgrouped by segmentation
degree, using theWilcoxon rank sum test with aHolm–Bonferroni adjustment. Values presented
are p-values, correct to three decimal places. Statistically signicant comparisons are shown in
bold text (p < 0.05).
Segmentation Degree
1 2 3 4 5 6
Se
gm
en
ta
ti
on
D
eg
re
e
1 ×
2 0.156 ×
3 <0.001 0.045 ×
4 <0.001 0.016 0.854 ×
5 <0.001 0.002 0.156 0.267 ×
6 <0.001 <0.001 0.035 0.083 0.855 ×
Table 5.6 – Pairwise comparisons for the results of the image size statement grouped by segmentation
degree,using theWilcoxon rank sum testwith aHolm–Bonferroni adjustment. Values presented
are p-values, correct to three decimal places. Statistically signicant comparisons are shown in
bold text (p < 0.05).
Segmentation Degree
1 2 3 4 5 6
Se
gm
en
ta
ti
on
D
eg
re
e
1 ×
2 0.171 ×
3 0.003 0.082 ×
4 <0.001 0.003 0.171 ×
5 <0.001 0.001 0.078 0.429 ×
6 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.009 ×
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Table 5.7 – Pairwise comparisons for the results of the presentation rate statement grouped by segmentation
degree, using theWilcoxon rank sum testwith aHolm–Bonferroni adjustment. Values presented
are p-values, correct to three decimal places. Statistically signicant comparisons are shown in
bold text (p < 0.05).
Segmentation Degree
1 2 3 4 5 6
Se
gm
en
ta
ti
on
D
eg
re
e
1 ×
2 0.004 ×
3 <0.001 0.039 ×
4 <0.001 0.006 0.738 ×
5 <0.001 0.001 0.334 0.334 ×
6 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.038 ×
5.7.3 Post-Experiment Comparisons
As before with the pilot experiment, aer each subject had seen their six sequences of images they
were presented with a review screen showing all the sequences they observed in the order they
were presented. Two questions were asked, covering preference (gure 5.19a) and perceived success
(gure 5.19b), with each participant being able to vote for one of the sequences they observed
once per question.
e votes from the post-experiment comparison questions shown in gures 5.19a–5.19b, are
identical but more pronounced to the trends observed with the pilot experimen t. Despite more
than half of the subjects preferring segmentation degree 1, almost half thought they were most
successful when observing the terrain using segmentation degree 2. e outliers of preference for
the higher degrees of segmentation did not occur with the main experiment.
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Figure 5.19 – Bar-charts collating the votes for particular presentation trials, organised by segmentation
degree, from the post-experiment comparison questions
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5.7.4 Fatigue
e nal change made to this main experiment in comparison to the pilot experiment was the
use of a h Likert-scale statement concerning fatigue (as shown previously in gure 5.15). At the
end of each trial, subjects answered their agreement on a ve-point scale to the statement “I feel
mentally fatigued aer that sequence.”e results from this survey are shown as a box-and-whisker
in gure 5.20, grouped by the six segmentation degrees.
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Q5: "I feel mentally fatigued after that sequence."
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Figure 5.20 – Responses to the post-presentation subjective statement on fatigue. averaged by segmentation
degree for the main experiment
A clear, but gentle trend can be observed with increasing segmentation degree in gure 5.20,
with relatively broad whiskers (indicating a high variance, i.e. diering opinions). Subjects broadly
disagreed that they felt mentally fatigued with the slower presentation rate and larger image sizes
of segmentation degrees 1 and 2, with half the responses (lemost two blue bars in gure 5.20)
being between “Disagree” and “Neither”. e opposite is true for segmentation degrees 5 and 6,
with half of the survey responses existing between “Neither” and “Agree” (rightmost two bars).
e middle two segmentation degrees—3 and 4—solicited indierent responses, with almost
all existing within the middle of the Likert-scale. As before with the other four statements, a
pairwise comparison was made for these fatigue statement results, with the p-values presented
in table 5.8. Again, the region of interest in this matrix is the dierence between segmentation
degrees 1–2 and 5–6, which is statistically signicant to the p < 0.05 level.
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Table 5.8 – Pairwise comparisons for the results of the fatigue statement grouped by segmentation degree,
using the Wilcoxon rank sum test with a Holm–Bonferroni adjustment. Values presented are
p-values, correct to three decimal places. Statistically signicant comparisons are shown in
bold text (p < 0.05).
Segmentation Degree
1 2 3 4 5 6
Se
gm
en
ta
ti
on
D
eg
re
e
1 ×
2 1.00 ×
3 0.092 0.469 ×
4 0.092 0.469 1.00 ×
5 0.003 0.026 1.00 1.00 ×
6 0.001 0.003 0.341 0.341 1.00 ×
An alternative qualitative method of exploring any possible fatigue felt by the subjects when
participating in this study is to observe the results groupedby trial number to see if the performance
of some subjects was aected by the ordering of the experiment. Such eects are greatly reduced
by the BBD used, however the results may still be of interest.
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Figure 5.21 – Target identication results over successive experimental trials
Figure 5.21 shows a bar-chart collating the results across the order in which the six trials per
subject were performed. While there is a some variation in the number of correctly identied
targets between trials, this dierence was negligeable with no distinct trend.
e average number of targets correctly identied targets (blue bars, gure 5.21) by each subject
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in their rst trial was exactly 1.50. Over the course of the six trials, the average number of correct
identications varied from a low of 1.29 for the second trial to a high of 1.63 for the h. e
standard deviation was (H5.4) large, varying from 0.841–1.12.
e trend with the number of mistakenly identied objects per trial was more interesting,
as can be seen with the progression of bars against the trial number in orange, at the bottom of
gure 5.21. e average number of these mistakes per trial decreased from a high of 2.13 objects
per trial with segmentation degree 1, to a low of 0.708 objects per trial with segmentation degree
5, with segmentation degree 6 being similar to 5. e standard deviation for these mistakenly
identied objects was even higher than that for the correctly identied category, preventing any
strong conjectures being sourced from this data.
Nonetheless the opposite of fatigue appears to be happening, as subjects become better at
discriminating targets from non-targets as the experiment progressed. is trend in mistakenly
identied objects grouped by segmentation degree (orange bars on the lower third of gure5.21)
disagrees with the survey results shown in gure 5.20. While it is true that subjects perceived
higher amounts of mental fatigue as the segmentation degree went up, this sensation may have
been conated with the concentration required for the experiment, which reduced and hence
improved the number of mistakenly identied objects indicated by each subject as the experiment
progressed.
5.7.5 Eye-Movement Analysis
For the purpose of this chapter into the segmentation experiment, this eye-movement analysis
will focus on two small elements of the eye-tracking data, leaving the remainder for the nal
chapter:
1. Eye-movement speed
2. Eye-gaze xation locations
From these two forms of analysis on the eye-movements of the subjects can reveal both fatigue
and a reason behind the large number of mistakenly identied objects per trial.
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Eye-Movement Speed
Figure 5.22 portrays the average (mean) and standard deviation of the recorded eye-movement
speed per experiment trial, grouped by segmentation degree. is metric allows us to compare
this data to other comparable experiments, such as those shown by Corsato et al. ( 2008) (results
presented in gure 5.14). In particular these results allow us to determine the fatigue felt by subjects
with a given segmentation degree as opposed to the level of mental fatigue reported by the subject.
is distinction between perceived and reported fatigue is important, as the former is unbiased
because it dicult to control the movement of your eyes (Guitton et al. 1985).
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Figure 5.22 – Eye-movement speed grouped by segmentation degree
As can be seen across the segmentation degrees in gure 5.22, as segmentation degree is
increased, the average eye-movement speed per trial decreases—the subjects move their eyes
less— in a non-linear fashion. is opposes the trend found with the results by Corsato et al.
(2008) where an increase in scan-path length (analogous to eye-movement speed) correlated
strongly with an increase in reported subjective fatigue. In this experiment the opposite seems
true: as the subjects moved their eyes less frequently, they reported an increased perception of
fatigue.
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Eye-Gaze Fixation Locations
Understanding the high occurences of mistakenly identied objects per experiment sequence is
important as it is the primary invalidator of the suitability of this presentation method for use
within the WiSAR scenario.
Figure 5.23 shows two eye-gaze xation heat-maps superimposed upon the stimuli for two
specic tiles. Figure 5.23a shows a tile from terrain G under segmentation degree 1 where a target
is present—the blue areas indicating minimal xation activity and the yellow areas indicating
high occurences of xations—whereas gure 5.23b features a tile later on in the sequence under
the same settings where 17 of the 24 subjects who saw this terrain mistakenly identied a post as a
target.
(a) Target Present (b) Target Absent
Figure 5.23 – Heat-maps of two specic tiles from a single terrain presented in segmentation degree 1,
overlaid with a heat-map showing the aggregate location of xations across all trials that
observed these particular tiles with this presentation mode.
Such occurences of mistakenly identied targets were inevitable given the naturalistic stimuli
used for the experiment.
5.7.6 Detailed Comparison
To explore the way in which the dierent segmentation degrees aect perception and hence
target identication. In the initial phase of the analysis, a one-way ANOVA found the eect of
segmentation degree on the number of correctly identied targets was not signicant (p = 0.317,
full analysis in section 5.7.1).
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Representing the data in a dierent format can occasionally reveal results that were intially
hard to observe. While the number of correctly identied targets was broadly the same across
segmentation degrees (averages of 1.17–1.75 targets per trial) a constancy of identication can not
be established from the standard statistical test, despite the visualisation of the results (gure 5.16)
indicating otherwise.
Figure 5.24 –e number of correct identications plotted againstsegmentation degree as a heat-map to
indicate the number of subjects who attained this level of correct identication during a trial
presented at a given segmentation degree. Contour lines are provided to indicate regions of
constant frequency.
Such an alternative representation of the average number of correctly identied targets per
trial grouped by segmentation degree can be seen in the contour-map shown in gure 5.24. By
focusing on the number of correctly identied targets (y-axis) one can nd high frequencies
within the heat-map that may suggest the consensus of the subjects tested through this experiment
for a given segmentation degree.
From this contour-map, segmentation degree 2 appears to have an area of interest around
2 identied targets per sequence, with the intersection between a single target per trial and
segmentation degree 5 also occurring frequently during the experiment.
ese regions of high-frequency were examined more closely. Comparing segmentation
degrees 2 and 5 using the Kruskal–Wallis test; the eect of segmentation degree on the number of
correct identications was not signicant (H = 0.0005, 1 d . f ., p = 0.983). is probability is high
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enough that the reverse of the hypothesis under test can be considered: these two segmentation
degrees were identical if we ignore the variations between subjects. erefore there is a constancy
of perception, or target identication, between the two segmentation degrees of 2 and 5. Despite
the rate changing from 970 ms/tile down to 155 ms/tile (with the corresponding reduction in
image size from 50% of the screen to 4%) the ability for subjects to identify targets is unchanged.
Such changes in target identication may manifest themselves in the other categories. To
investigate, another Kruskal–Wallis test was performed to nd the eect between segmentation
degrees 2 and 5 on the number of mistakenly identied objects per trial. Such FPs were not
signicant to the standard level (H = 0.891, d . f . = 1, p = 0.345). erfore with this indeterminate
result, it is unclear whether the number of mistakenly identied objects per trial is aected by the
change in presentation mode.
5.8 General Discussion
5.8.1 Summary
Surprisingly, the results from this experimental investigation show thatwhen attempting to identify
inconspicuous targets, the combination of presentation rate and image size to ensure a constant
ux of information has little to no eect. e combination of increased presentation rate with
a corresponding reduction in image size forces the observer to adopt a signicantly dierent
visual search strategy, characterised by a reduction in recorded eye-movements. Despite this
change in the primary method of visual attention changing, the results show a constancy in target
identication.
Such a relationship between a reduction in eye-movements corresponding to an increase
or maintainance of performance—accuracy in the task of identication— is mirrored by the
conclusions by other authors who have explored RSVP in such a task. However, the task chosen
by both Cooper et al. (2006); Corsato et al. (2008) was a category search task, where the goal is to
nd a specic photograph matching a theme (e.g. owers, transport, clothing). e use of a RSVP
for a target identication task is novel in that the subject has been tasked with nding a known
entity within the sequence of imagery.
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5.8.2 reats to Internal Validity
Permitted Identication Time
ePIT is the window of time in which a space-bar press is associated with a target-present tile is a
potential threat to the internal validity of this experiment. Increasing the PIT potentially increases
the number of mistakenly identied objects being counted as correct identications, whereas
reducing the time window has the opposite eect: reducing the number of correct identications
as the uncontrollable factor of subject reaction time aects the identication results.
In the pilot experiment concerning segmentation, the collation of space-bar presses to target-
present tiles was performed by hand. e presence of multiple targets in a given tile, and targets
spanning multiple tiles led to a unprecise methodology for the categorisation of space-bar presses
into the three identication categories. Figure 5.25 explains a very small segment of the visualisation
utilised to conduct this collation, called a space-bar track, and is an exemplar taken from the main
experiment. e sole dierence in this visualisation between the pilot and main experiment is the
presence of the identication categorisation in question: the blue diamonds representing the end
of the PIT, and hence categorising this target-present tile as an unidentied identication; the
red squares indicating a space-bar press placed within the mistakenly identied category; and
nally the green circles, indicating a correct identication at the time it occurred, be it while the
target-present tile was onscreen, or up to two seconds aerwards (i.e. the PIT).
e decision to use two seconds for thePIT was not arbitrary. From observing the space-bar
tracks (gure 5.25) for every trial in the pilot study, the two second time appeared to incorporate the
majority of space-bar presses associated with target-present tiles. is was conrmed objectively
by using the eye-movement data—to observe whether subjects had actually xated on a given
target—shown previously in gure 5.23.
Nonetheless, the process ofmodifying the PIT does aect the number of correct identications,
and hence is a severe threat to internal validity. To establish how large this eect is, the space-bar
records were analysed with the identication classication algorithmwith varying amounts of PIT.
e results of this analysis, on how varying PIT aects the correctly identied results is shown in
gure5.26, and the role it plays in the number of mistaken identications is shown in gure5.27.
e trend shown by varying the PIT for correct identications in gure 5.26 demonstrates that
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First Trial
Terrain I, Segmentation Degree 3
Second Trial
L 6
Third Trial
J 2
Fourth Trial
K 4
Fifth Trial
H 1
Sixth Trial
G 5
Correct Identiﬁcation
Mistakenly Identiﬁed Object
Unidentiﬁed Target (End of PIT)
Tile Dimensions
Eye Visible to Eye-gaze Tracker
Horizontal Eye-gaze Location
Vertical Eye-gaze Location
Target-present Tile
Subject Potentially Foveating Target
Tiles
Trial Duration (s)
Trial Duration (samples at 60 Hz)
Mistakenly identiﬁed 
object moments after 
the PIT expired from the 
target
2000 ms PIT between 
target disappearing and 
an unidentiﬁed target 
being declared
Target appears
Subject foveates target
Shortly after ﬁrst glance, 
subject presses space-
bar key (a correct 
identiﬁcation) 
Subject foveated the 
target and ~250 ms later 
pressed the space-bar 
target after two target-
absent tiles
Subject looked 
elsewhere, then on-
target (ﬁrst black bar) 
then away, then on-
target, then away, hit the 
space-bar key, then 
stared at the target for a 
full second
A break in the green 
track may indicate a 
blink or eye-gaze 
tracking error
Subject did not foveate 
the target, yet still 
pressed the space-bar 
key
Figure 5.25 – A small segment of the “Space-bar Tracks”: a visualisation of the experiment data used to
analyse identications and their relationships to other data sources recorded during the
experiment.
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Figure 5.26 – Eect of the Permitted Identication Time (PIT) on correct identications
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Figure 5.27 – Eect of the Permitted Identication Time (PIT) on mistaken identications
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the PIT used is perhaps a little longer than necessary. Testing the data with a PIT of one second
results in similar results to the default identication time (thick vertical purple line, gure 5.26)
of two seconds. e same is true for the mistaken identications exhibited in gure 5.26.
e properties of a good PIT would encompass the majority of the expected normal curve for
reaction times. It appears that reaction times for visual stimuli are not aected by the quantity
of information contained within a scene. Bravo and Nakayama (1992) found that reaction times
remained consistent as they varied the number of distracter items in a visual search task. ey
ignored reaction times greater than two seconds.
To further investigate whether this two second cuto point is legitimate in this feature conjunc-
tion search (i.e. naturalistic stimuli), the reaction time for each correctly identied space-bar press
was plotted in gure 5.28. For segmentation degree 1, the majority of target-present space-bar
presses (blue crosses) occurred while the tile was still onscreen (indicated in green). e PIT
is shown in gure 5.28 as the red stepped line—only three space-bar presses occurred away
from the main peak in the distribution centred around 750 ms (consistent with the reaction time
shown for a shape feature search (e.g. Bravo and Nakayama 1992)). Systematic inspection of the
eye-movement records conrmed that these three events were highly likely to have been legitimate
correct identications because the subject had xed on the target.
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Figure 5.28 –e eect of the Permitted Identication Time (PIT) on correct identications when com-
pared to the time the tile was on-screen for at a given segmentation degree
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Blinking
For segmentation degrees 5–6 where the presentation rate is 154–108 ms/tile, the act of blinking
could prove a signicant threat to the internal validity of the results presented through this
investigation. In laboratory conditions, such as those used for this segmentation investigation,
blinks have a mean duration of 154 ms (Wang et al. 2011), which is identical to the rate for
segmentation degree 5.
At higher degrees of segmentation, there is a risk that a subject may blink and hence miss a
target-present tile. Careful analysis of the eye-movement data—that also indicates when the eye is
hidden, e.g. a blink—reveals that there were two occurences of a target-present tile being missed
due to a blink for both segmentation degree 5 and 6. erefore less than 1% of target-present tiles
were missed by blinking.
While this factor is an insignicant threat to the internal validity of the results, it can be
detected. Future work into the use of segmentation for a critical scenario—such as WiSAR—
should repeat tiles that are missed by blinking or the subject looking away from the stimuli.
Time Pressure
e time pressure placed on the subjects through the use of very short experimental trial duration
may have caused the subjects to utilise a un-optimal decision method. While this remains a threat
to the internal validity of the investigation, this style of time-pressure mirrors the problems that
would be encountered in a real-life SAR scenario, and hence is a benet to the external validity of
the investigation.
5.8.3 reats to External Validity
Short Durations
To ensure the most eective use of the subject’s time, short presenta tion times of approximately
58 s were used, with only six trials per subject. In addition to the survey questions and calibration
routines, each experiment was approximately20 minutes long in duration. A typical SAR would
require prolonged concentration for extended periods (Simerson 2004). Momentary lapses of
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concentration may have a greater eect on target identication for higher degrees of segmentation,
hence threatening the external validity of the investigation.e eect of these shorter presentation
durations is believed to be minimal, otherwise the reduction, and hence improvement, in the
number of mistaken identications per trial would not have occurred (see gure 5.21 for the
trend).
5.9 Closing Remarks
e remarkable nding that, not only does the act of increasing the degree of segmentation not
aect the ability for subjects to correctly identify inconspicuous targets within complex naturalistic
stimuli; but the ability for the HVS to comprehend high presentation rates of 155–108 ms/tile and
perform in a similar manner to slower presentation rates suggests that presentation rate is not the
dominating factor in the nding behind this investigation.
rough this exploration of segmentation, each tile has been displayed at its native resolu-
tion, with smaller tiles (at the higher degrees of segmentation) shown with upon a neutral grey
background. is forces the majority of the stimuli to lie within the foveal region of the retina,
minimising the eye-movements required. ere is a well-established correlation betweenvisual
acuity (i.e. the distance from the fovea) and the size of the target to be identied (Anstis 1974).
erefore it would prove valuable to explore the eect of image dimensions on target identic-
ation with some independence from the presentation rate, while keeping such an experiment
commensurate with previous investigations.
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e equivalency between segmentation degrees observed in the previous chapter prompted further
investigation with regards to the eect of image dimensions on target identication. As outlined
in section 3.5.3, enlargement-based inspection uses the same segmentation degrees from chapter 5.
However, this presentation method increases the image dimensions of each tile to ll the screen.
e eect of increasing the enlargement factor on the primary metric of target identication
will form the basis of the hypotheses for this chapter. As explored in section 3.5.3, Ma et al. (2004)
and others have found improvements when utilising the full dimensions of the retina, therefore
prompting this presentation method design.
6.1 Hypotheses
As with the previous two experimental investigations into SVP (chapter 4) and segmentation-
based inspection (chapter 5), a controlled experiment was conducted to evaluate the eectiveness
of enlargement-based inspection.
e primary metric for answering the fundamental research question for this thesis can be
determined by analysing the target identication results. Investigating how the visual data from a
WiSAR UAV be manipulated to increase the eectiveness ofvisual search can be determined for
enlargement-based inspection through the following two hypotheses:
H6.1 As the enlargement factor is increased, target identication accuracy is improved
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H6.2 e mistakenly identied object (FP) rate is signicantly reduced with the increase in
enlargement factor
e rst hypothesis (H6.1) also test the conjecture made byMa et al. (2004) that by performing
a non-linear magnication of any potential peripheral targets utilises more of the retina—particu-
larly the more sensitive centrally located fovea—and therefore would enhance target identication
in comparison to an unmagnied presentation of the stimuli.
e second hypothesis (H6.2) aims to investigate whether the increase in mistakenly identied
objects as segmentation degree increased (observed in chapter 5) was caused by the smaller image
dimensions. e live terrain view constraint outlined in chapter 3 prevents an investigation of the
role of presentation rate on this metric of FPs.
In addition to the two primary hypothesis concerning target identication performance, the
role of the spotter in the WiSAR inspired task is of interest. erefore the next two hypotheses
concern the qualitative and subconscious response from the subjects:
H6.3 equalitative results will indicate aminornon-signicant preference for lower enlargement
factors
H6.4 e same centralised and static eye-movement behaviour will become predominant as the
enlargement factor is increased
Qualitative results in the form of a user-experience survey were again conducted aer each
experiment trial to answer the third hypothesis (H6.3). As with the segmentation-based inspection,
a minor preference for the lower presentation rates (i.e. smaller enlargement factors) is expected.
e fourth and nal hypothesis (H6.4) aims to test whether the central visual orienting
observed with higher segmentation degrees in the previous experimental investigation can be
repeated despite the stimuli lling the screen. Determining whether this eect is dependent on
presentation rate or image dimensions is important because it is a simple passive method of
enforcing a particular visual search method such as ecient search.
ese hypotheses aim to investigate the viability of enlargement-based inspection given the
equivalency observed with segmentation-based inspection.
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6.2 Experiment Design & Procedure
6.2.1 Presentation Method Design
e presentation method design for enlargement-based inspection is a repeat of the segmentation
experiment, except instead of the imagery being shown at its native resolution in the centre of the
screen, the stimuli is magnied to ll the whole screen.
By enlarging the tiles of the segmented terrain strip, the targets are also enlarged. Table 6.1
shows the eect of enlargement factor on target size. At their native resolution, the targets are
normally 15 pixels in height (1/3○ visual angle), however at the upper enlargement factor, 6 × , the
targets are approximately 90 pixels wide (2○). is dramatic increase in target dimensions does
not convey any additional information to the subject because the resolution of the original terrain
strip is xed by the camera optics and image sensor characteristics.
Table 6.1 – Experiment Parameters detailing the interaction of each parameter on the resulting stimuli.
e combination of segmentation degree and enlargement factor results in tiles that occupy the
full size of the monitor (1024 × 768 pixels, 23○ × 17○ visual angle).
Segmentation Enlargement Target Width Tile Duration
Degree Factor (pixels) (○) (ms)
1 1 15 0.332 3878
2 2 30 0.665 970
3 3 45 0.997 431
4 4 60 1.33 242
5 5 75 1.66 155
6 6 90 1.99 108
Section 3.5.3 describes the image manipulation performed to create the enlarged tile sets for
the experiment. is process is explored in gure 6.1 for the rst three enlargement factors. e
tiles of the terrain strip from the segmentation-based inspection experiment (gure 6.1, le) are
enlarged at the same factor as the segmentation degree (middle) to ll the screen (right).
Figure 6.2 shows the results of the enlargement manipulation on an example tile across the six
enlargement factors. e rst enlargement factor is identical to segmentation degree 1 and the
SVP method explored previously.
As the enlargement factor is increased, the target—hidden towards the bottom of a clump of
bushes in the top-le of the original tile (gure 6.2a)—becomes less distinct as the enlargement
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Figure 6.1 – Diagraming showing the segmentation of each terrain strip (le), including the orderin g of
the resulting tiles, followed by the enlargement factor (middle) to increase the dimensions
of the tile to match the screen (right) for enlargement factors 1–3. e presentation rate for
the sequence is shown as the time t to display a single Serial Visual Presentation (SVP) tile
(i.e. enlargement factor 1).
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(a) Enlargement Factor 1 (b) Enlargement Factor 2
(c) Enlargement Factor 3 (d) Enlargement Factor 4
(e) Enlargement Factor 5 (f) Enlargement Factor 6
Figure 6.2 – Example target-present tiles under the enlargement-based presentation method.
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factor increases. However the contrast dierence between thetarget and the background stimuli
remains distinct, permitting identication.
6.2.2 Improvements to the Experiment
Iterative improvements were made to the experimental method to enhance the possibility of
obtaining signicant responses to the hypotheses.
e soware that manages the ow of the experiment and guides the subject and investigator
through each sequence of experiment trials was improved, with shorter pauses between trials now
possible. e introduction to the experiment was modied to include two example sequences
with dierent, but similar stimuli to those used during the trials. e example sequences were
shown in enlargement factors 2 and 5 to encompass the majority of the presentation methods.
e subjective questionnaire statements were repeated from the segmentation-based experi-
ment, encompassing condence, challenge, image size, presentation rate and fatigue.e responses
to the image size statement in the segmentation-based experiment, “I found the size of the im-
ages. . . ”, was rephrased to provide more useful qualitative results. e replacement statement,
shown in gure 6.3 asks for the subject to agree or disagree with the statement: “I found the targets
easy to spot. . . ”. e previously discussed eect of enlargement factor on target appearance is
of interest to evaluate whether larger targets at higher presentation rates can still be correctly
identied.
Figure 6.3 –e easy to spot statement shown to subjects in lieu of the image size statement from the
previous segmentation-based inspection experiment.
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6.2.3 Conducting the Experiment
As before with the segmentation-based inspection experiment, twelve subjects were initially
recruited who had no prior experience of any of the investigations explored in this thesis. All
were drawn from the student and sta population of the Electrical and Electronic Engineering
department of Imperial College London.
Each subject viewed six dierent sequences of terrain simulating the camera feed from anUAV.
Each trial was presented in a dierent enlargement factor. e allocation of terrain sequences and
enlargement factors to subjects was conducted through a randomised BBD as before, resulting in
216 identication results between the twelve subjects.
6.3 Preliminary Analysis of Results
6.3.1 Initial Target Identication Results
e preliminary target identication results from the rst twelve subjects were analysed in the
samemanner as the previous two investigations. Results were averages across subjects in gure 6.4
to provide the average number of correct identications per trial (blue bars), unidentied targets
(red hatching) and the average number of mistakenly identied objects per trial (orange).
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Figure 6.4 – Identication rates averaged by enlargement factor for the preliminary experiment into
enlargement-based inspection
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Commensuratewith the previous two experiments, the numberofmistakenly identiedobjects
(i.e. FPs) gradually increased with enlargement factor, from zero when enlargement factor 1 was
the presentation method employed, to a high of 0.500 space-bar presses per trial for enlargement
factor 5. e absence of any mistaken space-bar presses for enlargement factor 1 (i.e. SVP) is of
interest because it highlights a dierence between these results and those previously obtained for
the same presentation method.
e correct identication rates observed for enlargement factor 1 are substantially dierent to
the results obtained for the same presentation method (previously referred to as segmentation
degree 1 or the SVP method). Only 1.08 targets were correctly identied per trial, compared to
the 1.75 observed in the singular targets segmentation-based inspection experiment.
e primary dierence between this investigation and the segmentation-based inspection
investigation was the introduction video used to train the subjects. e omission of an example
tile sequence in the SVP method may have falsely trained subjects to ignore the comparatively
small (1/3○) targets in this enlargement-based investigation.
6.3.2 Renement
erefore a further twelve subjects were recruited, and a new introductionmade with an additional
example sequence presentedusing enlargement factor 1.e results for the secondgroupof subjects
who viewed this new introduction are shown in gure 6.5.
With the improved training through the new introduction, the number of correct identica-
tions (TPs) were increased by 50% to 1.50 targets per trial. is result is still lower than expected
with the previous experimental investigations, however the result is nowwithin the 95% condence
interval of the standard error (i.e. ±1.96 the standard error). e remaining enlargement factors
exhibit similar correct identication averages to the initial twelve subjects.
With the second group of subjects, the number of mistakenly identied objects (FPs) was
increased, with a low of 0.50 space-bar presses per trial observed for both enlargement facts 3 and
6, and a high of 1.17 space-bar presses for both enlargement factors 4 and 5.
e eect of the dierent forms of introduction given to subjects was of interest. With the
preliminary experiment, featuring two example sequences in its introduction with enlargement
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Figure 6.5 – Identication rates averagedby enlargement factor for the second experiment into enlargement-
based inspection
factors 2 and 5, an average of 1.86 targets were correctly identied per trial. With the second group
of subjects, who observed three example sequences at enlargement factors 1, 2 and 5, the average
number of correct identications increased to 2.11 targets per trial. A one-way ANOVA with a
within-subjects design (treating the terrain strips as continuous, as before) was used to test for
correct identication dierences between the two groups of subjects and was found to not be
statistically signicant (F(1, 22) = 3.89, p = 0.0612).
However the increase in mistakenly identied objects, from0.222 space-bar presses per trial
on average with the preliminary experiment and0.750 space-bar presses per trial for the second
group of subjects was signcant. A one-way ANOVAwith a within-subjects design was conducted
and the value p = 0.038 was calculated (F(1, 22) = 4.87).
Based on the lesser signicance of the training provided to subjects on correct identications,
the decision to combine the results and treat all 24 subjects as part of the same experimental
investigation was made. By combining the results from the two groups of subjects, the statistical
power of the results can be improved, and the potentially misleading eect of introduction on
target identication performance can be discounted.
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6.4 Analysis of Results
6.4.1 Target Identication
e target identication performance averaged over all 24 subjects is shown in gure 6.6. e
number of correct identications (blue bars) per trial for enlargement factor 1 was 1.29 targets,
whereas for enlargement factors 2–6, a constancy in identication was observed with the average
number of correctly identied targets ranging from 1.92–2.25 per trial.
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Figure 6.6 – Identication rates averaged by enlargement factor for all subjects in the enlargement-based
inspection investigation
e rst hypothesis (H6.1) predicted an improvement in target identication with an increase
in the enlargement factor, commensurate with the results by Ma et al. (2004). However, with the
corresponding increase in presentation rate, a constancy was observed in correct identications.
Nonetheless, a one-way ANOVA was conducted with a within-subjects design, yielding a statistic-
ally signicant result (F(5, 115) = 3.73, p = 0.00367). is signicance is primarily due to the low
number of correct identications recorded for enlargement factor 1. erefore the rst hypothesis
(H6.1) is rejected.
e second hypothesis (H6.2) also predicted an improvement in target identication, with a
reduction in mistakenly identied objects as the enlargement factor was increased. ere was no
apparent trend betweenenlargement factors for mistakenly identied objects (gure6.6, orange
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bars) with the number of space-bar presses per trial ranging from 0.208–0.833. However the eect
of the enlargement factor on the number of FPs was statistically signicant (F(5, 115) = 2.60,
p = 0.0289 with a one-way within-subjects ANOVA). is unclear trend means that despite the
signicant result, the second hypothesis (H6.2) is also rejected.
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Figure 6.7 – Identication rates averaged by the terrain strip observed for all subjects inthe enlargement-
based inspection investigation.
Figure 6.7 shows the target identication results grouped by terrain type. e terrains are
named M–R and correspond to the previously used singular target terrains G–L used in the
segmentation-based inspection experimental investigation.
As previously observed with the preceeding two investigations into segmentation and the SVP
method, the rst ve terrains exhibit similar target identication performance. In contrast, terrain
R (identical to terrain L in the previous investigation) was the most dicult, with an a verage of
0.833 targets being observed out of the three available.
6.4.2 Qualitative Results
Post-trial Statements
e qualitative results from the post-trial statements are recorded in the box-plots in gure 6.8.
For the condence statement, gure 6.8a, there was no observable trend between enlargement
factors. e majority of respondents to the statement “I was condent that I saw all of the targets”
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Figure 6.8 – Box-plots of the responses to the ve statements presented aer each experiment trial
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indicated a preference between “Disagree” and “Agree”. A series of pairwise comparisons for these
condence results grouped by enlargement factor, using theWilcoxon rank sum test with a Holm–
Bonferroni adjustment was conducted, with no combination yielding a statistically signicant
result.
e same test was conducted on the challenge statement: “I found the task challenging” and
reected the trend that subjects found the task more challenging as th e enlargement factor was
increased. is result was signicant for enlargement factor 1 against enlargement factors 4–6
(p ≤ 0.01) and for enlargement factor 2 against 4 and 5 (p < 0.05).
With the new statement of “I found the targets easy to spot”, the median result was for subjects
to “Agree” for enlargement factors 1–2. e next four enlargement factors (3–6) trended towards
“Disagree”, as observed through the Wilcoxon rank sum test where the highest probability was
p = 0.0127 for enlargement factor 2 against 3–6.
e eect of increasing the presentation rate (i.e. increasing the enlargement factor) on the
perceived presentation rate was pronounced. Subjects, on average, reported that enlargement
factor 1 was “Slow”, while 2–3 were “Okay” and 4–5 were “Fast”. Enlargement factor 6 was found
to be between “Fast” and “Too Fast”. is trend was statistically signicant across almost all
combinations of enlargement factors with the Wilcoxon rank sum test.
However with the fatigue question “I feel mentally fatigued aer that sequence”, median
responses ranged from “Disagree” to the middle option of “Neither”. e only signicant combin-
ations with these results were for enlargement factor 1 against enlargement factors 3–6, suggesting
that there was a slight increase in fatigue as the enlargement factor was increased.
Post-experiment Comparisons
At the end of each experiment, the subject was invited by the investigator to c hoose which trial
they felt was the most successful, and which they preferred for the task of nding targets. As with
the segmentation presentation method experiment, each trial was shown in thumb nail form to
the subject in the order they observed theenlargement factors.
e results for these post-experiment comparisons are shown in gure 6.9. e majority of
subjects felt they were most successful using enlargement factor 1, and also that they preferred
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Figure 6.9 – Bar-charts of the responses to the comparison questions presented at the end of each subject’s
experiment to compare the six enlargement factors observed
enlargement factor 1.
Given this preference in the post-experiment comparisons, and the statistical signicance
of the challenge and easy to spot statements there is a clear overall preference for the smaller
enlargement factors. erefore the third hypothesis (H6.3) is accepted.
6.4.3 Eye-movement Behaviour
To accept or reject the fourth hypothesis, regarding the predominance of a centralised and static
eye-movement behaviour as enlargement factor is increased, is more complex to determine.
Eye-movement Velocity
To establish whether the eye-movement behaviour becomes more static with higher enlargement
factors, one can analyse the eye-movement velocity averaged per experiment trial, shown in
gure 6.10.
For enlargement factors 1 and 2, where the presentation rate is between 3878–970 ms, the
recorded eye-movement velocity was between 23.5–25.0○/s averaged per trial. ese two points
in gure 6.10 are in contrast to enlargement factors 3–6 where the average eye-movement velocity
per trial was in the range of 10.4–13.5○/s.
is discontinuity is more pronounced than that observed for the segmentation-based inspec-
tion results, and hints that the eye-movement behaviour of subjects is forced into moving less
with higher enlargement factors.
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Figure 6.10 – A scatter graph showing the average eye-movement velocity per trial grouped by enlargement
factor
Centralised Visual Orienting
If the eye is moving less with higher enlargement factors, then is the spread of xations also more
centralised? To answer the second part of the fourth hypothesis (H6.4), the eye-gaze tracker
records from the experiment were analysed. Using an I-VT (Salvucci and Goldberg 2000) velocity-
based algorithm, xations were interpreted from the raw eye-gaze records with a minimum
duration of 100 ms and a minimum saccadic velocity of 20○/s in accordance with normal practice.
From these xations, a series of heat-maps were constructed, as shown in gures 6.11–6.16.
To determine whether the eye-movements were becoming more centralised as the enlargement
factor was increased, a Gaussian surface was tted to the normalised data. e variables for these
Gaussian surfaces are recorded in table 6.2. ese Gaussian surfaces were then plotted above each
heat-map for each enlargement factor in gures 6.11–6.16.
Figure 6.11 shows the heat-map and tted Gaussian surface for enlargement factor 1. e
coecient of determination for the tted Gaussian in comparison to the heat-map data from
which it is derived is R2 = 0.650, indicating a poor t. e distribution of xations on the screen at
enlargement factor 1 is quite uniform, due to the long presentation rate of 3878 ms/tile permitting
a standard inecient search of the complex terrain.
In contrast, the coecient of determination for the tted Gaussian surfaces on the data
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Table 6.2 – Variables for the tted gaussian surfaces of the xation dur-
ation data grouped by enlargement factor. e coecient of
determination (R2) suggests the accuracy of the tted gaussian
to the observed data.
Enlargement Factor A xo yo σx σy R2
1 0.413 508 337 256 153 0.650
2 0.722 517 342 88.2 70.5 0.926
3 0.870 514 338 64.3 57.4 0.940
4 0.854 519 354 62.8 66.0 0.942
5 0.830 507 350 61.7 54.7 0.937
6 0.802 511 357 60.3 51.3 0.940
e Gaussian surface function is dened as f (x , y) =
Aexp(−( (x−xo)22σ 2x +
(y−yo)2
2σ 2y
)) where A is the amplitude, xo , yo is
the centre, σx , σy is the spread.
e coecient of determination is dened as R2 = 1 −
∑(n i − p i)2/∑(n i − n¯)2 where ni are the observed data-points
(i.e. the heat-map), fi are the tted gaussian data-points, and n¯
is the mean of the observed data.
from enlargement factors 2–6 is R2 ≥ 0.926 indicating a good t. is t could be improved by
permitting rotated or skewed Gaussian functions, which the current model omits for simplicity.
Figure 6.11 – A tted gaussian surface (white wire-frame) suspended above the heat-map of theobserved
xation durations at each pixel of the screen for enlargement factor 1. e xation duration
results are normalised, with a 0% xation activity corresponding to no observed xations at
this location, and a 100% xation activity corresponding to the most xated location.
e tightness of the Gaussian surface spread (σx and σy) increases with enlargement factor,
suggesting that the eye-movement behaviour of subjects becomes more centralised and stable
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Figure 6.12 – A tted gaussian surface (white wire-frame) suspended above the heat-map of the observed
xation durations at each pixel of the screen for enlargement factor 2. e xation duration
results are normalised, with a 0% xation activity corresponding to no observed xations at
this location, and a 100% xation activity corresponding to the most xated location.
Figure 6.13 – A tted gaussian surface (white wire-frame) suspended above the heat-map of theobserved
xation durations at each pixel of the screen for enlargement factor 3. e xation duration
results are normalised, with a 0% xation activity corresponding to no observed xations at
this location, and a 100% xation activity corresponding to the most xated location.
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Figure 6.14 – A tted gaussian surface (white wire-frame) suspended above the heat-map of the observed
xation durations at each pixel of the screen for enlargement factor 4. e xation duration
results are normalised, with a 0% xation activity corresponding to no observed xations at
this location, and a 100% xation activity corresponding to the most xated location.
Figure 6.15 – A tted gaussian surface (white wire-frame) suspended above the heat-map of theobserved
xation durations at each pixel of the screen for enlargement factor 5. e xation duration
results are normalised, with a 0% xation activity corresponding to no observed xations at
this location, and a 100% xation activity corresponding to the most xated location.
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Figure 6.16 – A tted gaussian surface (white wire-frame) suspended above the heat-map of the observed
xation durations at each pixel of the screen for enlargement factor 6. e xation duration
results are normalised, with a 0% xation activity corresponding to no observed xations at
this location, and a 100% xation activity corresponding to the most xated location.
with this increase in enlargement factor. All the surfaces are centred on the middle of the screen
(x = 512, y = 384 pixels) to within 1% in the horizontal axis, although the average location of
the peak in the vertical axis is approximately 10% towards the top of the screen. is vertical
discrepancy is probably present due to the height of the seat rather than any cognitive decision by
the subject.
e overall trend in the tted Gaussian surfaces is for the eye-movement behaviour to become
more centralised and stable with increasing enlargement factor, leading to the conclusion that the
fourth hypothesis (H6.4) should be accepted.
Target Foveation
Due to the way the terrain strips are segmented, the locations of the targets on the screen varies
with each enlargement factor. Figure 6.17 shows the cumulative on-target xation duration per
enlargement factor. During the inecient search conducted by subjects with enlargement factor
1, more targets are foveated despite their small size (see table 6.1). However despite the targets
becoming larger with the increase in enlargement factor, there is no observable trend between the
target foveation and enlargement factor.
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Figure 6.17 – A bar-chart showing the cumulative xation duration for each target, grouped by enlargement
factor. Higher bars indicate that the targets observed in this enlargement factor were xated
for longer.
6.5 General Discussion
A constancy in correct identications was observed for the visual search task of identifying a
target in complex naturalistic stimuli with an enlargement-based presentation method. is does
not conrm the nding by Ma et al. (2004) that increasing the size of potential targets in the
periphery would enhance identication performance, even if the stimuli was presented for a short
duration (250 ms). However, this presentation method incorporated an increase in presentation
rate as the enlargement was increased. ese results instead correlate with the nding by Enoch
(1959, p. 285) that the screen size has little impact on identication, and the review by Chan and
Courtney (1996, p. 117) that visual acuity (e.g. the size of targets on the retina) also has little impact.
e impact of training in aWiSAR scenario was highlighted as critical for target identication,
given the 50% increase in correct identications observed by a minor modication to the training
provided to subjects.
A minor increase in mistakenly identied objects was recorded, commensurate with the
previous segmentation-based inspection method.
From the constancy in target identication performance recordedwith increasing enlargement
factor, alternative methods for enlarging imagery were explored. Providing amagnication lens on
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the terrain does not hinder identication, andmay assist it in some cases. However the mechanism
for engaging such a magnication lens is dicult to incorporate into the presentat ion methods
explored thus far with limited interactivity.
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Gaze-contingent Displays
Following from the experimental investigation into enlargement-based inspection, a dierent
series of presentation methods were developed to enhance visual search. Utilising the results from
the eye-movement data recorded in the previous experiments, a simple algorithm was developed
to exploit the target tracking phenomena associated with smooth pursuit. Such eye-movements
only occurred for the moving presentation method explored in chapter 4. Smooth pursuit events
can be detected by analysing aMoving Fixation Zone (MFZ), where subjects show a clear tendency
to continually orient their vision towards targets for signicantly longer durations than non-targets
that are also naturally salient (typically trees, boulders, light soil areas etc.). Since these tracking
events occur subconsciously and some time before the target is brought to the subject’s visual
awareness, this phenomena could be used to indicate targets on the screen before the su bject is
aware of it, potentially enhancing the accuracy and eciency of this visual search task.
Nonetheless, the form of gaze-contingent display demonstrated to participants in this experi-
ment was not used to indicate targets. Instead two modes were trialled to modify the imagery
according to the area of the screen under view, as previously described in chapter 3.
7.1 Introduction
rough the analysis of smooth pursuit events, two GCDs were investigated to potentially enhance
the display. Both were triggered whenever the subject moved their eyes at the same speed, and in
the same direction, as the terrain image. In one approach, magnication, the area under point of
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gaze is magnied by two times for as long as the tracking event continues. In the other, slowing, the
apparent UAV ight speed is halved, again for as long as the tracking event continues. Following
the slowing enhancement, the inherent delay between the currently displayed terrain and the
ground beneath the UAV is compensated for by doubling the observed ight speed for half the
duration for which the slowing enhancement was active.
7.2 Hypotheses
e two GCDs are designed to be invoked subconsciously, and hence assist the subject in identify-
ing targets without any interaction.is principle of not permitting any interaction is commensur-
ate with the conjecture by Zhai et al. (1999, p. 247) that to use a subject’s eye-movement behaviour
for interaction is at odd’s with the absence of visual awareness that occurs when conducting a
visual search.
H7.1 Both GCDs are equally eective for identifying targets
H7.2 emagnication enhancement is activated as oen as the slowing enhancement
H7.3 Subjects express a preference for the magnication enhancement compared to the slowing
enhancement
erst two hypotheses (H7.1–H7.2) test this interactivity principle. If the presentationmethod
under test is only an assistance invoked without visual awareness, then it should be equal to any
other GCD invoked using the same algorithm.
e magnication presentation method presents a magnifying lens above the screen and does
not substantially alter the eye-movement behaviour of the subject unlike the slowing enhancement,
therefore the third hypothesis (H7.3) predicts a preference for the former.
7.3 Operation
Both gaze-contingent enhancements utilised the same extended MFZ detector to determine
whether a subject was observing an object of interest on-screen. Should the subjects’ gaze remain
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xated within a capture region of 35 pixel radius (equivalent to 17.5 feet, 5.33 m on the map or a
visual angle of 1.55○ on the screen) tracking the moving terrain for longer than 25 samples (417 ms),
the enhancement was enabled. e magnication or slowing would cease when the gaze moved
beyond this capture region within two consecutive samples, to accomodate the jitter inherent in
the signal from the eye-gaze tracking equipment.
7.4 Experiment
To ascertain whether either of these two presentation methods could improve visual search per-
formance, an experimentwas conducted to compare the twoGCDs as well as a control presentation
method at two common ight speeds for a WiSAR UAV: 60 and 90 mph. A pilot study included a
120 mph setting which proved too fast for eective utilisation of these gaze-contingent enhance-
ments. e imagery was shown scrolling from right to le as no visual search performance impact
was found by changing the apparent direction of the ight in previous studies (e.g. Mardell et al.
2009). is choice of ight direction also provided a wider display for the tracking ev ents to be
identied.
23 participants (three female, 20 male) drawn from the research community of the Electrical
and Electronic Engineering department of Imperial College London. Although none were directly
familiar with eye-tracking experiments or the WiSAR scenario, all were highly technically literate
and experienced computer users. As with all the previous investigations, each subject was asked
to view a series of terrain strips at each of two UAV ight speeds and was instructed to press
the space-bar key when they identied any person within a sequence. Subjects were briey
familiarised with the appearance of the targets, as part of an introduction, using a static test
card. Each sequence was verbally introduced by name, however the enhancement available was
not demonstrated or explained beforehand. Each sequence covered an identical area of terrain,
with each experiment trial being no longer than 88 s in duration. For each trial, either a single
gaze-contingent enhancement was available or such interactivity was disabled as a control.
At the end of each sequence, subjects were asked to complete a three question interactivity
survey on an 11-point Likert scale, with zero representing “Not at All” and ten representing
”Extremely”. e rst question asked about distractiveness: “How distracting did you nd the
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interactive nature of the system?”e second asked about the usefulness of the enhancement: “How
useful did you think this style of interactivity could be?” e nal question asked the participants
to rate the assistiveness of the enhancement: “To what degree did you nd the interactivity of the
system an assistance to your task?”. Subjects were also asked to voice any comments regarding
their experiences during the experiment as before.
7.5 Analysis of Results
7.5.1 Target Identication Results
Figure 7.1 shows the relative target identication performance between both gaze-contingent
enhancements (magnication and slowing) as well as the absence of any GCD (moving) at the
two representative speeds (60 and 90 mph).
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Figure 7.1 – Bar-chart showing the comparative eectiveness of the control and two enhancement modes
e availability of the magnication enhancement had little to no impact on the number of
targets potentially identied, whereas the slowing enhancement resulted in a substantial detriment
to this visual search task. With the null hypothesis that target identication of the two GCDs
exhibit identical results (H7.1), a Wilcoxon sum rank test calculated p < 0.01 (W = 272, N = 18).
erefore the null hypothesis is rejected and come to the conclusion that the dierence in correct
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identications between the magnication and slowing enhancements is signicantly dierent.
Figure 7.1 also shows the number of mistakenly identied targets, which as previously observed in
chapter 4 is dependent on the speed of the UAV.
7.5.2 GCD Events
e frequency of the GCDs being activated per trial is shown in gure 7.2, which shows the
number of detected tracking events above 25 samples (417 ms) per trial. ese occurred more
frequently for the magnication method than the slowing GCD, therefore the second hypothesis
(H7.2) is also rejected. ere was also an expected reduction in the frequency of tracking events
for both presentation modes as the UAV ight speed increased, due to the trial duration being
correspondingly shorter.
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Figure 7.2 – Bar-chart showing the average number of Gaze-contingent Display (GCD) events per experi-
ment run, grouped by speed and presentation method
Individual examples of these GCDs events can be seen in gures 7.3 and 7.4 for single experi-
mental trials.e top traces indicate the frequency and duration of gaze-contingent enhancements.
e lower part of these gures indicate the temporal locations of the targets (circles) while the
squares indicate the associated space-bar presses made by this subject. Note the delay between
appearance and response. In gure 7.4, the lower trace show a sequence of slowing enhancements
(followed by the compensating speed-up). e mistakenly identied target in this lower trace is
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associated here with an extended slowing enhancement. Note also, that these traces are from two
dierent ground image presentations.
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Figure 7.3 – Record of an experiment run demonstrating usage of the gaze-contingent Magnication
enhancement (top chart) and its role in target identication (bottom). is record is from
participant 13.
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Figure 7.4 – Record of an experiment run demonstrating usage of the gaze-contingent Slowing enhan ce-
ment (top chart) and its role in target identication (bottom). is record is fromparticipant
12.
It is interesting that the average duration of tracking events above the threshold of 25 was
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40 samples (667 ms) for the magnication mode (M = 40.9, SD = 16.8, N = 177) and almost
identical for the Slow Motion mode (M = 40.7, SD = 18.0, N = 76), despite fewer activations of
this GCD.
7.5.3 Subjective Questionnaire Results
Figure 7.5 shows the participant responses to three question interactivity survey. e responses to
the second question on Usefulness, “How useful do you think this style of interactivity could be?”
and the last question on Assistiveness, “To what degree did you nd the interactivity of the system
an assistance to your task?” both appear to indicate a strong preference for the magnicationmode
over slowing. To test if these results are statistically signicant, a Wilcoxon test was conducted
on the responses to the Usefulness question, which obtained p < 0.01 (W = 418, N = 23). For
the Assistiveness question the value p = 0.03 (W = 361, N = 23) was calculated. Both of these
results indicate that these dierences are statistically signicant (p < 0.05). Subjects found the
magnication enhancement more useful and more assistive to their task of identifying targets
than the slowing mode. ese results conrm the third hypothesis (H7.3) that subjects would
express a preference for the magnication enhancement. is result was also conrmed by the
comments made by participants during the experiment, which were generally positive about the
magnication GCD.
7.5.4 Participant Comments
During each experiment trial, any verbal comments made by subjects were recorded by the
investigator. of particular interest are the comments made by some subjects suggesting that they
were altering their eye-movement behaviour to selectively activate the GCD enhancements. Even
within the short trial durations of approximately 58–88 seconds, some subjects realised that they
could game theMFZ algorithm. Some subjects emphasised or inhibited the oculomotor capture
eect of the stimuli that invokes the smooth pursuit events (eeuwes et al. 1998, p. 381) that
were identied by the MFZ algorithm. Such modication of eye-movement behaviour was used
to activate the magnication enhancement more frequently and suppress the activation of the
slowing enhancement. is behaviour can be seen by the apparent halving of the number of MFZ
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Figure 7.5 – Box-plot showing the interactivity survey results of the two enhancement modes
events per trial for a given ight speed, as seen in gure 7.2. However the duration of the smooth
pursuit events remained static, suggesting that these were beyond volitional control.
One participant noted that the magnication mode was “good for verication”; while another
commented that it “helped eliminate false positives”—this comment appears to be a misnomer
given the identication results in gure 7.1. e infrequent activation of the slowing enhancement
could be attributed to participants nding it “distracting” and “more dicult to control”. One
participant commented on the possibility of combining both modes to further enhance visual
search.
Some subjects complained about the “jerkiness” of the GCDs. One participant commented
that the system “seems uncalibrated” while another suggested that smoothing the output would
help. Such issues with the apparent roughness of the enhancements were possibly due to the
jitter associated with the eye-gaze tracking equipment. Algorithms for achieving smoother output
from eye-gaze tracking equipment are in their infancy (e.g. Miniotas and Špakov 2004), however
these introduce further delays with the interactivity of the system, and so wereavoided with this
experimental investigation.
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7.6 Conclusion
is chapter evaluated two GCDs: magnication and slowing presentation methods on moving
aerial photography.
e results suggest that, of the two GCD enhancements proposed, magnication not only
led to signicantly better target detection than the slowing enhancement, but was preferred by
subjects in their visual search task. magnication also exhibited a target identication performance
comparable with the conventional visual inspection of a moving image. Overall the results suggest
that further investigation of the magnication mode may be valuable to establish its suitability for
practical applications.
However this brief experimental investigation into the viability ofGCDs as an enhancement
to visual search—as opposed to a direct input mechanism (e.g. Zhai et al. 1999)—has determined
that even untrained spotters can quickly utilise explicit search (i.e. volitional control of one’s own
eye-movement behaviour explored in chapter 2) to enhance their target identication accuracy
and performance with the help of a simple MFZ algorithm.
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Visual Inspection Model
8.1 Introduction
To collate the results from the preceeding four experimental investigation chapters, this chapter is
split into ve sections. Following the introduction, the second section, reiterates the hypotheses
tested for each experimental investigation (section 8.2.2).
Section 8.3 uses the answers to these hypotheses to evaluate the ndings made in this thesis, by
comparing the collated results in the three key categories of correct identications (section 8.3.1),
mistakenly identied objects (8.3.2) and eye-movement behaviour (8.3.3). Using this combination
of results, the proposed visual search model is evaluated in section 8.3.4. e next section (8.4)
codies the results for use in other applications (section 8.4.1), including a series of recommenda-
tions (8.4.2) and potential freedom in the presentation design for both this scenario of WiSAR
and other domains (section 8.4.3).
8.2 Findings of the Experimental Investigations
8.2.1 Purpose
To provide an answer to the fundamental research question, the hypotheses of the experimental
investigations are repeated here for evaluation and collated analysis. e selection criteria for
these hypotheses were commensurate with the majority of HCI studies—encompassing task
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performance and qualitative responses.
A novel advancement on this eld of research is the additional evaluation of e ye-movement
behaviour. Such analysis of eye-movements provides this thesis with evidence to both verify and
evaluate the proposed visual inspection model (gure 2.8, repeated later in gure 8.5) introduced
in chapter 2, and to debate the relationship between presentation methods optimal for this visual
search task and the HVS.
8.2.2 Hypotheses
Serial Visual Presentation
e initial experimental investigation in chapter4 compared the moving presentation method—
analogous to the unaltered live feed of the terrain from the downward-facing camera aboard the
UAV—to SVP. For the design of the SVP method, the 1.45 mile (2.34 km) overown strip of
terrain was segmented into screen-sized portions that were displayed for an identical duration
before being replaced with the next tile of terrain. e tile durations were specied such that
each pixel of image data was aorded an identical duration of time for inspection by a subject
regardless of the presentation method under investigation.
In combination with the two presentation methods of moving and SVP, three apparent ight
speeds were investigated, producing six distinct presentation methods for experimental investiga-
tion (i.e. moving at 60, 90 and 120 mph, and SVP at 60, 90 and 120 mph). From these parameters,
four hypotheses (H4.1–H4.4) were tested to determine the eectiveness of SVP over the more
traditional presentation method of moving.
H4.1 ere is a signicant dierence in target identication between the two presentation
methods of Moving and SVP e pilot study performed by Mardell et al. (2009) compared the
presentation methods of Moving and SVP, but did not compare them in a target identication
task. Goodrich et al. (2008) identied that presentation methods similar to SVP improve target
identication in comparison to the unaltered camera feed from the UAV.is hypothesis was
accepted (p = 0.002) with subjects using SVP nding more targets than the Moving presentation
method (75% v. 56%).
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H4.2e eective ight speed of the UAV will have a signicant impact on target identica-
tion Slower ight speeds were found to be better for target identication, a result commensurate
with Burr and Ross (1982). is hypothesis is accepted (p = 0.008), with SVP proving to be less
aected by ight speed than the Moving presentation method.
H4.3ere will be a preference for the SVPmethod as in the pilot study Subjects found the
SVP easier to use for their visual search task (p = 0.083) and experienced less eye strain (p = 0.026)
when compared to the Moving presentation method. erefore the hypothesis is accepted.
H4.4e locations of xations across the screen will be distributed in a dierent manner, as
with the pilot study A skewed distribution of records from the eye-gaze tracking equipment
was observed for the Moving presentation method, with a greater density of foveations near to
the point where the terrain strip enters the screen. Both presentation methods also exhibited a
central xation bias, commensurate with Tatler (2007), therefore the hypothesis is accepted.
Segmentation-based Inspection
e second experimental investigation (chapter 5) enhanced the SVP method of the previous
investigation by further segmentation of the overown strip of terrain observed by the onboard
downward-facingUAV camera. e six degrees of segmentation under investigation maintained
the principle that each pixel of image data shared an identical duration of time for possible
inspection. erefore with higher degrees of segmentation, the presentation rate increased while
the image dimensions decreased.
Aer the initial segmentation-based inspection experiment was completed, the experimental
design was rened to investigate terrain strips featuring singular targets as opposed to the clustered
targets used in the previous investigations, resulting in six hypotheses (H5.1–H5.6).
H5.1 An improvement in target identication, dependent on the degree of image segmenta-
tion (when compensated by a corresponding increase in presentation rate) An improvement
in the number of correct identications with increasing segmentation degree was expected given
the success of RSVP in the experiments by Forlines and Balakrishnan (2009). is hypothesis is
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rejected (p = 0.108) because a constancy was observed between segmentation degrees for correct
identications.
H5.2 A change in subjects’ qualitative perception of their own performance and preference
across a range of segmentation degrees Subjects strongly disagreed that they saw all the targets
as the segmentation degree was increased. ey also found the higher degrees of segmentation
more challenging. erefore this hypothesis was accepted.
H5.3Adistinct change in eye-movement behaviour across dierent degrees of segmentation
For segmentation degrees 3–6, the eye-movement behaviour of subjects was more stable and
centralised on the screen. While this is not a distinct change, the hypothesisis accepted because
the tendency for subjects to foveate the center of the screen is commensurate with Tatler ( 2007).
H5.4A constancy in target identication regardless of image segmentation and the simplic-
ation of the stimuli to singular targets An average of 50% of the available targets were correctly
identied for both the clustered target experiment and the singular target experiment, therefore
the hypothesis is accepted.
H5.5An identical response to H5.2 (qualitative perception) and H5.3 (distinct change in eye-
movements) between the clustered targets segmentation experiment and the renement to
singular targets As with the previous clustered target experiment, subjects felt more challenged
and less condent that they saw all the targets with an increase in segmentation degree. e
p-values for the survey results between the rst two segmentation degrees (1–2) and the latter
two (5–6) are below the generally accepted threshold of p < 0.05, and therefore the hypothesis is
accepted.
H5.6As segmentation degree is increased, the eye-movement velocity of subjects is reduced
and less mental fatigue is reported As the segmentation degree increased, the eye-movement
velocity was reduced from 24.9○/s for segmentation degree 1 to 9.22○/s with segmentation degree 6.
Subjects also felt more mental fatigue with increasing segmentation degree (p < 0.05). erefore
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these results are not consistent with the data analysed from Corsato et al. (2008) and visualised in
gure 5.14. erefore this hypothesis is rejected.
Enlargement-based Inspection
ethirdpresentationmethodexplored in this thesiswas enlargement-based inspection (chapter 6).
As a renement to the previous segmentation-based inspection method, each enlargement factor
(analogous to segmentation degrees) was presented at the maximum image dimensions that the
monitor would support. No further image data was presented, however the enlargement was
achieved using a Gaussian scaling lter. erefore the remaining variable separating the presenta-
tion parameters under investigation was presentation rate, with the dimensions of the displayed
terrain held consistently between enlargement factors.
A small contrasting variable of training was introduced with this experimental investigation,
such that half of the subjects observed an introduction video featuring limited examples of
the enlargement presentation methods, whereas the remaining half observed a dierent video
featuring a more comprehensive set of example sequences. is additional parameter ledto four
hypotheses (H6.1–H6.4).
H6.1As the enlargement factor is increased, target identication accuracy is improved e
eect of the enlargement factor on the number of correctly identied targets was not signicant
(p = 0.0612), and therefore this hypothesis was rejected.
H6.2emistakenly identied object (FP) rate is signicantly reduced with the increase in
enlargement factor e number of mistakenly identied objects per trial increased slightly
with an increase in the enlargement factor. is result was also statistically signicant, therefore
the hypothesis is rejected.
H6.3 e qualitative results will indicate a minor non-signicant preference for lower en-
largement factors As with the segmentation-based inspection experiments, there was a slight,
but statistically signicant preference for the lower enlargement factors for the qualitative results.
erefore the hypothesis is accepted.
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H6.4e same centralised and static eye-movement behaviour will become predominant as
the enlargement factor is increased rough the use of a series of tted Gaussian surfaces, it
was found that enlargement factors 2–6 featured increasingly centralised and static eye-movement
behaviour (R2 > 0.926). As the enlargement factor was increased, the spread of the surface was
reduced. Hence this hypothesis is accepted.
Gaze-contingent Displays
e nal experimental investigation in this thesis (chapter 7) focused upon the interactivity
possible with the eye-movement tracking equipment used in a passive manner throughout the
preceeding experiments. e two GCDs explored were enhancements to the moving presentation
method explored with chapter 4. e rst method, called magnication, utilised a temporarily
localised enlargement of the area under foveation. e second decreased the apparent ight speed
of the UAV by half before doubling the speed to resume the live feed from the downward-facing
camera. Both GCDs were invoked using the same eye-movement behaviour dependent algorithm,
called a MFZ.
In combination with the two GCDs under investigation, two apparent ight speeds were
explored—60 and 90 mph—resulting in four distinct presentation methods being compared,
and three hypotheses (H7.1–H7.3).
H7.1 Both GCDs are equally eective for identifying targets is hypothesis is rejected, be-
cause there was a 30–37% improvement in correct identications with the Magnication present-
ation method when compared to the Slowing enhancement. is result was also statistically
signicant (p < 0.01).
H7.2eMagnication enhancement is activated as oen as the Slowing enhancement e
number of smooth pursuit tracking events was substantially reduced with the Slowing enhance-
ment, suggesting that subjects were consciously altering their eye-movement behaviour to reduce
the number of Slowing enhancement activations. erefore this hypothesis is also rejected.
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H7.3 Subjects express a preference for theMagnication enhancement compared to the Slow-
ing enhancement Subjects found theMagnication GCDmore useful (p = 0.01) and found that
it assisted them more in their visual search task (p = 0.03), therefore the hypothesis is accepted.
8.3 Evaluation
e hypotheses evaluated here examined the target identication performance of subjects with a
given presentation method, the qualitative responses from the post-trial questionnaires and the
eye-movement behaviour invoked by the subject’s HVS while participating in this visual search
task.
From the parameters evaluated in the four experimental investigations, four broad conclusions
can be drawn from the hypotheses. Firstly, that less movement of the stimuli and therefore
slower presentation rates (as typied by SVP) aorded subjects the best target identication
performance. Secondly, that target identication performance was mostly unaected by changes
in segmentation degree or enlargement factor, commensurate with the SVP method being less
aected by changes to the ight speed.irdly, that subjects prefered slowerpresentation rates, such
as lower segmentation degrees, enlargement factors and hence SVP. Finally, that eye-movement
velocity—proportional to the scan-path length per trial comparable with other studies—was
inversely proportional to the rate of presentation (i.e. the eects of segmentation degree) and
indierent to the dimensions of the image (i.e. the eects of enlargement factors).
One technique for answering the fundamental research question (sections 3.1 and 8.1) is to
evaluate the two critical parameters of target identication success and eye-movement behaviour.
ese parameters monitor the ultimate success of SAR and the eye-movements that led to this
potential success.
A series of heat-maps (gures 8.1–8.3) were generated to interpolate between the experimental
results of both segmentation-based and enlargement-based inspection. is interpolation permits
a quick comparison of the data previously explored in isolation. ese heat-maps show the
degrees of segmentation explored (horizontal axis) and the factors ofenlargement (vertical axis)
on the same plane. e SVP method occupies the lower-le hand corner, corresponding to a
segmentation degree of 1, and an enlargement factor of 1.
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ese two experimental investigations were chosen for collated analysis because they both
incorporate the subject-preferred SVPmethod from the rst investigation in chapter 4 and provide
two variables of comparison: segmentation and enlargement, and hence presentation rate and
image dimensions.
To reduce the number of variables under comparison even further, only the experimental
investigations featuring singular targets were compared. erefore only the investigations from
the second half of chapter 5 and the whole of chapter 6 were compared visually.
e moving presentation method and the two GCDs of slowing and magnication were not
compared in these heat-maps because these presentation methods incorporate more variables
(e.g. ight speed and eye-movement behaviour interactivity) than can be sensibly compared in
this visualisation.
To aid with the clarity of the presented heat-map, an automatic bilinear interpolation is utilised,
whereby the heat-map is subdivided into many more results with a smooth transition between
them.is interpolation assumes a linear relationship between neighbouring segmentation de-
grees and enlargement factors which should be accepted due to the limited variation within these
presented results.
8.3.1 Correct Identications
In the rst heat-map in gure 8.1, the number of correct identications are interpolated (heat-map
and corresponding colour-bar) between the experimental results recorded (black crosses). e
surprising realisation from this data is the relative uniformity of the results. A cursory glance
reveals little dierence in the percentage of targets correctly identied per experiment trial,
portrayed by the lack of variety in the heat-map of gure 8.1.
Across the eleven presentation methods under investigation (with segmentation degree 1
and enlargement factor 1 representing an identical presentation method to SVP), the average
percentage of correctly identied targets is broadly constant across all presentation settings (i.e. all
segmentation degrees and enlargement factors under investigation). e dierences between
presentation settings with identical presentation rates (i.e. ignoring the vertical axis of gure 8.1) is
an average of 22%.is dierence, while small, suggests that under the experiment conditions used,
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Figure 8.1 – A heat-map showing the interpolated relationship of correct identications between segment-
ation-based inspection (horizontal axis) and enlargement-based inspection (vertical axis).
image dimensions have the greatest impact on target identication performance. e absence of
any horizontal trend in the heat-map is symptomatic of the result from the individual analysis of
the two experimental investigations. is absence of a trend suggests that target identication
performance is independent of presentation rate and solely dependent on the size of the presented
terrain image.
e average percentage of correctly identied targets across all eleven presentation methods
in both the segmentation-based (chapter 5) and the enlargement-based (chapter 6) experimental
investigations was 60% of the totaltargets available per experiment trial. erefore the observed
limited derivation of 22% in the target identication results indicates a surprising uniformity
amongst the presentation methods investigated.
8.3.2 Mistaken Identications
An important counterpart to the number of correct identications per experiment trial is the
number of mistakenly identied objects. As discussed in chapters 1 and 2, the eect of mistaken
identications on the eectiveness of SAR is a signicant issue. erefore minimising the number
of mistaken identications through a dierent presentation method of the stimuli is a valuable
contribution to the domain.
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Figure 8.2 shows a heat-map with the interpolated number of mistaken identications per
experiment trial, demonstrating a substantial dierence between the two presentation methods
under comparison. With segmentation-based inspection, for each experiment trial, a subject
would press the space-bar erroneously at least once, averaging to 1.28 mistaken identications
per trial, as can be seen by the red hue along the horizontal axis in gure 8.2. Whereas with
enlargement-based inspection, an average mistaken identication rate of 0.615 space-bar presses
per experimental trial was observed, as can be seen by the blue hues along the top edge of the
triangle-shaped heat-map in gure 8.2.
e dierences in mistaken identication is predominantly in the vertical axis, indicating a
dierence between the two experimental investigations of segmentation-based and enlargement-
based inspection.
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Figure 8.2 – A heat-map showing the interpolated relationship of mistaken identications between
segmentation-based inspection (horizontal axis) and enlargement-based inspection (vertical
axis).
e proposed rationale behind these trends is endemic in either the minor changes to the
experimental method—such as the example sequences featured in the introduction video—or in
the presentation method itself.
A quick interpretation of the heat-map would suggest that subjects were more hesitant in
the segmentation-based experiment when compared to enlargement-based one. Comparing
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the two experiments, the correct identication rate increased by an average of 16% while the
mistaken identication rate more than halved with the enlargement-based inspection method.
is increase in correctly-timed space-bar presses combined with the information within the
heat-map (gure 8.2) suggesting fewer mistaken space-bar presses during the singular-target
segmentation-based inspection experimental investigation suggests that subjects were more
accurate, and did not hesitate to indicate the possible location of targets.
e uniformity in correct identications and the divergence in mistaken identications
between the two experimental investigations can be explored by using a further set of recor-
ded data: the eye-movement behaviour of the subjects.
8.3.3 Fixation Duration
Figure 8.3 features another heat-map, with the colour of the plane corresponding to the average
xation duration per experiment trial. From the interpolated results, the gradients observable in
the hues are predominantly in the horizontal direction. Shorter average xation durations of 216–
253 ms were observed with segmentation degrees and enlargement factors 1–2, while signicantly
longer durations of 465–571 ms were recorded for 4–6.e transition between these two extremes
occurs around segmentation degree 3, with durations between 373 and 426 ms.
As suggested by the heat-map in gure 8.3, the results from the two experimental investiga-
tions can be split into three, corresponding to the distinct colours within the triangular heat-map.
e rst group, indicated in light-green on the le-hand side of gure 8.3, encompasses SVP
with the combination of results from segmentation degree 1 and enlargement factor 1, together
with the results from segmentation degree 2 and the results fromenlargement factor 2, therefore
representing varying image dimensions and a presentation rate of 970–3878 ms/tile. e percent-
age deviation of the average xation duration per experimental trial for the lower-degrees and
factors of segmentation and enlargement is quite low at 6%, suggesting presentation methods that
invoked similar eye-movement behaviour. e second group, indicated in red onthe right-hand
side of gure 8.3, exhibits a surprisingly low percentage deviation of 8% for the six presentation
methods of segmentation degrees 4–6 and enlargement factors 4–6 (i.e. presentation rates of 108–
242 ms/tile). ese higher degrees and factors invoke longer average xation durations and are
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Figure 8.3 – A heat-map showing the interpolated relationship of xation durations between segmentation-
based inspection (horizontal axis) and enlargement-based inspection (vertical axis). A strong
linear trend is visible, with xation duration increasing with both segmentation degree and
enlargement factor.
tightly grouped with this low percentage deviation of 8%. ese two groups are separated by the
nal group, indicated in the heat-map of gure 8.3 by the yellow colour, where the percentage
deviation between enlargement factor 3 and segmentation degree 3 (with a presentation rate of
431 ms/tile) is only 7%.
8.3.4 Evidence for the Proposed Visual Search Model
Transition
e transition in the average duration of subject xations per experiment trial occurs when the
presentation rate is set to 431 ms/tile (i.e. segmentation degree 3 and enlargement factor 3). is
transition between the two average xation duration groups appears to indicate a shi between
dierent visual search pathways, independent of the image dimensions and solely dependent on
the presentation rate.
e rst group, encompassing segmentation degrees and enlargement factors 1–2, exhibits
shorter xations, that are associated with the inecient search pathway (see section 2.4.3 for a
comparison); characterised by a cyclical saccade and xate strategy. e second group at the
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opposite end of the spectrum, encompassing segmentation degrees and enlargement factors 4–6,
exhibits far longer xations. ese longer xations are associated with the ecient search pathway
where pre-attentive pop-out is the dominant strategy for visual search. Despite these dierences
between the visual search pathways, there appears to be a constancy of perception—subjects are
just as eective at locating and identifying targets.
Visual Search
As previously described in chapter 2, the proposed visual search model (repeated in gure 8.5)
supports three dierent visual search pathways through the HVS: ecient search, inecient
search and explicit search. ese dierent pathways invoke dierent visual search processes and
take varying durations of time before a potential target is brought to the subject’s visual awareness.
RI
G
FS AS
OP VA
TSM
(a) Ecient Pathway
RI
G
FS AS
OP VA
TSM
(b) Inecient Pathway
Figure 8.4 –e pathways of ecient and inecient search through the proposed visual search model.
See gure 8.5 for the complete model.
eprimary dierence between the two visual search pathways identied through the gradient
in the heat-map of gure 8.3 is the involvement of the visual awareness process. Figure 8.4 repeats
the two pathways in question from chapter 2 (gures 2.10 and 2.9). By not involving the “visual
awareness” (VA) process in the primary cyclical strategy for visual search, the ecient search
pathway (gure 8.4a) reduces the time taken for the “retinal image” (RI) to be analysed and the
potential target to be brought to the “visual awareness” (VA) process. e time taken for this
cycle to complete can be as short as 200 ms (Coltheart 1999, pp. 15–16; Lamme 2003, p. 16; Potter
and Fox 2009, p. 28).
e rapidly changing stimuli in segmentation degrees and enlargement factors 4–6 appear to
reset this cycle from the “retinal image” (RI) to the “visual awareness” (VA) process, with the
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new tile starting the cycle before the previous one was completely processed (e.g. Shapiro et al.
1997; Treisman and Gelade 1980, p. 133). is high frequency of stimuli changes prohibits further
processing by the HVS that would normally engage the inecient search pathway, and hence
potentially prohibit an eye-movement (Boot et al. 2009, p. 961; McCarley et al. 2004, p. 305).
is deactivation of the “oculomotor programming” (OP) and associated process between
the two pathways in gure 8.4 is evident in the prolonged visual dwell where the eye remains
relatively xedwithin a set location within the stimuli—hence the longer average xation duration
observed on the right-hand side of the heat-map in gure 8.3.
As depicted in gure 8.4b, the additional processes of “foveal selection” (FS) and “oculomotor
programming” (OP) together with the signicant involvement of the “visual awareness” (VA)
process result in shorter xations. ese shorter xations are possible because the “retinal im-
age” (RI) remains constant while the HVS processes the stimuli. e shorter xations manifest
themselves as part of the saccade and xate strategy with the location under foveation by the
subject being continually changed to seek the target.
Evaluation
With the evidence (gure 8.3) for the two dierent pathways being invoked through the proposed
visual search model dependent on presentation rate, the impact of this transition on the primary
metric of target identication performance must be evaluated. e initial nding of segmentation
degree having little-to-no impact on the percentage of correctly identied targets per experiment
trial (gure 8.1) was surprising, particularly given the less favourable qualitative results for some of
the presentation methods under examination. ese results were conrmed with the enlargement-
based experimental investigation, leading to the conclusion that this trend is due to presentation
rate.
ese results suggest that, for the visual search task described in this thesis, an interface
designer can select the visual search pathway of their choosing—by modifying the presentation
rate—with little to no impact on the number of correctly identied targets.
However the eect of image dimensions on the number of mistakenly identied obje cts per
experimental trial (gure 8.2) does demonstrate a potential penalty for choosing smaller image
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Stimulus
Recorded
Eye Movement
Recorded
Identiﬁcation
Eye
Ocular
Muscles Preattentive Vision
50–100 ms
Attentive Vision
~150 ms
Decision Making
and Action
~500 ms
Eye Movement
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Retinal Image
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Oculomotor 
Programming
Visual 
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Attentional Selection
TaskSaliency Maps
Foveation ~250 ms
Figure 8.5 – A copy of the proposed visual search model showing the various processes within the Human
Visual System (HVS) that bring a feature or object within the “stimuli” (and hence the “retinal
image”) to the observer’s “visual awareness”. e processes within this modelcan be grouped
into ve stages: “foveation” in light pink containing the two critical stages of vision—“preat-
tentive vision” in light green, and “attentive vision” in light orange—following on with the
stages of “decision making and action” in light grey and “eye-movement” also in light pink.
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dimensions that come with the increase in presentation rate by segmenting the original terrain
strip. erefore the enlargement of the stimuli should match the segmentation of the image, to
ensure that the false positive rate is kept as low as possible.
As a relevant aside to the discussion of the segmentation and enlargement based experimental
investigations described through the heat-maps here, the existence of the explicit search pathway
was further claried by the way in which subjects interacted with the GCDs. By modifying their
own eye-movement behaviour independently of the saliency of the stimuli, subjects demonstrated
the connection between the “visual awareness” (VA) process and the “foveal selection” (FS)
process that governs where the HVS will next attempt to foveate.
8.4 Codied Principles
8.4.1 Applied Findings
Continuing from the evaluation of the previous section, this part of the chapter aims to codify the
principles identied through the investigations explored in this thesis. e primary aim of these
codied principles is to generalise them for applications beyond WiSAR and into other areas of
visual search.
Figure 8.6 collates the major results from this thesis in a single diagram.e le-most column
of gure 8.6 shows a preview of the presentation method under investigation, with the coloured
boxes beneath representing the parameters tested. Note the relationship between these parameters
represented by dierent colours. e next column, parameters, represents the settings for each
presentation method in unied units for ease of comparison.e next signicant column contains
the results, followed by an exemplar heat-map of one combination of the presentation method’s
parameters and series of recommendations for each group of presentation methods.
e heat-maps in the penultimate column of gure 8.6 show the spatial distribution of loc-
ations where the subject was looking at the screen. Presentation methods where the terrain
was continually scrolling across the screen, such as the moving presentation method and two
GCDs, demonstrate similar heat-maps. For thesemoving heat-maps, the frequency of eye being
located on the right-hand side where the terrain enters the screen is higher. With the GCDs,
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c
Figure 8.6 – A diagram conveying all the presentation methods explored in this thesis, presented in units
suitable for applications beyond this research. Note the relationship between parameters
indicated by the colours beneath the preview image (right) and parameters representing each
presentation method setting (e.g. ight speed, segmentation degree and enlargement factor).
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the distribution of eye-movements appears more stretched than the heat-map from the moving
presentationmethod, indicating that subjects moved their eyes horizontally across the screenmore
frequently. e static presentation methods, such as SVP, segmentation and enlargement based
inspection, exhibit more centralised eye-movement behaviour. For SVP, the example heat-map
shows that the subjects foveated the entire screen in an even manner. Forthe examples given for
the segmentation and enlargement based inspection methods, the last setting of segmentation
degree 6 or enlargement factor 6 was chosen for this visualisation. Both of these presentation
methods at these settings have an image rate of 108 ms/tile, and hence the subject has little time
to programme a new eye-movement between tiles—the process was interrupted by the change in
stimuli.erefore the heat-maps are highly centralised, partly due to the smaller image dimensions
in the segmentation-based inspection example, and predominantly due to the high presentation
rate in both inspection methods.
From the heat-maps, the six presentationmethods explored in this thesis are grouped into pairs
for the recommendations column in gure 8.6. e rationale for this grouping is that similarly-
designed experimental investigations can be directly compared, whereas the individual pairwise
comparisons are merely indicative.
8.4.2 Recommendations
Under the conditions tested, the primary recommendation for which presentation method to
observe live aerial photography in the search of a missing individual is to use SVP.e traditional
method for observing such stimuli, the moving presentation method, was found to be worse for
target identication, particularly at faster ight speeds.
e surprising realisation from the results in this thesis was the absence of a signicant change
in correct target identications between the dierent degrees and factors of segmentation and
enlargement. is important nding from this research is the degree of compromise possible by
manipulating the presentation rate and image dimensions, and the ability to choose which visual
search pathway is invoked.
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8.4.3 Design Freedom
e absence of a trend with segmentation and enlargement suggests an element of freedom in
the design of an interface for a visual search task. e current evidence provided by this thesis
suggests that the size of the display upon which the stimuli is presented has only a limited eect
on target identication rates when the imagery is presented as a RSVP.
Caution should be exercised when manipulating presentation rate and image dimensions due
to their eects on the HVS. Such eects may well be the intention of the interaction designer,
however the ability for the HVS to identify targets using dierent pathways of visual search are
still disputed. Whether forcing the observer’s HVS to invoke the ecient search pathway by using
a high presentation rate (e.g. Wolfe 2010, p. R349) aects the combination of features that attract
visual attention and hence aects the possibility correct identication of a target is not currently
understood (e.g. Potter et al. 2010; Wolfe and Horowitz 2004, p. 500). Nonetheless, the results
suggest that for naturalistic stimuli (e.g. a feature conjunction search) there is a constancy of
perception and therefore target identication performance between the two visual search pathways
of ecient search and inecient search.
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Summary & Conclusions
9.1 Introduction
rough the exploration of the four experimental investigations of SVP (chapter 4), segmentation-
based inspection (5), enlargement-based inspection (6) and GCDs (7), this thesis has sought
to answer the fundamental research question of “Assisting Search and Rescue through Visual
Attention”, repeated here:
“In what way can the visual data from a WiSAR UAV be manipulated to increase the
eectiveness of visual search?”
us far each of the experimental investigations (outlined in chapter 3) has provided an insight
to this research question which were codied in section 8.4. is chapter will collate the evidence
previously analysed and aims to use these ndings to evaluate the entire thesis and provide several
avenues for the continuation of this research, and ultimately answer the fundamental research
question.
e following section (9.2) outlines a series of caveats that should be noted when applying
the results from this thesis to other domains. ese caveats include issues identied with the
experimental design (section 9.2.1), the way in which the investigations were conducted ( 9.2.2),
potential criticisms in the design of the presentation methods (9.2.3), the decisions behind the
use of naturalistic stimuli (9.2.4), and nally the caveats associated with the analysis of results
(9.2.5). e penultimate section (9.3) explores four potential avenues for future work. ese
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avenues include the modication of the work for use on smart-phones and other small displays
(section 9.3.1), to the opposite extreme of modifying the presentation methods for use on very
large displays (section 9.3.2). e latter two avenues of potential future work include enhancing
collaboration for SAR spotters (section 9.3.3) and enhancing the external validity of the results
in this thesis through the use of alternative forms of stimuli in section 9.3.4. e nal section
concludes the thesis (section 9.4) and provides an answer to the fundamental research question.
9.2 Caveats
However given the design constraints placed upon the experimental investigations contained
within this thesis, the previously discussed recommendations must be approached with the know-
ledge of several caveats. ese caveats range from limitations in the experimental method, to
issues surrounding the conduction of the experimental investigations themselves and how the
design decisions made earlier in chapter 3 may aect the interpretation of the results presented
here.
9.2.1 Experimental Design
Chapter 3 described the rationale behind the design of the experiments conducted as part of this
thesis. e primary compromises made to successfully ensure the success of the experimental
investigations was the use of an identication task and controlled short evaluation.
Designing the experiments around an identication task was a critical consideration to ensure
parity with the WiSAR scenario. While the utilisation of a constant stream of simulated UAV
terrain data provided a similar experience to that of a SAR operative, only the number of correct
and mistaken identications could be successfully recorded.
As described in chapter 5, it is possible to manipulate the PIT—the time in which a space-bar
press is interpreted as a correct identication, between target-onset until two seconds aer the
target is absent from the display—to swap a number of correct identications for mistaken object
identications (and vice-versa). While the design of the naturalistic stimuli ensured that targets
were distributed suciently to avoid interactions with the PIT threshold, the existence of this
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variable may bring some doubt to the recommendations. However with the analysis of the PIT
and average reaction-times of subjects, it would appear that the use of continuous stimuli did not
signicantly aect the results.
Alternative forms of statistical analysis were considered to evaluate the results from the
experimental investigations. However one key metric was missing from the datasets: TNs (True
Negatives). TNs in the experiments conducted in this thesis consist of the subject conrming that
the tile or sequence they observed contained no targets. If the stimuli contained no targets and the
subject conrmed this, then the result would be a TN. However due to the stream ofnaturalistic
stimuli shown to the subjects without interruption, there was no ability for the subjects to convey
this metric. e experimental design was not of the forced-choice type, commonly associated
with articial visual search experiments(e.g. Duchowski 2007; Eckstein 2011; Shapiro et al. 1997).
e absence of the TNmetric prohibits sensitivity analysis from being conducted on the results.
A common bias-free statistic used in more controlled evaluations than o f the type portrayed in
this thesis is d′ (dee-prime). However—similar to the ANOVA used in the analysis of results—d′
comeswith a series of assumptions thatwere violatedby this experiment, including the requirement
for the data to have normal signal and noise distributions (e.g. Stanislaw and Todorov 1999).
Beyond the unrecordable TN metric, a further reason for sensitivity analysis not being con-
ducted is the violation of the assumptions made by most sensitivity statistics. e non-normal
distribution of correctly identied target results was primarily due to the high variability between
subjects. e potential cause for this high variability was the decision to use extremely short
(20 minutes) experimental trials to minimise any bias or learning-eects that could negatively
aect the results. Potential learning eects were examined, with the conclusion from all six present-
ation methods being that the dierence between a subject’s rst and last trial was negligible with
no distinct trend.
Another potential cause of the high between-subject variances was the lack of repeated meas-
ures within the experiment design. To minimise the number of subjects, time requirements and
learning eects, the number of distinct terrain strips was limited to six. is reduced the power of
the statistical tests used, but does not alter the conclusions that can be made from the valid results.
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9.2.2 Investigations
While minor limitations with the experimental design were observed, some limitations were
revealed during the conduction of the experimental investigations. One issue examined through
the execution of the enlargement-based inspection experiment (chapter 6) was training. In this
experiment, the initial results diered from expectations, therefore the changes made to the
introduction video for this experiment were scrutinised.
SAR is a highly skilled and trained profession.e guidance on how to perform a visual search
for a lost individual from an aircra is too complex to explain to a subject in a limited time-frame.
erefore the decision to use naïve subjects was made, to mimic some SAR operations that rely
upon volunteers for their work.
e dierences observed in the introduction videos of the enlargement-based inspection
video were minor, however the existence of a dierence in the number of correct identications
does present the question of how these videos aected the performance of subjects.
In a similar decision to determine the aect of training on subjects, the role of fatigue in the
task of WiSAR was queried. Commensurate with SAR practice, the duration of each experimental
trial was kept short (e.g. Cooper 1990, p. 319) to minimise the eects of fatigue. is decision to
minimise fatigue led to no denitive answer for determining the cause of the symptom.
9.2.3 Presentation Methods
e range of image dimensions under investigation was limited by the eye-movement analysis
equipment used for investigating the pivotal role of the HVS and the desire tomaintain consistency
between investigations. ese limitations aected the design of the presentation methods under
investigation.
e aim of maintaining a consistent computer–human bandwidth (e.g. the smaller image
dimensions were compensated for by using higher presentation rates to maintain a constancy) of
image data between the screen and the subject’s HVS presented a limitation on the presentation
method design. As can be observed by the triangle-shaped heat-maps representing the data from
both the segmentation and enlargement-based inspection methods, the strict adherence to this
constancy of visual bandwidth led to many unexplored areas of the heat-map.
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No other display systems were investigated, such as portable or wall-sized displays. e im-
practicalities of monitoring eye-movement behaviour on these devices with existing equipment
prohibited such investigations.
A common issue identied by subjects through their comments during the experimental
investigations was the aspect of feedback. When pressing a key or button on any device, an element
of feedback is required to reinforce the idea that the press was identied and recorded. e space-
bar key used by subjects to indicate when they identied a target should have been coupled with a
feedback mechanism, either visual or aural.
9.2.4 Stimuli
e naturalistic stimuli was specically designed as a compromise between natural and articial
stimuli to exploit the benets of both simultaneously. erefore the limitations of this design, in
respect of the complexity of the terrain and the design of the targets are hereby evaluated.
e targets were of human beings photographed from above. e nature of standard pho-
tographic editing techniques led to the targets appearing slightly more distinct in contrast and
saturation to the terrain surrounding them. is aided the investigation by removing the ambigu-
ity of what should be considered a target by subjects given their training regime of a single short
video explaining the exercise.
e use of photographic targets was critical in mirroring a realistic WiSAR scenario, however
in an actual search, it is rare for the target to be located in isolation. Other clues, such as footprints,
discarded clothing or equipment, and any visual indicators created by the individual seeking to
be found are used to guide the visual search to the most likely location (e.g. Goodrich et al. 2008,
p. 905; Morse et al. 2010, p. 230). e absence of these hints did not hamper the evaluation of
the visual search task, but aected its internal validity. e external validity of the design was
maintained, as the use of many dierent features within the targets led to subjects conducting a
proper feature conjunction search that is applicable to many dierent visual search tasks.
e target prevalence of the simulated targets was kept moderately consistent across the
experiment trials. It is well understood that in visual search tasks with a very low target prevalence,
that the probability of a target being successfully identied correctly becomes very low (Huestegge
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and Radach 2012; Wolfe et al. 2007, 2005). erefore the articially high target prevalence may
reduce the external validity of the experiment, such that the design may not work with other
stimuli.
9.2.5 Analysis
A visual representation of the results was the primary technique for evaluating each presentation
method. Visual representations of the data are an indicative method of evaluating results, however
they are not denitive. erefore, where possible common statistical analysis techniques such as
an ANOVA or a GLMMwere used to investigate the probability of the results being caused by the
change in presentation method or mere random chance.
To accomplish the statistical evaluations, several assumptions were knowingly violated in the
analysis. One of the key requirements for the ANOVA test is that the data under investigation is
normally distributed. e correct identication data from all four experimental investigations was
binomially distributed. To correct for this violated assumption, an arcsine function was applied to
the data to convert the data into a normal distribution, as is accepted practice (e.g. Zar 1999). e
main issue with the use of a transformation function such as arcsine, is the reduction in power
that the resulting ANOVA then provides (e.g. Warton and Hui 2011).
e interpretation of p-values is still open to debate. Lots of the results discussed in the
hypothesis testing are just beyond the typical value of p > 0.05, yet in this thesis such values are
still observed as statistically relevant. While some statisticians ag ree with such conclusions (e.g.
Cleophas and Zwinderman 2012), others suggest that a far more stringent value is used as the
threshold (e.g. Johnson 2013).
9.3 Future Work
From the limitations previously identied, four potential avenues for futurework were explored.
ese avenues encompass the primary contribution from this thesis— the results and the po-
tential they show for assisting visual search tasks. e potential for expanding upon the other
contributions made by this thesis will not be explored here.
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9.3.1 Visual Search in the Field
One of the key conclusions from this thesis was that when presenting an RSVP of aerial photo-
graphy, image dimensions have little-to-no aect on target identication.erefore this rst future
work proposal concerns the adaptation of the segmentation and enlargement-based inspection
methods described here for use on a small portable display such as a smart-phone.
e adaptation of traditionally large monitor based applications and tasks to the portable
domain is not new. Nor is the modication of a RSVP into a manner suitable for use on a smart-
phone; cover-ow is a popular use of RSVP on smart-phones, allowing users to navigate their
music album artwork by icking through their collection (e.g. Chaudhri 2010). Others such as
de Bruijn and Spence (2002); de Bruijn and Tong (2004) have manipulated the presentation of
media—in this case, news web-pages—for display on portable devices.
However the use of portable devices such as smart-phones within SAR has yet to be explored.
e advantages of directly connecting the UAV to those on the ground actively searching for a
target include maintaining context between the act of searching the wilderness and the view from
the overlying UAV, and also providing a greater eld of view for clues and hints to direct the visual
search—i.e. increasing the spatial context (e.g. Morse et al. 2010, p. 228).
A potential caveat of this proposal is that the context switching between examining the visual
terrain in front of the SAR operative while monitoring a smart-phone displaying an RSVP of the
terrain may overload the available visual bandwidth and hence overwhelm the operative. e role
of fatigue in reducing the eectiveness of visual search was not determined by the investigations
within this thesis, however such a realistic experiment in the eld may help to determine the
causes and impacts of this phenomena in the context of RSVPs.
erefore two kinds of experiment are proposed. e rst is a direct extension of the enlarge-
ment-based inspection presentation methods, converted for use on smaller screen dimensions
associated with smart-phones and other portable devices. e second experiment proposed here
is to extend this investigation further to understand the eects of context-switching, i.e. the
advantages or disadvantages of intermittent RSVP use in the context of a broader search.
e primary hypothesis for this proposed experiment is that there will be no disadvantage
in terms of correct target identication between the use of enlargement-based inspection on
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smart-phones when compared to standard computer monitors. Such a nding would be commen-
surate with the absence of an eect on the correct target identication rate when modifying the
segmentation degree as reported in this thesis.
An additional motivation for expanding the experimental investigations towards smaller
screens is the potential for crowd-sourcing. Crowd-sourcing is when a large number of people are
involved in the same task, and the aggregate of the crowd’s input is used to achieve the goal of
the task. e common phrase “the more eyes, the better” has been proven true for the class of
visual search tasks investigated in this thesis (e.g. Wormanns et al. 2005, p. 18), regardless of their
training or expertise (e.g. Elmore and Brenner 2007, p. 1142).
erefore this concept of adapting WiSAR for use on portable devices would permit crowd-
sourcing by distributing the aerial photography amongst many dierent devices and potentially
involving the public. e benets in target identication could be substantial while eectively
involving the public in the search task.
9.3.2 Context in the Operations Centre
An alternative method for incorporating more people in avisual search is to expand the concept
of enlargement-based inspection in the opposite direction: very large displays. By combining
the data from multiple sources, such as several UAVs overying a search site, the context of the
originally separate terrain images can be conveyed (e.g. Goodrich et al. 2008).
However, the problems with conducting a complexfeature conjunction visual search such as
WiSAR on a large display are numerous. e increased success of correct target identication
associated with both segmentation and enlargement-based inspection were concurrent with the
tendency for subjects to use longer and more centralised xations. As the dimensions of the
display are increased, the target eccentricity is also increased and therefore reaction time for a
saccade to fall upon a target also increases (e.g. Becker 1991, p. 113). Should the distance between
the current xation and the new target for a saccade be greater than 30○, then a head movement is
likely to be invoked (e.g. Becker 1991, p. 106) increasing the reaction time, but also increasing the
duration that the HVS is inactive, due to saccadic suppression (e.g. Richards 1969, pp. 617–618)
Nonetheless, the impact of these disadvantages may be overcome with the advantages of spatial
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and temporal context and benets of utilising multiple personnel in a collaborative environment.
9.3.3 Human Visual System Collaboration
An alternative form of collaboration may be sought by utilising passive methods of analysing
saliency of a given stimuli according to the user’s HVS. With the GCD methods explored in
this thesis, the viability of the MFZ algorithm at establishing whether a subject was foviating a
potential target was investigated. Due to the interactivity aorded to the subject through this
mechanism, it was exploited by subjects moving their eyes to invoke or disable the visual eects
of magnication and slowing. e intended use of the MFZ algorithm was for salient locations
within the stimuli to be automatically detected with only passive user interaction.
By improving the MFZ algorithm, the ability to determine the salient locations within a
stimulus is aorded to the presentation soware. erefore when a subje ct observes the terrain
while using an eye-tracker, the MFZ algorithm can establish the “see-ability” (e.g. Morse et al.
2010) of the terrain being inspected.
In a collaborative environment, this “see-ability” metric can be used to prioritise interesting
segments of the terrain for inspection by other subjects, permitting a large group of subjects
to eciently observe a large quantity of terrain for potential targets. While this is an ecient
use of personnel, the system relies upon the idea that people observe the world in the same way,
i.e. people follow similar scan-paths through the same scene (e.g. Hembrooke et al. 2006; Megaw
and Richardson 1979, p. 146).
9.3.4 Beyond Realism
Evaluating the eectiveness of the presentation methods investigated in this thesis with more
participants is necessary because subjects do not observe stimuli in an identical manner (e.. Dorr
et al. 2010). e design of the naturalistic stimuli used in the experimental investigations was a
compromise between articial stimuli, where the HVS can be accurately investigated, and realistic
stimuli, where the external relevance of the visual search task can be tested.
erefore this fourth and nal future work proposal extends the existing experimental invest-
igations into dierent forms of stimuli. A substantial benet of such work would be to test the
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assumptions made with the creation of the original terrain strips. Results have been replicated
by replacing articial stimuli, such as red dots on a featureless background, with naturalistic
stimuli (e.g. Wolfe 1994b, p. 1194). However attempts at replicating similar identication results in
an actual scenario still prove inconclusive (e.g. Cro et al. 2007).
erefore to enhance the external relevance of the ndings within this thesis, and to further
facilitateWiSAR, alternative forms of stimuli should be investigatedwith the presentationmethods
explored in the experimental investigations. Such alternative forms include actual aerial video
footage, complete with the artefacts inherent in a live camera view of the underlying terrain.
More realistic stimuli can include more features that can assist the act of visual search, such as
clues to the previous location of the target and three dimensional cues. e advantages of these
additional cues are oset by the disadvantages of the increased number of distractors. erefore
the results of applying any of the presentation methods explored in this thesis with alternative
forms of stimuli are unknown, and hence show merit for future investigation.
9.4 Final Remarks
Within a WiSAR scenario, this thesis has described six novel presentation methods (moving,
SVP, segmentation, enlargement, magnication and slowing) and their viability to assist a visual
search task, such asWiSAR.e eects of these presentation methods on the way they manipulate
the HVS’s ability to interpret the stimuli were considered. Using the existing literature and the
experimental investigations described in this thesis, a new visual search model was proposed,
describing how the HVS locates and identies a desired target. Using this model, the presentation
methods were evaluated through a controlled series of experimental investigations which revealed
some non-intuitive conclusions. For complex naturalistic stimuli such as that used in these
investigations, segmenting the stimuli into discrete tiles for static presentation assisted subjects
the most with their task of identifying inconspicuous targets. Modifying the presentation rate and
image dimensions of these discrete tiles had little-to-no eect on identication rates, revealing a
potential constancy of perception between the dierent visual search pathways identied through
the proposed model of the HVS. Further enhanced target identication rates were observed with
GCDs, however despite the absence of training, subjects were able to exert volitional control of
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their eye-movements, providing further evidence for the explicit search pathway.
To answer the fundamental research question, the four broad conclusions in section 8.3 should
be examined. e visual data from a WiSAR UAV can be manipulated by using segmentation-
based (chapter 5) or enlargement-based (chapter 6) inspection to increase the eectiveness of
visual search. An important revelation unknown until this thesis is that for naturalistic stimuli, time
(i.e. presentation rate) and size (i.e. image dimensions) can be traded with little-to-no signicant
impact on a subject’s ability to discern inconspicuous targets.
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Appendix A
Datasets from the Research
Datasets and associated ancillary material are available from the following website:
http://cas.ee.ic.ac.uk/people/jpm04/asartva/
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Glossary
A
attentional blink
e inability for an observer to recall a target if a target was presented less than 500 ms
previously. 54, 63, 64
attentive vision
e series of processes that form the middle of the human visual system. 41, 43, 49, 51, 52,
57, 58, 60, 62, 63, 65, see also preattentive vision
B
bottom-up attention
Attention that is driven by the content of the presented image or scene. 37, 39, 40, 42, 43, 53,
58, 92, see also oculomotor capture & top-down attention
D
distractor
A distracting, target-like object within the stimuli. e number of distractors and targets
within the presented image or scene form the set size. 37, 38–41, 43–47, 51, 52, 55, 63, 64, 92,
95, 232, see also stimuli, set size & target
E
ecient search
e relatively quick method of searching through the stimuli using preattentive vision. 39,
40, 41, 43, 45–47, 51, 53, 60–63, 65, 174, 216, 217, 222, see also inecient search & preattentive
vision
endogenous
Information originating from within the brain, e.g. behaviours or tasks. 37, 38, 52, 64, see
also exogenous
enlargement
e enlargement-based inspection presentation method splits the aerial photography into
smaller tiles which are sequentially displayed and scaled to ll the display for correspondingly
shorter durations. 94, 95, 97, 173–175, 178–183, 185–188, 191, 192, 209–217, 219, 220, 222, 226,
229, 230, 232, 233, see alsomagnication, segmentation & serial visual presentation
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exogenous
Information originating from outside the brain, e.g. the stimuli or world. 37, 64, see also
endogenous
explicit search
e act of manually controlling eye movements to facilitate visual search.39, 41–47, 51, 59,
62, 65, 203, 217, 219, 232, see also volitional control
F
feature
A dierentiating element of an object, such as colour, orientation or intensity. 38, 39, 41,
44–46, 49–51, 54, 57, 58, 62, 92, 93, 95, 118, 170, 222, 227, 232
feature conjunction
A combination of dierent features, e.g. a dark blue rectangle. 39, 50, 53, 97, 170, 222, 227,
230, see also feature
eld of view
e area in front of the observer that encompasses the full retinal image of both eyes. 34,
46, 98, 229, see also retinal image
xation
emomentary stability of the eye directed at a specic location. 36, 37, 42, 44, 46, 48, 60,
61, 85, 86, 90, 104, 118, 144, 162, 164, 187, 191, 207, 215, 216, 218, 230, see also saccade & smooth
pursuit
fovea
e central part of the retina (i.e. the visual eld), densely populated with photoreceptors.
33, 35, 51, 57, 64, 85, 94, 95, 97, 98, 130, 172, 174, see also foveation, photoreceptor & retina
foveation
To point the eyes such that a specic location is projected upon the fovea in a stable manner.
35, 36, 37, 40, 48, 53, 57, 58, 61, 64, 65, 85, 94, 95, 98, 191, 207, 210, 218, see also fovea, xation,
retina, retinal image & smooth pursuit
G
gist
e information extracted from the retinal image concerning all levels of visual information
(colours, shapes, layouts and scene categories) in a brief glance of the stimuli. 40, 50, 51, 53,
54, 57, 61, see also feature, retinal image & stimuli
I
inecient search
e relatively slower method of searching through the stimuli using attentive vision. 39,
40–47, 51, 53, 60, 61, 63, 65, 85, 187, 191, 216, 217, 222, see also attentive vision & ecient search
M
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magnication
emagnication presentation method selectively magnies the area under foveation for
the duration of the observer’s smooth pursuit eye-motion. 98, 195–199, 201–203, 210, 212,
231, 232, see also enlargement, moving, slowing, foveation & smooth pursuit
moving
emoving presentation method is the name given to the unaltered simulated live scrolling
camera view of the aerial photography. 103, 104, 107–110, 112–120, 122, 195, 198, 206, 210, 212,
220, 222, 232, see alsomagnication, slowing & serial visual presentation
N
naturalistic stimuli
A photograph or video of the real world, e.g. aerial photography or still life. 45, 46, 63, 68,
69, 77, 94, 101, 112, 120, 123, 140, 144, 164, 170, 172, 192, 222–225, 227, 231–233
non-selective pathway
e series of processes through the human visual system associated with preattentive vision.
38, 53, 54, see also preattentive vision & selective pathway
nystagmus
Rapidly movement of the eyes. 36, 48, 59, 85, 120, see also smooth pursuit
O
oculomotor capture
emethod of an element or object within the stimuli attracting foveation. 37, 39, 46, 52,
64, 201
P
parallel search
Searching through the entire retinal image simultaneously for a single feature. 40, see also
feature & retinal image
photoreceptor
A rod or cone within the retina that converts light into neural signals. 33, 36, 58, see also
fovea & retina
pop-out
When unusual elements, objects or features within a set attract the observer’s bottom-up
attention. 37, 47, 61, 216, see also bottom-up attention, feature & set size
preattentive vision
e series of processes that form the early human visual system associated with parallel
search. 40, 41–43, 46, 49–53, 55, 57–63, 65, see also attentive vision, bottom-up attention &
parallel search
R
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retina
e back of the human eye, covered in photoreceptors upon which the outside world is
projected. 33, 34–36, 39, 58, 60, 64, 76, 94, 95, 97, 118, 172–174, 192, see also fovea & photore-
ceptor
retinal image
e image of the scene in front of the observer that is projected upon the retina. 41, 48, 49,
51, 53, 54, 57–62, 217, 218, see also retina
retinotopic
With reference to the spatial co-ordinates on the retina, as opposed to the location of
something in space. 58, see also retina & photoreceptor
S
saccade
e quick ballastic movement made by the eye to move from one location to t he next. 36,
42, 48, 54, 59, 85, 90, 118, 120, 124, 230, see also oculomotor capture & saccade and xate
strategy
saccade and xate strategy
e human visual system’s strategy of saccading between interesting items to permit fo-
veation. 41, 45, 48, 51, 55, 62, 63, 85, 92, 216, 218, see also foveation, saccade & xation
saccadic suppression
e removal of the signal from the retina to the brain when the eyes are in motion. 36, 59,
230, see also saccade & temporal blurring
saliency
e property of a stimulus that attracts attention. see 42, 50, 53, 54, 57–59, 61, 219, 231
scan-path
e series of saccade and xations made across the extent of a presented image or envir-
onment in a saccade and xate strategy. 46, 90, 92, 144, 149, 163, 211, 231, see also saccade,
xation & saccade and xate strategy
segmentation
e segmentation-based presentation method splits the aerial photography into smaller
tiles which are sequentially displayed for correspondingly shorter durations. 88, 92, 94, 95,
123–134, 136–140, 142–144, 146–155, 157, 159, 160, 162–167, 170–172, 207–209, 211–217, 219,
220, 222, 226, 229, 230, 232, 233, see also enlargement & serial visual presentation
selective pathway
e series of processes through the human visual system associated with attentive vision.
53, 54, see also attentive vision & non-selective pathway
serial visual presentation
Serial Visual Presentation (SVP) is a presentation method that splits the aerial photography
into screen-sized segments which are displayed sequentially for a duration commensurate
with the time it took for the aircra to overy the area. 24–28, 30, 85–87, 90, 92, 101, 103,
104, 106–110, 112, 114–116, 118, 120, 122–126, 128, 130–132, 136–140, 144, 173, 175, 180, 183, 206,
207, 211, 212, 215, 220, 222, 223, 232, 244, see also enlargement, moving & segmentation
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set size
e number of objects or target-like elements within a scene or presented image. 40, 42, 47,
see also distractor & target
slowing
e slowing presentation method reduces the apparent ight speed by half for the duration
of the observer’s smooth pursuit eye-motion and then doubles the apparent ight speed
for half the duration. 98, 99, 100, 196–203, 212, 231, 232, see also magnication, moving,
foveation & smooth pursuit
smooth pursuit
emovement of the eye commensurate with the motion of the stimuli to permit foveation.
36, 37, 48, 60, 61, 85, 98, 118, 195, 201, 202, 210, see also foveation
spotter
A person who observes the ground out of a aeroplane window attempting to sp ot targets.
19, 28, 30, 31, 42, 45, 47, 67, 77, 78, 82, 86, 90, 174, 203
stimuli
e scene or image presented to the observer. 36, 37–41, 43, 45, 46, 48–51, 54, 55, 57–59, 61, 62,
64, 65, 67–70, 72–75, 77, 79–82, 84–88, 90, 92–94, 97, 98, 100, 101, 104, 118, 124, 127, 131–134,
137–139, 147, 148, 154, 164, 170–172, 174, 175, 178, 192, 201, 208, 213, 217–220, 222, 224, 225, 227,
228, 231, 232
T
target
e element or object within the stimuli for the observer to locate. 35, 37, 39, 40, 45, 46, 48,
51, 52, 54, 55, 58–60, 63–65, 68–75, 78, 79, 81, 82, 84–88, 90, 92–95, 97, 98, 100, 101, 104, 110,
112, 114, 118, 122, 124, 129, 131, 133, 134, 138–140, 142–144, 146–155, 157, 159, 161, 162, 164–167,
170–175, 178–183, 185, 191, 192, 195–197, 199, 206–213, 215–219, 222, 224, 225, 227, 229–233, see
also stimuli
target eccentricity
e distance between the current point of foveation and the target. 95, 97, 230, see also
foveation, stimuli & target
target prevalence
e liklihood of a target occurring in the stimuli. 45, 227, 228, see also target & stimuli
temporal blurring
e blurring of the retinal image due to eye movements and slow photoreceptor response.
36, see also photoreceptor, retinal image & saccade
top-down attention
Attention that is driven by the task or behaviour of the observer. 38, 39, 41–43, 51, 53, 54, 58,
61, 65, 92, see also bottom-up attention
topographical
e arrangement of data within a region, akin to a heat-map. 49, 57, 58
V
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visual acuity
e degree at which the visual system is able to discern detail, oen measured using an
eye chart in a Snellen test of reading smaller and smaller letters down a chart from a set
distance of six metres. 68, 95, 97, 172, 192
visual attention
e set of processes to isolate a specic element of the world for closer inspection. 33, 37,
39, 43, 45, 47, 48, 51, 64, 116, 118, 120, 166, 222, see also bottom-up attention & top-down
attention
visual awareness
e series of processes within the brain that bring a feature or object to the observer’s
conscious attention. 36, 37–39, 41, 46–48, 51, 53, 54, 57, 59–63, 195, 196, 217–219
visual dwell
When a specic region is observed by a concurrent series of foveations. 60, 217, see also
foveation
visual inspection
e examination or visual search of a stimuli.69, 70, 73, 77, 82, 87, 92, 93, 101, 123, 124, 139,
143, 206, see also visual search
visual orienting
emethod used to move the eyes in their orbit to project a specic location in space upon
the retina. 37, 55, 60, 64, 97, 174, see also endogenous, exogenous & retina
visual search
Scanning through the presented image or scene to locate and identify a potential target.
33, 39–49, 51–53, 55, 57, 60, 63–65, 67–70, 72, 74, 78, 79, 81, 83, 85–87, 90, 92–95, 98, 99, 101,
136, 166, 170, 173, 174, 192, 195–198, 202, 203, 206, 207, 210, 211, 216, 217, 219, 220, 222, 223,
225–233, see also stimuli & target
volitional control
e ability to demand a specic response (e.g. movement) from the human body. 41, 62, 97,
202, 203, 232, see also explicit search
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A
ANOVA
ANalysis Of VAriance 109, 110, 121, 122, 139, 152, 153, 164, 181–183, 225, 228
B
BBD
Balanced Block Design 81, 105, 106, 131, 161, 179
C
CSTM
Conceptual Short-Term Memory 93
F
FN
False Negative 79, 138
FP
False Positive 79, 109, 124, 138, 139, 166, 174, 180, 183, 209
G
GCD
Gaze-Contingent Display 27, 28, 30, 31, 98–101, 195–199, 201–203, 210, 212, 219, 220, 223, 231,
232
GLMM
Generalised Linear Mixed Model 112, 228
H
HCI
Human–Computer Interaction 69, 72, 73, 77, 205
HDTV
High-Denition Television 76
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Acronyms
HVS
Human Visual System 21, 23, 29, 33, 36–43, 47–52, 54, 55, 59, 60, 63–65, 67–70, 72, 73, 84,
85, 87, 90, 92, 93, 95, 97, 103, 118, 120–122, 124, 137, 144, 147, 172, 206, 211, 217–219, 222, 226,
230–232
I
IOR
Inhibition of Return 42, 54, 63
M
MFZ
Moving Fixation Zone 195, 196, 201, 203, 210, 231
P
PIT
Permitted Identication Time 147, 151, 167, 170, 224, 225
R
RSVP
Rapid Serial Visual Presentation87, 88, 90, 92–94, 122–124, 126, 144, 148, 149, 166, 207, 222,
229
S
SAR
Search and Rescue 19–21, 42, 45, 67, 72, 76, 78, 79, 84, 86, 90, 104, 106, 115, 120–122, 126, 132,
171, 211, 213, 224, 226, 229
SVP
Serial Visual Presentation 24–28, 30, 85–87, 90, 92, 101, 103, 104, 106–110, 112, 114–116, 118,
120, 122–126, 128, 130–132, 136–140, 144, 173, 175, 180, 183, 206, 207, 211, 212, 215, 220, 222, 223,
232, glossary: serial visual presentation
T
TN
True Negative 79, 151, 225
TP
True Positive 79, 124, 138, 180
U
UAV
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 19–22, 24, 25, 30–32, 45, 67, 72, 75, 76, 78, 80, 81, 83–86, 98, 99, 101,
103, 104, 110, 120–122, 124, 126, 173, 179, 196, 197, 199, 206, 207, 210, 223, 224, 229, 230, 233
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W
WiSAR
Wilderness Search and Rescue 19, 22–24, 29–32, 45, 64, 67, 68, 71, 73, 74, 76, 78–80, 82–84,
86–88, 90, 94, 101, 103, 104, 112, 113, 120–124, 131, 132, 139, 151, 154, 164, 171, 173, 174, 192, 197,
205, 220, 223, 224, 226, 227, 230, 232, 233
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